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Enterprise transformations impose socio-technical changes to orga-
nizations. Enterprise architecture (EA) is acknowledged as a steering 
instrument that assists stakeholders in the process of an enterprise 
transformation. Amongst others, the practice of EA is supported by 
modeling languages which describe an enterprise holistically. By 
doing so, they show an enterprise’s business products and services, 
and how these are realized by IT infrastructure and applications. 

However, EA modeling languages lack the capability to capture 
the design rationale that led to specifi c architectural designs in the 
context of an enterprise transformation. This lack of transparency 
regarding design decisions can cause design integrity issues when 
architects have to maintain or change the current EA design. Due to 
this lack of insight into the rationale, new designs are constructed in 
an ad-hoc manner, without taking into account considerations and 
constraints implied by past design decisions. 

This thesis addresses this lack of design rationale support for the do-
main of EA, by introducing EA Anamnesis, a conceptual framework 
for EA design rationalization. EA Anamnesis complements existing 
EA modeling languages with design rationalization information. 
This is realized by capturing rationale such as the formulation of the 
design problem across the EA, how the problem was addressed by 
specifi c design decisions, the reasoning behind the selection of tho-
se decisions and their possible unanticipated consequences, and by 
linking that rationale with elements of the EA design.
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What is Success?

To laugh often and much;

To win the respect of intelligent people

and the affection of children;

To earn the appreciation of honest critics

and endure the betrayal of false friends;

To appreciate beauty;

To find the best in others;

To leave the world a bit better, whether by

a healthy child, a garden patch

or a redeemed social condition;

To know even one life has breathed

easier because you have lived;

This is to have succeeded.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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1.1 Motivation

Modern day enterprises have to cope with different challenges such as new business mod-

els and the incorporation of new technologies. These challenges require organizations to

be flexible and adaptable to this constantly changing environment. To ensure that en-

terprises have the required transformation capabilities, senior management has to make

informed decisions on the design of the core organizational structure as well as the support-

ing IT (Lankhorst 2013). Furthermore, modern enterprises have to conform to different

types of requirements. For example, legal requirements impose transparency on their

operations (Ghanavati et al. 2009).

These needs can be addressed by the domain of Enterprise Architecture (EA). EA is

considered as an instrument for the steering of enterprise transformations (Op ’t Land

et al. 2008, Hoogervorst 2004) and provides a holistic overview of the enterprise (Lankhorst

2013). EA consists of roadmaps that guide the actions of enterprise architects during an

enterprise transformation. It also consists of models that help architects and relevant

stakeholders to realize the cross-domain dependencies between business and IT, e.g., how

a software application supports a business process.

An important step, before the initiation of the actual enterprise transformation, is the

analysis of the current (as-is) state of an enterprise. EA models provide this information

by representing the EA design in terms of its EA elements and their relationships. Enter-

prise architects inspect these models in order to understand what has already been done

in the architecture, something that will subsequently help them with the design of the

future (to-be) state of the enterprise. However, an important aspect which deals with the

provision of the justification, namely the why behind the design, is not captured by EA

models. Design issues, alternatives and decisions behind the resulting models, are often

left implicit. Although we should be careful with the analogy, experience from the field of

software architecture shows that leaving design rationales implicit leads to ‘Architectural

Knowledge vaporization’ (cf. Jansen and Bosch (2005)).

Among others, such a lack of design rationale can cause design integrity issues when

architects want to maintain or change the current design (Tang et al. 2007). This means

that due to a lacking insight into the rationale, new designs are constructed in an ad-hoc

manner, without taking into consideration constraints implied by past design decisions.

Moreover, according to a survey on software architecture design rationale (Tang et al.

2006), a large majority of architects (85,1%) admitted the importance of design ratio-

nalization in order to justify designs. Another interesting finding of this survey is that

architects themselves declared that they frequently forget the reasons for their own deci-

sions after some time.
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Despite the fact that these findings originate from other domains, they do provide an

indication of the more general consequences of the lack of design rationale. Indeed, anec-

dotal evidence out of six exploratory interviews that we conducted with senior enterprise

architects, prior to the start of this PhD work, already suggested this. For example, enter-

prise architects often work as external consultants. This also means that clients employ

different enterprise architects over time. Successor enterprise architects are then required

to try to understand and analyze the architecture by searching through EA models and

unstructured documentation without having a detailed insight regarding the justification

behind the design. This situation worsens the architecture knowledge vaporization prob-

lem. These indications of ours, were confirmed during our interviews with the involved

stakeholders of our case studies (Chapters 6, 7). Stakeholders, admitted that it would

be extremely useful to have this kind of support during the execution of the enterprise

transformation. Such a mechanism would inform them about the negative implications

of specific architectural choices in the enterprise and would steer the decision making

towards a different direction. Moreover, as we will see in Chapter 7, design rationale

support raised also the awareness of problematic situations across the enterprise. Finally,

as we will see in Section 2.3, the need for design rationale support for EA has also been

confirmed by the means of a survey study we conducted among EA practitioners.

For all reasons stated above, we argue that EA models should be complemented with

design rationale information. Design rationale is concerned with making the underlying

decision making and rationale of designs (Lee and Lai 1991) explicit. Design rationale

provides the underlying justification knowledge behind designs and it can be captured

and/or used during the design process.

Analogous to medicine, there is a parallel between capturing and maintaining design ra-

tionales and keeping the medical history of a patient. Regardless of the critical ability

of the doctor, the medical history can provide valuable information which facilitates the

diagnosis and consequently the treatment of the patient. Medical history is as valuable as

diagnostic tests and examinations. In an EA context, architects can use rationalization

information during the analysis of existing designs/architectures to have more insights

about the existing (as-is) architecture design. By doing so, they are able to make a better

assessment of the as-is situation and in turn design better future enterprise transforma-

tions (Lankhorst 2013).

This thesis focuses on the problem of lack of design rationale in an EA context and pro-

poses a conceptual framework which can be used as a basis for the creation of repositories

of architectural knowledge in organizations. As we will see in Section 2.3, despite of the

usefulness of capturing design rationale, the current practice of doing so is not yet preva-

lent. EA architects have not yet developed the discipline to capture rationale and even
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when they do so, they capture rationale in an unorganized way (free text format). The

current status of capturing rationale does not allow them to efficiently search for rationale

information or reuse some of the rationale for similar cases. Our main goal is to intro-

duce such an organized framework for the capturing of design rationales and subsequently

establish the discipline of capturing design rationales in an EA context.

1.2 Research questions

The goal of this thesis is the development of a conceptual framework (called EA Anam-

nesis, also in reference to the aforementioned analogy to a patient’s medical history) that

makes the design rationale of EA designs explicit, by complementing existing EA modeling

languages. During the development of the framework, we identified that parts of our con-

ceptual framework were addressing as well generic design rationale issues. Therefore, the

framework will be reported on at two levels: (1) the level of a generic conceptual frame-

work, and (2) the level of an EA specific conceptual framework that builds on the generic

one. As such, the following research questions refer to both the generic and EA specific

framework for design rationalization. In the discussion below, we will also highlight how

the questions relate to these two levels.

� RQ1: Which design rationale concepts can be used for the rationalization of EA

designs?

By answering this research question we aim to identify a set of key design rationale

concepts for the domain of EA. For our concepts identification we take into account

existing design rationale approaches from various domains such as civil engineering,

software architecture etcetera. We examine which concepts of these frameworks can

be used for the domain of EA. Our main goal is to define a set of concepts which

can be used as a basis for the development of our conceptual framework.

Some of the identified concepts will be addressing design rationale issues in general.

Subsequently, part of the answer of this research question will be covered by the

general design rationale framework.

To span the actual framework in terms of relations, this generic research question is

refined to two more specific research questions. Together they then cover the conceptual

framework.

� RQ2: How to make the underlying reasoning behind design decisions explicit?
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The decision making environment in EA is challenging due to the fact that architects

have to take into account and balance among requirements of various stakeholders of

the enterprise. We argue that capturing and representing the underlying reasoning

behind design decisions can assist architects to inspect the as-is architecture, to

analyze the evaluation process for specific decisions and to recognize which factors

actually influenced their decision making process. By doing so, they can improve

their future evaluations by following good practices or by avoiding bad evaluations

of past decision making processes.

Making explicit the underlying reasoning of design decisions can be beneficial for

other domains of high complexity where prioritization of requirements is required.

As such this question concerns both the generic and the EA conceptual framework.

� RQ3: How to capture and represent the design problem and its role in the decision

making process?

By answering this question we provide an additional dimension to design rational-

ization which deals with the formulation of the EA design problem based on the

given goals, principles and requirements. By doing so, we are able to analyze how

the design problem is refined from high level goals to concrete requirements. More-

over, since requirements play a role in the decision making process as well, we are

able to provide traceability between the problem and solution space and to check

how the design decisions of the solution comply with the given requirements.

Part of the answer of this research question addresses the generic design rationale

domain and as such it is provided through our generic conceptual framework. The

rest of the answer which deals with the EA domain specificities is provided by our

EA conceptual framework.

Next to the above, we need to incorporate EA specific considerations in terms of the

typical EA domains. This leads to the following EA specific research question:

� RQ4: How to make cross-domain relationships of design rationale explicit?

EA involves multiple domains (e.g., Business, Applications and IT). During an

enterprise transformation, the decision making in a specific architecture domain

may trigger the execution of new decisions in the same or in a different domain

of the enterprise. For example, a business related design decision can trigger the

execution of an IT decision. Moreover, a design decision on a certain domain can

cause an unanticipated consequence for another domain. The confrontation of this

research question makes cross-domain relations of design rationale more explicit.
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This research question deals with the EA specific considerations and it will be

answered by our EA specialized conceptual framework.

1.3 EA Anamnesis: framework or language?

Before we provide the details regarding our research methodology, we consider it important

to reflect on some key terms that will help us position our research work. As such, we

consider EA Anamnesis as a conceptual framework that:

� restricts (in a controlled language sense (Fuchs et al. 1999, Schwitter 2004)), the

dialog that architects and stakeholders may have when rationalizing and capturing

design decisions, and

� serves as a base to define a modeling language (as will actually be done to enable case

study research). In doing so, it can actually be said that the conceptual framework

defines the abstract syntax of the language, where one ‘only’ needs to add the

concrete syntax.

To further illustrate the focus of our research work, we use the framework for ‘IS de-

velopment methods’, as originally developed by Seligmann et al. (1989). They make a

distinction between ‘Way of Thinking’, ‘Way of Modeling’, ‘Way of Working’, ‘Way of

Control’ and ‘Way of Support’. The core concepts of our conceptual framework define the

‘Way of Thinking’. The metamodel of EA Anamnesis defines the bridge between ‘Way

of Thinking’ and ‘Way of Modeling’, in the sense that it makes the ‘Way of Thinking’

concrete in terms of the conceptual framework, which essentially defines the abstract syn-

tax of the modeling language that corresponds to the ‘Way of Modeling’. This is in line

with the characteristic ‘Principles of implementation’ (from Gregor and Jones (2007)) as

discussed in Section 1.4.2.

EA Anamnesis, as a conceptual framework for the rationalization of EA designs, defines

a set of concepts and their relations. When it is a conceptual framework underlying a

modeling/controlled language, one could use the words ‘ontology’ such as e.g. the e3Value

community does (Gordijn and Akkermans 2003), or ‘metamodel’, such as e.g. the MDA

community does (OMG 2007). Furthermore, when developing a programming / modeling

language, one can typically distinguish between an abstract syntax (not taking notation

specific considerations into account), and a concrete syntax which defines the actual no-

tation and associated syntactic conventions (ter Hofstede and Proper 1998).

The ontology/metamodel, or conceptual framework in our case, can be seen to define

the abstract syntax of the modeling/controlled language. The conceptual framework for
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(EA) Anamnesis can also be regarded as defining (in terms of its metamodel) an abstract

syntax for a language to express the rationalization of EA designs.

On top of this abstract syntax, a concrete syntax (notation) may be defined, leading to

a full-fledged modeling language. The concrete syntax that we used in our cases, as well

as the demonstrator, are considered as ‘byproducts’ of the research effort. The (EA)

Anamnesis framework is, as such, not intended as a full-fledged modeling language with

a concrete syntax.

Based on this discussion about the position of our work, we admit that we can talk about

language as a result, but only have quality claims about the abstract syntax. As we will

see in Section 1.4.3, Krogstie (2002) has proposed an approach for the evaluation of the

qualities of a language. We use this framework for the evaluation of the abstract syntax

of EA Anamnesis. As we do not focus on the concrete syntax, we do not take issues such

as the understandability of notations to end users (Moody 2009), into account.

1.4 Research design

Our main goal is the development of a design artifact for the rationalization of EA designs.

Such a process requires the execution of certain research steps. As such, we follow the

design science research paradigm as indicated by Hevner et al. (2004) and reference process

models for design science research as e.g., proposed by Peffers et al. (2007). In Section

1.4.1 we provide the details for it. However, the design research paradigm itself does

not provide guidelines regarding the required structural elements of the artifact and the

identification of objectives for its creation and evaluation. As such, our research design

incorporates the work by Gregor and Jones (2007), more explicitly by identifying the

anatomy of a design artifact. By doing so we can define some structural elements of our

design artifact. These are discussed in Section 1.4.1. As we will see below, one of the

characteristics of these frameworks is the definition of testable propositions of the design

artifact. Testable propositions are important for the identification of the objectives of the

design artifact and subsequently for execution of the evaluation. Since our main focus is

the development of a conceptual framework (abstract syntax of a language), we use the

work by (Krogstie 2002) as a basis for the identification of the testable propositions. We

will discuss these guidelines in more detail in Section 1.4.3.

1.4.1 Research paradigm used in developing EA Anamnesis

In this thesis we aim to develop a conceptual framework for the rationalization of EA

designs, which answers the aforementioned research questions. As such, we follow the
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design science research paradigm, as indicated by Hevner et al. (2004) and Peffers et al.

(2007), and as illustrated in Figure 1.1.

The problem identification and motivation involves the justification for the development

of the design artifact, and the identification of the objectives of the design artifact. In our

case, Section 1.1 already provided an initial report on the motivation. In Chapter 2, we

report on the problem identification, motivation, and objectives, in more detail.

The next step involves the design and development of the actual design artifact. In our

case, the artifact is a conceptual framework for design rationalization of EAs. Chapters

3 and 4 report on this framework in two steps. First, we report on the generic level for

design rationale, and then on the EA specific specialization.

The development of our artifact has been done in an iterative way, as also suggested in

Figure 1.1. As such, we have used demonstration, evaluation and communication steps

in order to gather feedback and further extend and improve our design artifact. For the

demonstration step, we used a fictitious case study from the insurance sector, taken from

the specification of the ArchiMate modeling language (The Open Group 2012).

Concerning the evaluation step, we developed a software prototype tool in order to demon-

strate to practitioners the potential usefulness of the design artifact, to provide evidence

that it can be developed in a software tool and to conduct a computational assessment

for it (Chapter 5).

Thereafter, we proceed with real world case study validation (Chapters 6, 7). Our artifact

has been applied on two case studies to assess its practical validity. The first case study

took place at a Luxembourgish research and technology organization and the second one

took place in a Greek e-government organization.

Figure 1.1: Design science research paradigm (Peffers et al. 2007)
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Finally, the communication step involves publications and presentations of our design ar-

tifact at various scientific and industrial events. This has resulted, a.o. in the publications

as listed on Page xvii in the preamble.

1.4.2 Anatomy of EA Anamnesis

According to Winter (2008), the concrete outcomes of the design science research process

are design research artifacts. In our case, the design research artifact is a conceptual

framework to capture design rationale.

Below we provide some structural characteristics that this artifact should exhibit, based

on the work of Gregor and Jones (2007) on the anatomy of a design theory:

� Purpose and scope: As mentioned above, the development of our design artifact is

done in an iterative way. While still being in the first iterations of the development

we realized that parts of our artifact address some generic design rationale issues

as well. As such, we provide two conceptual frameworks. The first (Anamnesis)

addresses those generic design rationale issues and the second (EA Anamnesis) is a

specialization of the first one, and addresses the identified specificities of EA.

However, Anamnesis (the generic part) acts as a basis for EA Anamnesis, while

EA Anamnesis will be validated (in terms of the testable propositions as discussed

below).

� Constructs: The constructs of our design artifact are the core concepts which ratio-

nalize EA designs. We identified these concepts by exploring the literature in design

rationale, decision analysis and EA and by conducting a survey analysis among EA

practitioners that enabled us to testify their perception on the proposed concepts.

The identification of these concepts allows us to define a set of key design rationale

concepts and to subsequently answer RQ1.

� Principles of form and function: Our framework will be represented as a metamodel

(concepts and their relationships) with associated definitions and explanations. As

such we provide operational formulation of what could be done in the real world

with the framework.

� Design mutability: The generic Anamnesis framework is specialized towards EA.

Depending on the specific EA framework selected, this could be further specialized,

if so desired. Moreover, depending on the needs, different language notions can be

used as materializations of the framework.
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Next to the notation used in the cases, as reported in Chapters 6 and 7, one could

also think to create, and use, a UML stereotype, or similarly use the specializa-

tion/stereotyping mechanism of the ArchiMate language (The Open Group 2012).

� Testable propositions: Testable propositions define the criteria that will be used for

the evaluation of our design artifact. Moreover, testable propositions are positioned

as objectives while being on the ‘Identify Problem and Motivate’ step of Peffer’s

research paradigm. As we mentioned before, we base ourselves on the work of

Krogstie (2002) to structure the set of testable propositions. We will discuss this in

more detail in Section 1.4.3.

� Justificatory knowledge: This involves e.g. the (kernel) theories used in design-

ing/creating the artifact (Gregor and Jones 2007). In our case, we base our concep-

tual framework on theories and techniques from the domains of operations research

(decision analysis) for the provision of the reasoning of design decisions in the solu-

tion space. Moreover, we use techniques from the domain of goal modeling for the

formulation of the design problem in the problem space.

� Principles of implementation: The main goal of our framework is the ex-post ratio-

nalization of EA designs. We argue that our conceptual framework guides architects

to structure their decision making and consider more carefully the given goal, prin-

ciples and requirements during the design process. As such, the framework itself

provides guidelines on architecting the enterprise, by taking into account the aspect

of rationalization. Furthermore, our software demonstrator enables us to guide prac-

titioners during the capturing of rationale information. For example, practitioners

can relate rationale by using specific relationship types, etcetera.

� Expository instantiation: To be able to evaluate our conceptual framework in con-

crete cases, a concrete notation is needed. Therefore, we also provide a concrete

syntax. By doing so, we are able to illustrate our framework and to apply it as a

language to two real world cases. As such, the cases also provide an expository in-

stantiation of both the framework and the suggested notation. Moreover, we provide

a software demonstrator which helped us to create instantiations of the language.

1.4.3 Quality characteristics of EA Anamnesis

Krogstie et al. (1995) identifies several quality criteria on models. Some of these have a

pendant when talking about the quality of modeling languages and the abstract syntax

in particular, since the language should enable/support/restrict the formulation of the
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models. Krogstie (2002) therefore also translated model qualities to qualities of modeling

languages. As such, we make use of the latter framework of qualities for the evaluation

and identification of objectives of our design artifact.

The qualities defined by Krogstie, as used for evaluating EA Anamnesis, are as follows:

� Domain appropriateness: This quality deals with relationship between the language

and the domain. A language should cover the statements of a specific domain as

much as possible. For the abstract syntax this leads to the question of to what

extent rationalizations can indeed (in ‘theory’) be expressed (and reasoned about)

easily in terms of the concepts defined by the (EA) Anamnesis framework.

� Participant language knowledge appropriateness: This quality deals with the level

that the domain terminology of a language is well understood by the participants of

this domain. This leads to the question of to what extent the users of EA Anamnesis

understand the concepts appropriately.

� Knowledge externalizability appropriateness: This quality deals with relationship

between the domain participant knowledge and the language. The goal is that the

knowledge of the domain participants should be reflected as much as possible by the

language. This leads to the question to what extent the ‘users’ of EA Anamnesis

recognize their decision making as captured by EA Anamnesis.

Moreover, Krogstie has defined the following two qualities which were not used for the

evaluation of EA Anamnesis because, as we will explain below, they cover factors outside

the scope of our research:

� Participant comprehensibility appropriateness: This quality deals with the relation-

ship between language and the social actor interpretation. The goal is that produced

models should be as much as possible understandable by participants. In order to

support the understandability of our conceptual framework, we provide a concrete

syntax (as used in Chapters 6 and 7) and a software demonstrator (as used in Chap-

ter 5). However, the concrete syntax is a byproduct of our research work and as

such, this quality characteristic will not be taken into account for the evaluation of

EA Anamnesis.

� Technical actor interpretation appropriateness: This quality deals with the technical

implementation of a language and more specifically with the provision of automatic

reasoning. Concerning EA Anamnesis, we would like to restate, that our main goal

is to make the design rationale of EA design explicit. Therefore, we first focus on

the conceptualization part of design rationale. As such, we do not evaluate EA

Anamnesis in terms of this quality.
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1.5 Research contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is a conceptual framework for the rationalization

of EA designs. Our framework consists of an abstract syntax and as a side product a

concrete syntax. The abstract syntax is provided by means of a metamodel and the

concrete syntax by means of a notation. Note again, that we focus on the development

of the abstract syntax, as per our primary concern of uncovering the key rationalization

concepts for EA RQ1. The development of a concrete syntax, while important for our

own use of the language, is a secondary concern. Therefore, we do not take into account

issues like the understandability of notations to end users (Moody 2009).

Our design artifact is a conceptual framework which formalizes design rationalization

information. For the development of the artifact we base our work on theories and tech-

niques from the domains of operations research (decision analysis) and goal modeling

(for the analysis of the problem formulation). Moreover, we take into account existing

design rationale approaches from other domains (e.g. software architecture), and the spe-

cial characteristics of EA. One of the findings during this development, is that parts of

our framework address generic knowledge gaps in the domain of design rationale. Such

an example is the formalization of decision making processes. In order to manifest this,

our design artifact is presented in two steps: The first step shows a generic conceptual

framework for design rationalization. The second step presents an extension of the generic

framework, which takes into account the specificities of EA.

Below we provide the description of our contributions:

� A generic conceptual framework for design rationalization: We contribute a concep-

tual framework for design rationalization which is composed of two parts: The first

part deals with the problem formulation before the initiation of the actual design

decision making process. Here we capture the requirements which have to be taken

into account during the design decision making process. The second part deals with

the capturing of the design decisions and their rationale.

More specifically:

– The provision of rationalization is achieved by conceptualizing the reasoning be-

hind design decisions based on operation research techniques and more specif-

ically Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). Capturing rationale in such

a way allows us to 1) structure the decision making process in an analytic

way where criteria, their relative importance and constraints are taken into ac-

count, 2) to create a repository of structured rationalization information, with

which we can retrospectively check the compliance of decisions with the given
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requirements, and 3) to ex-post compare the captured decision making process

with the observed outcome of a decision.

� A conceptual framework for EA design rationalization: We contribute a conceptual

framework which is an extension of our generic conceptual framework that incorpo-

rates the identified specificities of EA.

More specifically:

– We incorporate in our conceptual framework the notion of EA perspective. As

we will see in Section 2.1.2, EA perspectives define the architectural bound-

aries within the enterprise and as such they enable us to have a structured

way of viewing and defining the enterprise. In our conceptual framework, EA

perspectives are used to categorize design rationale and to make explicit its

cross-domain relationships, for example how a business decision triggers an IT

requirement.

– We incorporate the notions of goals and EA principles. We use these concepts,

which are widely used in the domain of EA for the formulation of the design

problem and to reveal as well the reasons behind the elicitation of requirements.

1.6 Thesis structure

Our discussion of the research design in Section 1.4, already alludes to the structure of

the thesis. In finishing this introductory chapter, we will now briefly describe the overall

structure of the thesis.

Chapter 2 provides the justification for the development of a design rationale approach

for the domain of EA. We briefly present the domains of EA and design rationale, and

their characteristics. Thereafter, through a survey we conducted among EA practitioners

(Section 2.3), we investigate the usefulness of some core design rationale concepts and the

current state of their usage. Finally, we present the main objectives of a design rationale

framework for EA and we show that current approaches lack the characteristics that such

an approach requires.

The second part of the thesis presents our main contribution. Chapter 3 presents our

generic conceptual framework which deals with the capturing of reasoning behind de-

sign decisions and the problem formulation. Subsequently, in Chapter 4 we present EA

Anamnesis, a conceptual framework which extends our generic one and deals with the

identified specificities of EA. We then use a fictitious case study from the insurance sector

to illustrate EA Anamnesis.
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The thesis continues with the evaluation and reflection part of our design artifact. Chapter

5 presents a software demonstrator tool which was implemented during the initial phases of

the development our design artifact. The implementation of this software demonstrator

allowed us to enforce a certain degree of specificity and to further improve our design

artifact in the next steps of its development process. As such, the software tool does not

reflect the final version of the design artifact but it was used for further improvements of

it. The next two chapters present our real world case study evaluations. In Chapter 6

we present the application of EA Anamnesis in a Luxembourgish research and technology

organization, whereas Chapter 7 presents the application of our conceptual framework in

a Greek e-government organization.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and provides directions for

further research.



CHAPTER 2

Design Rationalization in Enterprise Architecture

This chapter provides the justification for the development of a design rationale approach

for the domain of EA. We start by presenting EA and design rationale and their main

characteristics. Thereafter, based on a survey we conducted among EA practitioners, we

investigate the perceived usefulness of key design rationale concepts as typically are found

in literature. The results indicate that practitioners perceive the design rationale concepts

as useful, but they do not capture them in an organized way. The chapter continues by

presenting the main objectives for the development of a design rationale approach for the

domain of EA and showing that current approaches lack the characteristics required by

such an approach.

17
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The content of this chapter is based on work published as:

Georgios Plataniotis, Sybren de Kinderen and Henderik A. Proper: EA Anamnesis:

Towards an Approach for EA Rationalization. In: Proceedings of the 2012 Work-

shop on Domain-specific Modeling, pp. 27-32, ACM, 2012

Georgios Plataniotis, Sybren de Kinderen, Dirk van der Linden, Danny Greefhorst

and Henderik A. Proper: An Empirical Evaluation of Design Decision Concepts

in EA. In: Proceedings of 6th IFIP WG 8.1 working conference on the Practice

of Enterprise Modelling (PoEM). Springer, 2013

2.1 What is Enterprise Architecture?

According to the TOGAF specification (The Open Group 2011), ‘Enterprise Architecture

(EA) is a formal description of a system or a detailed plan of the system at component

level, to guide its implementation and the structure of components, their interrelationships

and the principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time’.

The definition provided by TOGAF showcases the various aspects which are covered by

the domain of EA. As Faller (2016) states, EA can be considered as the structural state

of the enterprise, where itself comprises the fundamental concepts or properties of the

enterprise (IEEE 2011). It can be also understood as a set of descriptive products that

describe the characteristics of existing or desired states of the enterprise (Hoogervorst

2004). Furthermore, EA can be seen as a set of prescriptive products, where the imple-

mentation of EA is based on guidelines and principles (Hoogervorst 2004). According

to van Steenbergen and Brinkkemper (2009), EA can be considered as the practice of

applying a consistent set of rules and models which guide the implementation of EA.

Despite the variations in the definitions of EA, most of the researchers and practitioners

(Op ’t Land et al. 2008, Lankhorst 2013) agree that EA provides a holistic overview of the

enterprise and captures the essentials of the business, the IT and how the enterprise evolves

over time. EA facilitates enterprise architects to have an insight into the requirements

that originate from different domains of the enterprise and helps them to design solutions

that satisfy the given business goals.

Without an established EA capability, stakeholders of the individual domains of the enter-

prise try to achieve optimization in their own domain of responsibility without considering

the ‘big picture’ of the enterprise (Lankhorst 2013). For example, consider a well estab-

lished technical infrastructure which is not flexible enough when it comes to supporting a

highly changing and agile business environment. IT, instead of supporting the business,
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will be one of the basic obstacles for the transformation of the business model of the

enterprise.

In our work, we follow the descriptive definition of EA (Faller 2016). We consider that EA

provides a common language that is understandable by the stakeholders of the different

domains of the enterprise and brings together information from these formerly independent

domains. This gives the ability to stakeholders to speak the same language in terms of

models and tools and their decision making can be improved (Lankhorst 2013).

In the next subsections we discuss some important aspects of EA that we identified in

literature.

2.1.1 Business-IT alignment

EA is considered as an important instrument for the effectiveness of Business-IT alignment

(Lankhorst 2013). ‘Business-IT alignment is the state where information technology (IT)

is applied in an appropriate and timely way, in harmony with the business strategies, goals

and needs’ (Luftman 2004). Business-IT alignment is not obtained by local optimizations

but is realized by well-orchestrated interaction of organizational components (Nadler et al.

1992). In other words it is driven by the relationships between components rather than

by the detailed specification of each individual component.

The pioneers of the term ‘alignment’ are Parker and Benson (1989). In their work they

emphasize the importance of architecture for the achievement of alignment. The aspects

of business strategy and organizational infrastructure compared with IT strategy and IT

infrastructure are also emphasized in the well known model of (Henderson and Venka-

traman 1993) for strategic alignment. Figure 2.1 presents this model. The model gives

various options for the achievement of alignment. For example, one can start with the

business strategy and define the IT infrastructure directly. As a matter of choice, one can

also consider the IT strategy or the organizational infrastructure. Alternatively, the IT

infrastructure can be used as a basis for the definition of the business strategy.

Figure 2.2 illustrates how EA can be used as a supporting instrument for the achievement

of alignment. EA intervenes between the strategy and the operations of the organization.

After the definition of the mission, vision, strategy and high level goals, EA is used

as an instrument to translate these high levels goals into concrete changes to the daily

operations of the company. EA provides a holistic perspective on the current and future

states of these operations and on the actions that should be taken for the realization of

the business goals.

The role of EA as a strategic instrument which guides an organization through a planned

development is also discussed by (Ross et al. 2006). Ross considers EA as the organizing
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between internal processes and external customers. Obviously, the world of

business–IT alignment is as diverse as it is complex. In coping with this complexity,

enterprise architecture is of valuable assistance.

In Fig. 1.4, enterprise architecture is positioned within the context of managing

the enterprise. At the top of this pyramid, we see the mission of the enterprise: why

does it exist? The vision states its ‘image of the future’ and the values the enterprise

holds. Next there is its strategy, which states the route the enterprise will take in

achieving this mission and vision. This is translated into concrete goals that give

direction and provide the milestones in executing the strategy. Translating those

goals into concrete changes to the daily operations of the company is where

enterprise architecture comes into play. It offers a holistic perspective of the current

and future operations, and on the actions that should be taken to achieve the

company’s goals.

Next to its architecture, which could be viewed as the ‘hard’ part of the

company, the ‘soft’ part, its culture, is formed by its people and leadership, and is

of equal if not higher importance in achieving these goals. Finally, of course, we see

the enterprise’s daily operations, which are governed by the pyramid of Fig. 1.4.

To some it may seem that architecture is something static, confining everything

within its rules and boundaries, and hampering innovation. This is a misconception.

A well-defined architecture is an important asset in positioning new developments

within the context of the existing processes, IT systems, and other assets of an

organisation, and it helps in identifying necessary changes. Thus, good architectural

practice helps a company innovate and change by providing both stability and

flexibility. The insights provided by an enterprise architecture are needed on the

one hand in determining the needs and priorities for change from a business
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Figure 2.1: Strategic alignment model (Henderson and Venkatraman 1993)

logic for the operational part of the organization. Business processes and the underlying

IT infrastructure should be standardized and integrated based on this logic.

2.1.2 The notion of EA perspectives

The practice of EA is supported by modeling languages and frameworks. One of the

fundamental properties of EA frameworks and languages is that they provide a formal

and structured way of viewing and defining enterprises. By formal and structured we

mean that the architecture description is comprised of different perspectives and each

perspective deals with different aspect of the organization. For example, one perspective

deals with the description of business products of an organization and another one with the

IT. This description enables stakeholders to focus on specific aspects of their own domain

responsibility and at the same time to have a holistic overview of the architecture.

EA frameworks provide a two dimensional scheme which results in two dimension ma-

trices. The intersections (cells) of rows and columns define different perspectives on the

enterprise. Below we use two of the most well known EA frameworks to illustrate the

notion of EA perspectives.
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perspective, and on the other hand in assessing how the company may benefit from

technological and business innovations.

Moreover, architecture is a strategic instrument in guiding an organisation

through a planned course of development. As Ross et al. (2006) show with

numerous case studies, successful enterprises employ an ‘operating model’ with

clear choices on the levels of integration and standardisation of business processes

across the enterprise (Fig. 1.5). This operating model should fit both their area of

business and their stage of development.
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Figure 2.2: EA as a management instrument (Lankhorst 2013)

Zachman framework:

The Zachman framework (Zachman 1987) is an enterprise taxonomy which was devel-

oped by John Zachman in the 1980s. The framework provides a taxonomy of different

representations of the enterprise which are considered important for the development and

management of the EA.

Through the Zachman framework, an abstract idea concerning the architecture of the

enterprise can be described in different perspectives. As we can see in Figure 2.3, the

Zachman framework is comprised by 36 cells where each cell covers a different perspec-

tive. The horizontal dimension (rows) defines six increasingly detailed views or levels of

abstraction. In each of these perspectives different stakeholders are involved. The version

3 of the Zachman framework defines the following perspectives: Contextual perspective

(scope contents), Conceptual perspective (business concepts), Logical perspective (system

logic), Physical perspective (technology), As Built perspective (tool components), Func-

tioning perspective (operations instances). The deliverables of each perspective can be

used as an input to the perspective of next row. For example, the decisions of business

executives (Contextual perspective) can be translated to business process models in the

Conceptual perspective.

The vertical dimension (columns) defines the different abstractions for each of the hori-

zontal perspectives. Version 3 of the Zachman framework provides six interrogatives and
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Figure 2.3: The Zachman Framework dimensions and cells (adopted from Zachman

(1987))

these are the following: What (inventory sets), How (process flows), Where (distribution

networks), Who (responsibility assignments), When (timing cycles), Why (motivation in-

tentions). The idea is that each of this question depicts an independent variable that

constitutes a comprehensive description of each of the horizontal perspectives. For exam-

ple, while being in the contextual phase ‘what’ columns defines a list of important things

for the enterprise, ‘how’ the business processes, ‘where’ the business locations, ‘who’ im-

portant organizations’, ‘when’ the various events and ‘why’ the goals and strategies.

The Zachman framework does not not provide roadmaps or support mechanisms which

guide stakeholders during the design process. Rather, it provides a taxonomy of perspec-

tives that stakeholders should take into account while they architecting the enterprise.

According to John Zachman, the framework is unique in the sense that perspectives pro-

vide a way to explicitly distinguish the architecture elements. However, there is also some

critique which states that the framework is purely speculative and non-empirical and that

the idea of creating descriptions of enterprise based on Zachman framework is unrealistic

(Kim and Everest 1994).

ArchiMate:

ArchiMate (Lankhorst et al. 2010, The Open Group 2012) is an EA modeling language

that offers an integrated way for describing and visualizing the different architecture

domains and their underlying relations and dependencies. ArchiMate is a graphical lan-

guage.
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The ArchiMate language is organized as a two-dimensional framework and it is comprised

of nine perspectives. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The first dimension (rows) deals

with the architectural domains of the enterprise, called layers. These are the business,

application and technology. The business layer provides concepts dealing with the prod-

ucts and services of the enterprise and the business processes and functions that realize

these products and services. The application layer deals with the IT/application systems,

the functions and data that are required to support the business needs. Finally the con-

cepts of the technology layer are used for the modeling of the infrastructure in terms of

hardware, networks and system software.

The second dimension (columns) further categorizes the modeling concepts of each layer

into three subsets. The first subset has to do with elements of passive structure. Passive

structure models the elements on which the behavior is executed. The second subset is

about the behavior and models elements of behavior such as a business process. The third

subset deals with active structure and models elements which perform the behavior such

as an actor.

Such a two dimensional fine-grained classification allows us to model specific EA areas

by using a common modeling language. In addition, ArchiMate provides relationships to

interrelate elements from different layers of the enterprise.
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In line with service orientation, the most important relationship between layers is formed by 

“used by” relationships, which show how the higher layers make use of the services of lower 

layers. (Note, however, that services need not only be used by elements in a higher layer, but 

also can be used by elements in the same layer.) A second type of link is formed by realization 

relationships: elements in lower layers may realize comparable elements in higher layers; e.g., a 

“data object” (Application layer) may realize a “business object” (Business layer); or an 

“artifact” (Technology layer) may realize either a “data object” or an “application component” 

(Application layer). 

2.6 The ArchiMate Framework 

The aspects and layers identified in the previous sections can be organized as a framework of 

nine “cells”, as illustrated in Figure 4. 

It is important to realize that the classification of concepts based on aspects and layers is only a 

global one. It is impossible to define a strict boundary between the aspects and layers, because 

concepts that link the different aspects and layers play a central role in a coherent architectural 

description. For example, running somewhat ahead of the later conceptual discussions, 

(business) functions and (business) roles serve as intermediary concepts between “purely 

behavioral” concepts and “purely structural” concepts. 
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Passive
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Figure 4: Architectural Framework 

Besides the core aspects shown in Figure 4 (passive structure, behavior, and active structure), 

which are mainly operational in nature, the work of an enterprise architect touches upon 

numerous other aspects, not explicitly covered by the ArchiMate framework, some of which 

may cross several (or all) conceptual domains; for example: 

 Goals, principles, and requirements 

 Risk and security 

 Governance 

 Policies and business rules 

Figure 2.4: The ArchiMate language dimensions and cells (Lankhorst 2013)
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2.1.3 EA Principles

EA principles are another important instrument for the effectiveness of EA (Greefhorst

and Proper 2011). By effectiveness we mean to what extent the objectives are achieved

and the problems are solved. TOGAF (The Open Group 2011) defines principles as ‘gen-

eral rules and guidelines that inform and support the way in which an organization sets

about fulfilling its mission’. Principles should be ‘enduring and seldom amended’. Princi-

ples provide continuity and relative stability in the organization despite the continuously

changing and uncertain business environment (Greefhorst and Proper 2011).

EA principles define the future direction of the EA and they are used to guide the decision

making processes behind design decisions. Through principles, architects can gradually

translate the high level goals of the enterprise into refined requirements which subsequently

influence the various decision making processes during the design process. Principles fa-

cilitate the decision making processes of architects and prevent situations where a decision

is hard to take because of the complex environment and the numerous evaluation criteria

(analysis paralysis). Moreover, they document essential choices in an accessible form and

they facilitate the communication of stakeholders that are affected.

The number of principles should be low. This is because high number of principles reduce

the flexibility of the architecture (The Open Group 2011). Moreover principles should be

future oriented and they should be endorsed by senior management stakeholders. Prin-

ciples provide a firm foundation for the decision making of the EA, they frame policies,

procedures and standards and provide the means to resolve conflicting situations during

the design process (Greefhorst and Proper 2011).

2.2 What is design rationale?

During the design process architects make decisions which have an impact on the design.

Modeling languages capture the results of their actions. However, the decisions and

rationale behind the design are not captured. Design rationale is concerned with making

explicit the underlying decision making and rationale of designs (Lee and Lai 1991).

Design rationale provides the underlying justification knowledge behind designs. It can be

captured and used during the design process. Designers can use this information during

the analysis of existing designs/architectures to better understand the existing (as-is)

architecture/design. Additionally, by using this information they are able to explain past

decisions to newcomers and therefore facilitate design communication and teaching (Burge

and Brown 1998).
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An important aspect for design rationale approaches is how the rationale information

is captured and represented. Depending on the degree of formality, design rationale

approaches can be divided in three main categories: informal, semi-formal and formal

(Lee 1997):

� Informal approaches capture rationale by using traditional media such as word pro-

cessors or even audio and video recordings. The main advantage is that the design

rationale can be captured easily in a format that stakeholders are familiar with. No

special tools are needed. However, the main drawback of informal approaches is that

rationale information is not organized and it is hard to be processed and interpreted

in a computer based system (Lee 1997). As such, in the case that stakeholders want

to use the design rationale, they have to spend significant time in order to find the

information they are interested in. Moreover they do not have insight of the various

relations of information. For example, which requirements were used for a specific

design decision.

� Formal approaches structure the rationale information through a strict format in

order to be easier for computers to interpret and process that information. A com-

mon problem of this kind of approaches is that the contents are hard to understand

by human beings and the process of capturing the information requires more effort

(Burge and Brown 1998).

� Semi-formal approaches aim to combine the advantages of the aforementioned types.

The rationale information is structured up to a certain degree in order to be pro-

cessable by computers, but at the same time it can be understood by human beings

as well. In most cases, a system suggests the chunks of information that should be

captured and the user captures the information by following specific instructions of

the system.

Various design rationale approaches have been proposed by the research community in

various domains (civil engineering, mechanical design, artificial intelligence, software en-

gineering, and human-computer interaction). For example, civil engineering design ratio-

nale is used to coordinate the activities of stakeholders in different areas of a construction

project. Based on design rationale the stakeholders can understand and respect the ideas

of others and resolve possible conflicts (Whelton et al. 2001). Another good example

is software engineering. Design rationale is used there to support the process of require-

ments analysis and to capture the design decisions made during new designs (Dutoit et al.

2006). Design rationale can also be used by stakeholders who missed an important project
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meeting and want to have insight into a particular topic. Possibly unresolved issues cap-

tured by design rationale can be discussed in future project meetings (Dutoit et al. 2006).

Another important application of design rationale is that it can be used by designers to

avoid the same mistakes observed in a previous design iteration and to avoid duplication

of work (Jarczyk et al. 1992).

2.3 Need and current practice of EA design rational-

ization

In this Section we present a survey study which investigates how EA practioners perceive

some key design rationale concepts. As stated in EA literature, capturing design ratio-

nale is quite essential for EA descriptions (Ross et al. 2006, Lankhorst 2013). An EA

description should not only refer to the relationships between business and IT, but also

to the architectural decisions that lead to specific EA elements. According to Lankhorst

(2013), the recording of rationale related to traceability, accountability etcetera and the

documentation and revisiting of rejected alternatives are important actions. Another use-

ful characteristic is the capability to capture the relationships of design decisions with the

given business goals and requirements. More specifically how the architecture choices are

contributing to the achievement of the business objectives.

Lankhorst (2013) states that the process of capturing design rationale during the design

activity helps the architects to externalize some of their intuitive decision making. This

can result in increased awareness of their actions and subsequently in more rationalized

choices. Moreover, capturing design decisions and rationale during the design process

enhances the collaboration among stakeholders of various domains (Business, IT, etcetera)

because they are informed in advance about the upcoming changes in the architecture. As

such, they have the opportunity to intervene in the process. Sharing such an information

at a later stage has negative consequences for the commitment of stakeholders (Lankhorst

2013).

Furthermore, anecdotal interviews conducted with enterprise architects also suggest that

it is important, for their role in the organization and the profession of enterprise architects

in general, to capture and maintain design rationale in the organization. Architects are

usually asked by the management for the justification of designs. Therefore, an architect

should be always prepared to clarify better the goals of a particular architectural change

and provide detailed information to the relevant stakeholders (Lankhorst 2013).

Motivated by the aforementioned indications, we conducted a survey (see Appendix Sur-

vey Study) with regard to the potential usefulness of a design rationale approach in the
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domain of EA. In that survey thirty five EA practitioners participated in total. Through

the survey we tested how the stakeholders perceive in terms of usefulness some key de-

sign rationale concepts and compared the results to their current uptake in practice. It

is worthwhile to mention that the identification of the challenges for the development of

a design rationale approach was not amongst the objectives of this study, since it was

conducted at a stage where we had already identified the key challenges and the initial

set of concepts.

Our results go further and show that architects currently rationalize architectural decisions

in an ad hoc manner, forgoing structured templates. Finally, we interpret the survey

results by discussing for example possible reasons for the gap between perceived usefulness

and uptake of EA rationale.

2.3.1 Study setup

Participants: Participants were gathered during a professional event on EA organized by

the Netherlands Architecture Forum (NAF). NAF is a leading Dutch (digital) architecture

organization, concerned with the professionalization of Enterprise and IT Architecture. A

total of sixty five people started the survey, thirty five out of which actively finished the

study. The majority of the participants were of Dutch nationality, had at least several

years (more than ten) of professional experience in EA, and were fluent in English.

Materials: The questions and input used for this survey are derived from previous research

and professional workshops on the use and creation of architecture principles in Dutch

knowledge management and enterprise modeling organizations. The data analyzed and

used for this study are derived from a subset of the embedding survey, which contained

additional sections dealing with other, related, factors of architecture principles creation

and use (Greefhorst et al. 2013). Both surveys dealt with factors that rationalize EAs such

as principles, design decisions etcetera. All questions were presented in English because

non-Dutch speakers were expected. Furthermore, the survey was planned to be extended

to other European countries afterwards.

Method: The survey consists mostly of structured and closed questions. The participants

were given the context that the questions dealt with a larger area of architecture principles.

In particular, we explained to them the fact that principles provide a foundation for EA

design decisions, and which factors are important for such decisions.

Thereafter, we presented to the practitioners a set of basic concepts that could potentially

be used for design rationale in EA. More specifically, practitioners had to provide their

feedback on some key concepts that would potentially enrich the provision of rationale
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information of EA design decisions. These are the following: ‘Rationale’, ‘Rejected alter-

natives’, ‘EA layer’, ‘Unanticipated observed impact’ and ‘Design decision traceability’.

It is worthwhile to mention that we avoided using generic terms such as ‘EA perspective’

to indicate the categorization of design decisions and their rationale. We used ‘EA layer’,

which represents one of the dimensions of ArchiMate language, because it is a term widely

used by EA practitioners, especially of those who are familiar with the ArchiMate.

To investigate to what extent the aforementioned concepts are grounded in reality, we

queried for them (a short explanation for each concept was provided) whether participants

considered it to (1) help with the maintenance of an EA, (2) help them to justify an EA,

and (3) be currently actively documented in the participant’s organization or professional

experience.

For each of the three directions, participants could answer whether they disagreed, agreed,

or strongly agreed with usefulness of the given concept. The format of the answers was

adopted from the embedding survey, which was executed by an outside party. The outside

party had already structured the answering format of this survey and as such we adopted

the same answering format in order to avoid any potential confusion as much as possible.

To follow up on the current practical state of design decisions, we then enquired whether

any standardized approaches or processes existed for the capturing of EA design deci-

sions. Participants were given the choice of stating whether, for their organization, such

approaches either exist, do not exist, or whether they were uncertain of their existence.

In the case of nonexistence of documentation approaches, participants had the option to

expose the reasons for this through a hybrid structure with predefined answers as well as

free text comments.

Data analysis: The data resulting from the main questions (whether the rationalization

concepts help in the maintenance and justification of an EA and whether they are doc-

umented) were quantified by assuming that ‘strongly agree’ implied ‘agree’, and that

‘strongly agree’ could be treated as ‘agree’. Based on this, we calculated the total amount

of ‘agree’ and ‘disagree’ answers for each of our concepts. Of course, questions that were

not filled in were disregarded in our calculation. While the size of groups of participants

for each dimension (maintenance, justification, documentation) (resp. 33, 34 and 35 par-

ticipants), and comparison between them should thus be a valid endeavor, care should

still be taken not to assume they represent a breakdown of opinions in the exact same

group. The data resulting from the question regarding the use of standardized templates

for documenting design decisions were analyzed in a straightforward way, calculating the

percentages of yes, no and uncertain answers for the group of (n=35) participants who

answered this question.
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2.3.2 Survey limitations

The main difficulty in executing this study was that our questions had to be integrated

into a existing study, of which the structure and answering format were already deter-

mined. Unfortunately, the opportunity to conduct a dedicated survey regarding design

rationale with such a number of participants was quite limited due to time constraints of

practitioners. Therefore, we had a limitation regarding the number of questions we could

incorporate into this wider study.

Thus, in order to ensure that participants would not feel confused by a different question

and answering format, we had to deal with a suboptimal set of answers for our first

question. Ideally, the questions of whether certain concept applies to a given dimension

(i.e. maintenance, justification, documentation), would be done on a Likert scale, with

equal amounts of negative and positive answers. However, as the goal of the wider survey

was to elicit as much (strong) opinions as possible from practitioners, it was chosen to

use an answering format which contained no neutral grounds and thus forced people to

make a polarized choice.

We will take these issues into account during the analysis of our data, and attempt to

account for the possible loss of nuance.

2.3.3 Results

Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 show the survey results on to what extent design rationale concepts

help the EA practitioners (1) to maintain the architecture, (2) to justify the architecture

and (3) to document design rationales in current practice.

For each question, we provide a division into ‘positive’ and ‘negative’, and a subsequent

division of ‘positive’ into ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’. We do this for the sake of trans-

parency: on the one hand, we want to show aggregated results on positive reactions to a

concept, but on the other hand we do not want to hide that the questions were posed in

a possibly biased manner (as discussed in Section 2.3.2).

Furthermore, Table 2.4 shows us to what extent practitioners use standardized templates

to capture design rationale. In case practitioners forgo the use of standardized templates,

Table 2.5 shows why this is so, by means of closed answers (such as ‘no time/budget’)

and open answers (whereby the architects could provide a plain text description such as

‘EA is not mature enough’).
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Table 2.1: To what extent study participants (n=35) find that design rationale concepts

help with the maintenance of the EA.

Helps with the maintenance of EA

Concept Negative Positive Positive-

Agree

Positive-

Strongly

agree

Rationale 9% 91% 42% 49%

Rejected alternatives 26% 74% 43% 31%

EA layer 9% 91% 46% 45%

Unanticipated observed

impact

23% 77% 43% 34%

Design decision trace-

ability

14% 86% 40% 46%

Table 2.2: To what extent study participants (n=35) find that design rationale concepts

help with the justification of the EA.

Helps with the justification of EA

Concept Negative Positive Positive-

Agree

Positive-

Strongly

agree

Rationale 18% 82% 29% 53%

Rejected alternatives, 29% 71% 44% 27%

EA layer 38% 62% 38% 24%

Unanticipated observed

impact

18% 82% 50% 32%

Design decision trace-

ability

26% 74% 44% 29%

2.3.4 Discussion

Generally, the results from Tables 2.1, 2.2 indicate that practitioners perceive that the

given design rationale concepts will help them with the maintenance and justification

of EA designs. This can be concluded from the fact that, for each concept, the major-

ity of architects agree with its usefulness for both maintenance and justification. Yet,
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Table 2.3: To what extent study participants (n=33) currently document design rationale

concepts.

Current documentation practice

Concept Negative Positive Positive-

Agree

Positive-

Strongly

agree

Rationale 30% 70% 55% 15%

Rejected Alternatives 73% 27% 27% 0%

EA Layer 21% 79% 40% 39%

Unanticipated observed

impact

73% 27% 24% 3%

Design decision trace-

ability

58% 42% 36% 6%

Table 2.4: To what extent study participants (n=35) use a standardized template for

documenting EA design decisions.

Question Not

aware

Yes No

Does your organization use a standardized

template for documenting EA design deci-

sions?

23% 40% 37%

the results from Table 2.3 indicate that despite the fact that design rationale concepts

are considered useful, the majority of them are not documented by practitioners. While

practitioners indicate that they document the rationale for a decision (70%) and its ar-

chitecture layer (79%), the majority of them do not document neither their unanticipated

observed impacts, nor their traceability, nor rejected alternatives.

Moreover, in cases where practitioners document decisions, 40% of them use standardized

templates for documentation, while 23% of them are not aware of the existence of such

templates. The remaining 37% of practitioners, that do not document design rationale or

that do not use standardized templates, think that standardized templates are not useful

(30%), or that there are no available resources in terms of time/budget (3%), or that

there no suitable tool for this (9%). Furthermore 58% of the practitioners do not use

standardized templates, either because they feel covered by documenting design decisions
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Table 2.5: The proportions of the reasons that practitioners (n=13) do not use standard-

ized templates for documenting EA design decisions.

Not useful 30%

No time/budget 3%

No suitable tool 9%

Other comments:

Design decisions are documented inside PSA/PEA (Word or

Powerpoint)

Depends mostly on the client

EA is not mature enough

Our organization is not mature enough when it comes to EA

General immaturity of EA departments

We use several templates, but they are not exactly the same

Company standard is the TOGAF template

58%

inside MS Word/Powerpoint, or because they insist that EA is not a mature practice in

the organization.

A possible reason for the currently limited practice of design rationale in EA is that prac-

titioners are insufficiently aware of the potential usefulness of design rationale techniques.

This may be caused by the relative immaturity of the EA field compared to areas in which

decision rationale and tool support are well established, such as the field of software ar-

chitecture.

We now discuss our findings per given concept:

Rationale: The ‘Rationale’ concept, which captures the reasoning behind a decision, is

considered as an important concept by the majority of participants. More specifically

91% believe that this concept helps with the maintenance of the EA, and 82% believe

that it helps to justify existing EAs. Interestingly though, as opposed to other concepts,

the current practice of documenting rationale of decisions is quite high (70%). We argue

that this happens, because architects usually have to justify their design decisions to other

stakeholders and to the management of the organization.

Rejected alternatives: The majority of participants (74%) acknowledge that capturing

the rejected alternatives information assists them with the maintenance of the EA and
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71% of them think that they are helped with the justification of it. Practitioners seem to

understand that this information provides a better insight into the rationalization process.

We speculate that rejected alternatives, in combination with selection criteria, provide

them with additional rationalization information by indicating the desired qualities which

were not satisfied by these alternatives.

However Table 2.3 indicates that only 27% of the participants capture rejected alterna-

tives. We reason that the effort of capturing rejected alternatives in combination with

the ignorance of the potential usefulness of this information demotivate practitioners to

document rejected alternatives. Even if this information is documented, the added value

provided is not so high due to the lack of specialized tool support. This is because the

rationale is captured in an unstructured manner and therefore it is difficult to search

through it. Moreover, when rejected alternatives are combined with other rationale con-

cepts (such as decision criteria), it does allow one to better trace the decision making

process by gaining insight into the criteria that were considered during this process.

EA layer: 91% of the participants agree that the concept of the ‘EA layer’ helps them

with the maintenance of an EA. The percentage of participants that agree that this con-

cept helps them to justify EAs is 62%. Although the percentage itself is quite supportive,

we can observe quite a big variation compared to that agreeing that ‘helps with mainte-

nance’. We argue that this is because the ‘EA layer’ concept is not a justification concept

itself, but when it is combined with the other design rationale concepts, in the context of

a specialized tool, it can actually contribute to the rationalization.

Unanticipated observed impact: The majority of participants (77%) recognize that

the explicit information of unanticipated observed impacts helps them with the mainte-

nance of the EA. We speculate that participants, while they maintain existing architec-

tures, are expected to use information of the unanticipated outcomes of past decisions

in the enterprise to avoid past mistakes. Furthermore, 82% of enterprise architects agree

that the unanticipated observed impact concept helps them with the justification of the

architecture.

An interesting finding is that participants recognize the usefulness of capturing the unan-

ticipated observed impact, but only the 27% of them has a standard practice to docu-

ment this concept. We believe that when an unanticipated outcome of a design decision

is observed, practitioners are focused on immediately solving this issue. From a short

term perspective, the documentation of this observed impact is a minor issue for them.

However, in the long term, the documentation of observed impacts raises awareness of

unanticipated outcomes. Another reason could be the lack of a structured environment
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for architectural rationalization, which would allow architects to interrelate unanticipated

observed impacts to design decisions across the EA (for example unanticipated impact of

an IT decision on a business process).

Design decision traceability: A majority of the participants (86%) find that capturing

the traceability of design decisions can assist them with the maintenance of the EA.

Moreover, 74% indicate that traceability helps them with the justification of the EA.

Regarding the documentation practice, some of the practitioners (42%) capture the trace-

ability of design decisions, but still the majority of them (58%) do not. In our view, this

indicates a tendency of practitioners to rationalize EA designs through traceability. How-

ever, we think that documenting decision traceability is still limited since architects lack

structured ways to capture design rationales, as we can see in Table 2.5.

2.3.5 Survey conclusion

Through this survey, we reported on the perception of EA practitioners to a set of basic

design rationale concepts. We found that the given concepts are largely perceived as

useful to architectural practice. Yet, we also found that the uptake of rationalization in

practice is currently limited to only a few concepts, prominently ‘rationale’. Furthermore,

these few concepts are captured in an ad hoc manner, forgoing structured rationalization

approaches and tools.

Finally, we speculated on (1) the distinction between perceived usefulness of rational-

ization concepts on the one hand, and the uptake in practice on the other, and (2) the

current limited use of a structured template for rationalization. A possible explanation

is the relative immaturity in the field of EA, compared to fields where rationalization is

well accepted, such as Software Architecture. Such immaturity manifests itself the lack

of awareness of rationalization, including recognizing its potential usefulness for tracing

design decisions, as well as in a lack of structured templates for documenting design

decisions in EA.

2.4 Objectives of a design rationale approach for EA

As we have seen in Section 2.3 a possible reason that demotivates EA practitioners to

capture rationalization information is the lack of a standardized way to document design

decisions. Despite the fact that a plethora of design rationale approaches (Tang et al.
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2007, Tyree and Akerman 2005) have been implemented in other domains such as software

architecture, the domain of EA still remains unexplored.

Below we provide a set of identified objectives for the development of specialized design

rationale approach for EA.

2.4.1 Relationships of design rationale across the enterprise

As we have seen in Section 2.1, EA provides a structured way (through various perspec-

tives) to view and define the enterprise. Moreover, EA supports business-IT alignment by

making the various dependencies among perspectives explicit. By doing so, stakeholders

are helped to realize the business objectives into concrete architecture changes in a timely

and appropriate way. Formerly independent domains (Business, IT) should be brought

together so that stakeholders are able to satisfy by means of design decisions the given

requirements. This type of traceability from design decisions to requirements is of high

importance the domain of EA. The need for traceability is also revealed through our sur-

vey study. Therefore, we argue that a design rational approach for EA should be able to

capture and make explicit the various relationships of design rationales across the architec-

ture. Such kind of relationships are the satisfaction of requirements by design decisions

and the translation of requirements across the various perspectives of the architecture

(Lankhorst 2013, Proper and Op ’t Land 2010). For example, consider the translation of

a requirement of a specific perspective (business) to a requirement of another perspective

(application) and the design decisions that were taken in order to address this require-

ment. By doing so, we can have a holistic design rationalization overview where we can

analyze how the design problem was formulated across the enterprise and which design

decisions were taken to address it.

2.4.2 The role of requirements in design decision making

Decision making in EA involves the consideration of requirements from various domains.

This is not always an easy process, since enterprise architects have to balance between

conflicting requirements coming from those domains (Greefhorst and Proper 2011). More-

over, situations like budget constraints or lack of time also influence the decision making

process. Instead of evaluating the quality characteristics of alternatives, decision makers

have to take into account these constraints and propose appropriate solutions. A design

rationale approach for EA should capture which requirements and constraints were taken

into account during the design decision making process as well as their importance and

role during that process. By doing so, we can have an in-depth analysis of the reasoning
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behind individual design decisions and we can check to what extent they comply or not

with the given requirements.

2.4.3 Traceability between the design and its rationalization

An EA design comprises of elements in different parts of the architecture (e.g. business-

IT). These artifacts should support in a harmonic way the realization of the business

objectives of the enterprise (Lankhorst 2013). When it comes to design rationalization,

an important capability is the traceability between the various enterprise elements and the

rationalization information (Tang et al. 2007). A design rationale approach should provide

traceability from the EA elements of the design to their corresponding rationalization and

vice versa. By doing so, enterprise architects can have bidirectional traceability. They

can start their analysis by inspecting the design decisions and their underlying rationales

and then have an overview of the enterprise elements that result from those decisions.

Alternatively, they can start by inspecting specific EA elements and then have an overview

of the design decisions that constitute these elements.

2.4.4 Unanticipated observed impacts across the EA

EA facilitates the structural impact analysis during an architecture change. Enterprise

architects can check during an architectural change or modification of a given architecture

element which other elements are possibly influenced. This analysis assists stakeholders

with their design decision making process (Lankhorst 2013). However, it is not possible

to anticipate all the outcomes/consequences of design decisions. During the execution or

maintenance phases some of these decisions prove to be false and result in unanticipated

consequences on the architecture. These situations should be recovered by enterprise

architects by taking new design decisions (Proper and Op ’t Land 2010).

As it is also indicated in our survey study, a design rationale approach for EA should cap-

ture these unanticipated observed impacts across the architecture. Moreover, it should

capture the relationships between the unanticipated observed impact and the decisions

that caused and resolved this. By doing so, enterprise architects (especially newcom-

ers) can learn about previously problematic situations and the vulnerabilities of the EA

and then can subsequently avoid repeating the same mistakes in future design process

iterations.
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2.5 Existing design rationale approaches

In this section, we present existing design rationale approaches and we show that current

approaches lack the characteristics that a specialized approach for EA requires. We first

present goal-oriented approaches and argumentation-based approaches . Then, we discuss

about the state of the art of the domains of EA and software architecture. We use bold

letters to emphasize on the aspects that are not covered by existing approaches.

Goal-oriented requirements engineering approaches propose mechanisms for the defini-

tion, documentation and maintenance of requirements (van Lamsweerde 2001, Yu 1997).

However, EA specificities such as the categorization of requirements in various

perspectives and the relationships among them are not addressed. Moreover,

despite the fact that some concepts from goal-oriented modeling can be used to describe

design rationales, they do not cover entirely the rationalization of the solution

space. For example, they do not take into account the role of requirements

for the provision of rationale for design decisions. Last but not least, there is

no distinction between high level strategic goals (for example, ‘make more profit’) and

architecture level goals (for example, ‘application scalability’).

Moreover, argumentation-based approaches, the Decision Representation Language (DRL)

(Lee 1991) and Issue Based Information System (IBIS) (Kunz and Rittel 1970) are two

well known approaches for capturing design rationale. Both DRL and IBIS are inspired by

Toulmin’s analysis of argumentation (Toulmin 2003) and argumentation maps. For DRL

and IBIS, key rationalization concepts are the issue, the arguments and the resolution of

design argumentation. Here, for example, resolutions are similar to Toulmin’s conclusion

of an argument.

However, argumentation-based approaches do not make an explicit relation to the

design artifact under consideration, while for us it is important to focus our ra-

tionalization on particular EA elements (such as elements of architectural languages).

Furthermore, in a more general context, argumentation based approaches are not suitable

for capturing communicating design rationales in practice (Shipman and McCall 1997).

This is mainly because argumentation-based approaches require extensive documenta-

tion (Shipman and McCall 1997). Last but not least, argumentation-based approaches

lack formality which is not amenable to computer-based support.

With regard to the domain of EA, there are other specialized approaches such as TOGAF

(The Open Group 2011) or IAF (van’t Wout et al. 2010) which aim to rationalize the

decision making in EA, but from an process oriented perspective. For example TOGAF’s

Architecture Development Method (ADM) cycle, provides a roadmap for the execution of

the decision making during the enterprise transformation starting from the architecture
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vision, development of the various parts of the architecture business-IT and defining ap-

propriate migration and change management plans. In other words these frameworks aim

to rationalize the way that the architectural process is executed but not the outcome

of this process which are the individual design decisions.

ArchiMate (The Open Group 2012) features, from its second version, a motivation ex-

tension. The motivation extension is used to model the reasons behind architectural

changes, but lacks concepts common to existing rationalization approaches. For example,

the motivation extension does not capture explicitly the rationalization behind the selec-

tion of specific EA elements. As such, design alternatives, the role of requirements

during the decision making process and unanticipated consequences of design

decisions are not taken into account

Additionally, there also exist design rationale approaches for Software Architecture (Jansen

and Bosch 2005, Tang et al. 2007, Tyree and Akerman 2005, Kruchten 2004, Savolainen

1999). These approaches are template based or model based. Akin to argumentation

based rationalization approaches, template based approaches (Tyree and Akerman 2005,

Savolainen 1999) describe in textual format elements of architecture decisions such as

‘Rationale’, ‘Issue’, ‘Implications’ etcetera. Differently, model based approaches (Jansen

and Bosch 2005, Tang et al. 2007, Avgeriou et al. 2011, Kruchten 2004) provide a for-

mal metamodel of decision rationalization concepts, thus enabling computer-processable

rationalization. However, software architecture is only a subset of the domains of EA

(Lankhorst 2013). Issues, like consideration of requirements coming from various

domains of the enterprise (i.e. Business-IT) during the decision making pro-

cess or the implication of design decisions to other domains of the enterprise

are not covered by these approaches.

At this point, we would like to state that certain parts of the aforementioned approaches

fulfill some of the objectives that were described in Section 2.4. As such, as we will see in

Chapters 3, 4, we have taken into account these specific aspects for the development of our

conceptual framework. A characteristic example of such an approach is the Traceability

metamodel (Avgeriou et al. 2011) that provides design rationale support in the domain

of Software Architecture. The Traceability metamodel is depicted in Figure 2.5. The

authors provide a distinction of rationale between the problem space and the solution

space which enables us to focus on different aspects of design rationale. This is very

useful for the domain of EA as well, since it allows us to analyze the requirements that

formulate the design problem and how the problem is addressed be design decisions. As

will see in Section 3.2.2, we used such a distinction for our work. However, the approach

does not touch upon on other identified objectives like the role of requirements during the

decision making process or the categorization of requirements per architectural domain.
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response time and throughput are requirements that concretize a performance

requirement. A user may wish to enquire about the quality requirements of a

system, the performance requirements, or, even more specifically, the response

time of a particular function.

• Concurrent use by requirements engineers and architects – business architects,

requirements engineers, data architects, and software architects typically work

on their respective areas concurrently. They, for instance, need to find the latest

requirements that affect their design, then make some design decisions and

document them. As they do, their decisions in turn may impact the others who

are also in the process of designing. The concurrent nature of software develop-

ment requires that this knowledge and its traces are up-to-date.

4.3.3 Traceability Metamodel

The Traceability metamodel for Co-evolving Architectural Requirements and

Design (T-CARD) is based on the IBIS notations (Issue, Position, Argument, and

Decision) [34] to represent design argumentation. This metamodel is constructed

to satisfy the traceability use cases identified earlier. The concepts and the

relationships of T-CARD are presented in UML notation, grouped into the problem

space and the solution space, as shown in Fig. 4.1. It consists of the following

concepts:

Arguments

(rationale)

Position

(Alternatives)

Issue

Architectural 

Requirement
Decision

Design 

Outcome

StakeholderRequirement

Problem Space

Solution Space

Architecture 

Structure
Component

Functional 

Requirement

Non-Functional

Requirement

relate to

depend on

depend on

is proposed by

relate to

result inis realized by

address

support/object to

Fig. 4.1 Traceability metamodel for co-evolving architectural requirements and design

44 A. Tang et al.

Figure 2.5: The Traceability metamodel (Avgeriou et al. 2011)

For the latter we used the structural approach that EA provides for the categorization of

EA elements. By doing this kind of combination, we tried to reuse as much as possible

of the existing state of the art and provide a better grounding to our work.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter we presented the main characteristics of EA and design rationale. There-

after we presented the findings from a survey for the current practice and need of design

rationale in the domain of EA. Results indicated that the lack of a specialized approach

demotivates practitioners from capturing design rationales despite the fact that they found

the proposed rationalization concepts as useful. Motivated by the characteristics of EA

and the survey, we presented the main objectives for the development of a design ratio-

nale approach for EA. Finally, we enlisted relevant design rationale approaches and we

explained what they miss in order to cover the domain of EA.
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CHAPTER 3

A generic conceptual framework for design rationalization

As discussed in Section 1.5, parts of our conceptual framework for the rationalization of

EA designs also address generic aspects of design rationalization i.e., aspects independent

of the EA domain. To account for this in this chapter we introduce Anamnesis, a generic

conceptual framework for design rationalization.

Anamnesis provides insights both into the problem and the solution space of a design. In

the problem space, it captures the role of requirements for the formulation of the design

problem and in the solution space it captures the design decisions and their rationaliza-

tion. Furthermore, it reveals the intertwining between the two spaces by making explicit

how the requirements influence the design decision making processes and how the design

decisions and their possible unanticipated consequences motivate the elicitation of new

requirements.

43
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The content of this chapter is based on work published as:

Georgios Plataniotis, Sybren de Kinderen and Henderik A. Proper: EA Anamnesis:

Towards an Approach for EA Rationalization. In: Proceedings of the 2012 Work-

shop on Domain-specific Modeling, pp. 27-32, ACM, 2012

Georgios Plataniotis, Sybren de Kinderen and Henderik A. Proper: Capturing Deci-

sion Making Strategies in EA - A Viewpoint. In Proceedings of EMMSAD 2013

(Exploring Modelling Methods for Systems Analysis and Design), pp. 339-353,

LNBIP, 2013

Georgios Plataniotis, Sybren de Kinderen and Henderik A. Proper: Relating Decisions

in EA Using Decision Design Graphs In Proceedings of EDOC 2013 (Enterprise

Distributed Object Computing), pp. 139-146, IEEE, 2013

Georgios Plataniotis, Sybren de Kinderen and Henderik A. Proper: EA Anamnesis:

An Approach for Decision Making Analysis in EA. In: International Journal of

Information Systems Modeling and Design (IJISMD), vol. 5, no. 3, pp. 75-95,

IGI Global, 2014

Georgios Plataniotis, Sybren de Kinderen, Qin Ma and Henderik A. Proper: A Con-

ceptual Model for Compliance Checking Support of EA Decisions. In: Proceedings

of 17th Conference on Business Informatics (CBI), vol. 1, no. 3, pp. 191-198,

IEEE, 2015

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 we have discussed our observation on how design rationale supports archi-

tects with regards to the maintenance and justification of EAs. Without design rationale,

new designs might be constructed in an ad-hoc manner, failing to take into considera-

tion constraints implied by past design decisions. Furthermore we identified, through a

survey, that we conducted among practitioners (Section 2.3), the potential usefulness of

rationalization for the domain of EA, especially when it comes to the maintenance and

justification of design decisions.

In this chapter we introduce Anamnesis, a conceptual framework which captures and

analyzes the decision making behind designs. Anamnesis originates from the Greek word

ανáµνησις (/ænæm"ni:sIs/), which denotes memory and repair of forgetfulness.

As we stated in Section 2.5 our conceptual framework was developed by combining,
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as much as possible, useful elements from existing approaches. Anamnesis is primarily

grounded in well established techniques from the domain of Operations Research (OR),

more specifically on Multi-Criteria Decision Making Analysis (MCDA), for the provision

of reasoning and the analysis of decision making strategies behind decisions (Hillier 1995,

Hansson 1996).

At this point, we would like to state that during the exploration of the domain of OR,

we identified relevant and even more advanced approaches like the analytic hierarchy pro-

cess (AHP) (Saaty 1988) and ordered weighting average (OWA) (Yager 1988). However,

since we were aware of the lack of design rationale support for the domain of EA, we

decided as a first step to provide a relative simple decision scheme which would be easily

applicable and adopted by EA practitioners, but on the same time it would facilitate the

structuring of their reasoning during the decision making process. By using this scheme,

we provide insight into the various ways that decision makers used in order to evaluate

alternatives. Moreover, we use goal modeling techiques for the representation of the de-

sign problem (Loucopoulos and Karakostas 1995, Yu 1997). Finally, based on the notion

of intertwining between problem and solution space (Nuseibeh 2001, de Boer et al. 2007),

we bridge the two spaces and provide an insight into how they influence each other.

Anamnesis enables ex-post rationalization of a design since it provides insight into the rea-

soning behind the executed design decisions; how the given requirements influenced the

decision making process; what where (if any) the unanticipated observed impacts of de-

sign decisions; and how they were resolved. Moreover, the framework has the potential to

support decision makers during the design process. In that way, they can formulate their

design problem by means of requirements and they can structure their decision making

based on a decision making strategy and by taking into account the given requirements.

However, in this thesis our main focus is on the ex-post rationalization of EA designs.

Furthermore, as we also stated in Section 1.3, the main purpose of our conceptual frame-

work is to make design rationale explicit by capturing the underlying reasoning behind

decisions. Regarding the expression of reasoning (as we also state in Section 1.3) we have

defined a concrete syntax (Chapter 4) which is mainly used for the demonstration of ex-

pressing design rationale during the case studies and the demonstration of our software

tool. As such, this is mainly a byproduct of our research.

Anamnesis enables stakeholders who were not involved in the past in a design process

(e.g. newcomers), to have a holistic overview of the past design process and to understand

what was the design problem and what their predecessor did in order to solve it. In the

case of unanticipated observed impacts of design decisions, stakeholders can compare the

unanticipated observed impact with the rationalization behind the decision and ascertain

possible omissions of the past decision making process. We argue that this type of insight
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prevents designers from repeating the same bad practices and subsequently helps them

with their future decision making.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the Anamnesis conceptual

framework. In Sections 3.2.2,3.2.1 we briefly present MCDA and how the two spaces

interact with each other. Thereafter, we present in detail the concepts and relationships of

the problem and solution spaces (Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4). Finally Section 3.3 concludes.

3.2 The Anamnesis conceptual framework

As we saw in Section 1.4, the planning and creation of a design science artifact is based

on the use of the design science research paradigm (Gregor and Jones 2007, Winter 2008,

Fischer et al. 2010). In accordance with that, we developed our framework in an iterative

manner by taking into account the identified objectives of Section 2.4 as well as our

observations during the demonstration and application of our framework in a real world

context. Before the presentation of the concepts and relationships of our conceptual

framework, we briefly describe multiple-criteria decision analysis which is the kernel of

our conceptual framework and the idea of intertwining between problem and solution

space.

3.2.1 Multiple-criteria decision analysis

In our framework we go a step further towards the formalization of design rationale by

capturing the decision making processes and strategies behind the selection of design

decisions. More specifically, the solution space formalizes the rationale which leads to

specific design decisions based on MCDA. MCDA is an operation research subfield which

deals with multiple criteria in a decision making environment (Figueira et al. 2005).

In many circumstances there are multiple conflicting criteria that should be taken into

account in order to make a decision. Implicitly, most of us weigh multiple criteria for our

decision making or make decisions by using our intuition (Winston and Goldberg 2004).

However, when we have to make decisions in complex environments, it is important to be

able to structure our decision making and explicitly evaluate multiple criteria (Figueira

et al. 2005). Decisions, such as the location of a nuclear factory or the establishment of a

new business process and its underlying IT, involve a lot of criteria of a different nature.

Furthermore, many stakeholders are affected by the consequences of those decisions. Using

MCDA theories for structuring and analyzing the decision making problem leads to better

and more informed decisions (Hansson 1996).
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3.2.2 Intertwining between problem and solution space

The Anamnesis conceptual framework covers two main aspects of rationalization. On the

one hand it captures the formulation of the design problem by means of the requirements

and their interrelationships. In this way, it provides analysis in the problem space of the

design. On the other hand, it captures how the decision problem was addressed by means

of design decisions and their justification based on various decision making strategies.

Hence, it provides analysis in the solution space. In order to make this distinction explicit

our conceptual framework comprises two parts, the problem space and the solution space.

The idea of using different spaces for representing different types of information is based

on the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard for Architectural descriptions in Systems and

Software Engineering (IEEE 2011). Figure 3.1 presents the generic Anamnesis conceptual

framework separated in these two spaces.

The problem and solution spaces can be seen as independent areas where we can focus

either on the analysis of the problem or the solution. At the same time, a very important

aspect is the intertwining between the problem and solution space. The general relation-

ship between the two spaces has been already investigated by the research community.

An important finding is that in domains with increased agility and continuous change,

it is very difficult to separate and examine separately the problem and solution spaces

(Nuseibeh 2001). The two spaces should rather be analyzed simultaneously since each

space influences and enriches the other. In order to address that, Nuseibeh (Nuseibeh

2001) uses a life cycle model to represent this interaction between the problem and solu-

tion spaces. Figure 3.2 presents the idea of the life cycle model. The model emphasizes

the interaction of the two spaces, but it also considers problem and solution spaces as

individual entities. This is also in line with the concept of a ‘decision loop’ presented in

(de Boer et al. 2007).

In line with (Nuseibeh 2001, de Boer et al. 2007) we bridge the two spaces. By doing

so, we can make explicit how the requirements are addressed by specific design decisions

and which requirements were motivated by design decisions or by possible unanticipated

observed impacts of design decisions. Moreover, we can capture the role of requirements in

the decision making process. Existing approaches for design rationalization also provide

distinction between problem and solution spaces and capture requirements (Tang et al.

2011, Tyree and Akerman 2005). However, they do not provide insight into the interaction

between the two spaces.

The Anamnesis conceptual framework considers requirements as a concept with a double

role in design rationalization. As we will see, requirements are classified as functional

and non-functional. Functional requirements are used for the problem formulation in the
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Figure 3.1: The Anamnesis conceptual framework

problem space and in parallel they are treated as design target that have to be achieved

by design decision in the solution space. On the other hand, non-functional requirements

represent the specific qualities that should be satisfied by the design. In the solution

space non-functional requirements are treated as evaluation criteria. This dual role is

represented by the overlapping area between the problem and solution spaces in our

conceptual framework.

In the next sections we present in detail the problem and solution spaces as covered by

the framework.
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116 Computer

S o f t w a r e  M a n a g e m e n t

ware system’s core requirements are
requisite to developing a stable soft-
ware architecture amid changing
requirements.

Developing software systems in these
contexts requires considering differ- 
ent development processes. Addressing 
IKIWISI means starting design and
implementation earlier than usual; using
COTS requires considering reuse at an
earlier stage of requirements specifica-

tion; remaining competitive while adapt-
ing to rapid change requires us to per-
form all development tasks more quickly.

BUILDING MODULAR 
SOFTWARE INCREMENTALLY

Building systems with well-defined
component interfaces offers opportuni-
ties for effective reuse and maintenance.
It is unclear, however, how component-
based development approaches fit into
the development process. One approach

is to consider the use of requirements,
architecture, and design patterns. The
software design community has already
identified design patterns for expressing
a range of implementations. The soft-
ware architectures community has iden-
tified suitable architectural styles for
meeting various global requirements.
The requirements engineering commu-
nity has promoted the use of Michael
Jackson’s problem frames and Martin
Fowler’s analysis patterns to identify
problems for which solutions exist. 

What relationships connect these dif-
ferent patterns? Figure 2 suggests that we
can treat patterns of requirements,
designs, and architectures as the starting
point for component-based develop-
ment. For example, a given fixed archi-
tecture can limit the kinds of problems
that we can address and the possible
designs that we can develop, while rigid
requirements can limit the candidate
architectures and design choices.

From a requirements engineering per-
spective, achieving a satisfactory problem
structuring using problem frames as early
as possible is essential. Given that existing
architectures can influence how develop-
ers structure problems, some problem
frames may need to be reverse engineered
from existing architectural designs.

WEAVING THE 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Twin Peaks shares much in common
with Kent Beck’s Extreme Programming,
such as the goal of exploring implemen-
tation possibilities early and iteratively.
Twin Peaks is complementary to XP in
that it focuses on software-development
front-end activities—requirements and
architectures. This potentially addresses
some of the issues of scale that are often
claimed to be XP’s weaknesses. 

Early understanding of requirements
and choice of architecture are key to man-
aging large-scale systems and projects. XP
focuses on producing code—sometimes at
the expense of the wider picture of
requirements and architectures. 

Of course, focusing on requirements
and architectures in itself is not sufficient
to achieve scalability. Modularity and iter-
ation are also crucial. Twin Peaks is inher-
ently iterative, and combining it with tried

Figure 2. Part of the software-development terrain, with requirements, architecture, and design

receiving similar attention. Patterns of each affect the kind of system (components) developed,

and the relationship between them is a key determinant of the kind of process developers

adopt.

Figure 1. The Twin Peaks model develops progressively more detailed requirements and archi-

tectural specifications concurrently.  This is an adaptation of the model first published in Paul

Ward and Stephen Mellor’s Structured Development for Real-Time Systems: Introduction and

Tools, vol. 1, Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, N.J., 1985, and subsequently adapted by

Andrew Vickers in his student lecture notes at the University of York, UK.

Requirements Architecture
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Detailed

Independent Dependent

General

Implementation
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Architectural
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Design
patterns

ArchitectureDesign

Requirements

Problem
frames

Components

Figure 3.2: The Twin Peaks model (Nuseibeh 2001)

3.2.3 Problem space

Figure 3.3 presents our problem space viewpoint. This viewpoint captures functional and

non-functional requirements and how a design problem is formulated. Below we provide

the detailed description of the concepts and relationships of our viewpoint. We accom-

pany the description with a decision making example for the acquisition of an application

system. In this example, we present a company which wants to introduce a new online

service. This online service has to be supported by an IT application.

3.2.3.1 Concepts

Requirement

A requirement is defined as a statement of need, condition or capability that should be

met by the design (Pohl 2010, The Open Group 2012). Requirements can range from

high level concerns to lower level concerns which deal with design specificities. In our

framework, requirements are the means for the system to achieve its goal. Moreover,

new general requirements can be triggered by other specific requirements (see ‘motivates’

relationship below). Furthermore, since the problem and solution spaces are intertwined,

new requirements can be triggered by design decisions or by the unanticipated impacts

that have been observed after the execution of design decisions. This is expressed by the

‘motivates’ relationship among the concepts ‘Decision’, ‘Unanticipated observed impact’

and ‘Requirement’ as shown in Figure 3.1.

In line with requirements engineering literature (van Lamsweerde 2001, Loucopoulos and

Karakostas 1995), requirements are classified in two different types, according to the
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Figure 3.3: Problem space viewpoint

concerns that they address, functional and non-functional:

� Functional requirement

A functional requirement describes the functionality or services or technical de-

tails that define what the system should do (Loucopoulos and Karakostas 1995,

Lapouchnian 2005). In our framework, functional requirements are used to capture

the formulation of the design problem. Moreover, functional requirements are used

for analysis in the solution space. More specifically, we can have an overview of

the solution alternatives that were considered because of a specific functional re-

quirement and which decision was finally taken in order to address the requirement.

As such, functional requirements provide insight into the reasons that triggered the

execution of new design decisions.

Example: Provide web application to support the online service

� Non-functional requirement:

Non-functional requirements describe how the system should provide a specific func-

tionality rather than the functionality itself, which is expressed by functional require-

ments. According to system engineering literature, a non-functional requirement is

a requirement that specifies the criteria or qualities that can be used to judge the

operation of a system, rather than specific functionalities (van Lamsweerde 2001,

Loucopoulos and Karakostas 1995). In the problem space, non-functional require-

ments capture the qualities or criteria that have been defined by stakeholders for the

optimization of the design. These can range from high level normative properties to

low level system specific properties. Additionally, non-functional requirements are

used in the solution space as criteria to evaluate and compare design alternatives.

This is shown in Figure 3.4 where non-functional requirements are considered in a

decision making strategy.
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Example: Four non-functional requirements are considered for the web application

selection problem: ‘uptime percentage’, ‘usability’, ‘cost’ and ‘scalability’.

3.2.3.2 Relationships

Motivates

The ‘motivates’ relationship makes explicit the origin of requirements. Sources of origin

of requirements can be high level requirements which motivate requirements that deal

with specificities at the design level. As such, the design problem can be decomposed

starting from abstract requirements to more concrete ones. Moreover, as we will see in

the description of the solution space concepts, design decisions and their possible unantic-

ipated observed impacts can be other sources of origin that motivate the elicitation of new

requirements. Through the ‘motivates’ relationship we can formulate the design problem

by means of requirements and we also facilitate the bridging between the problem space

and solution space.

Example: The requirement ‘introduce online service’ motivates the requirement ‘provide

web application’.

3.2.4 Solution space

The solution space viewpoint enables us to capture the various design choices by means of

design decisions as well as their rationalization and to create independent representations

of design decision processes (Panchal et al. 2009). By doing so, we can analyze the

quality of the design decision making. As we will see below, we capture design rationale

by using the concept of decision making process which summarizes the decision making

strategy(ies) based on MCDA that were used for the selection of a specific decision.

Moreover, design decisions can play the role of a bridge between the analysis of the design

and its rationalization (Dutoit et al. 2006).

Existing design rationalization approaches capture various details of design decisions such

as rejected alternatives, criteria, rationales, etcetera, by means of decision tables or models

(Tyree and Akerman 2005, Tang et al. 2007). However, they capture neither the level of

importance of the non-functional requirements (evaluation criteria), nor how the designer

considered and balanced amongst the non-functional requirements. More particularly,

they do not capture the decision making strategy that was used to evaluate the alterna-

tives. For example, a decision could have been made under time pressure, and as such,
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a heuristic decision strategy may have been used instead of considering the respective

importance of all non-functional requirements.

Some approaches allow to informally capture such a justification in free text format, where

designers can write a justification for their decision. We argue that this kind on informal

justification leads to (1) increased capturing effort which usually demotivates practitioners

from using such an approach, and (2) difficulties in providing computer based support

for the analysis of the trade-offs among the evaluation non-functional requirements. We

argue, that MCDA models are relative simple and subsequently can be easily adopted by

practitioners, but on the same time they provide the necessary mathematical precision

which makes them suitable for computer-based decision analysis.

Our solution space viewpoint enables the stakeholders (1) to a-priori structure the deci-

sion making process in an analytic way where non-functional requirements are used as

evaluation criteria and their relative importance are taken into account, (2) to review

the decision making process and understand how the predecessor decision maker made a

decision, which decision making strategy was used, and the rationale for selecting that

strategy, (3) to create a repository of structured rationalization information with which

we can retrospectively check the compliance of decisions with the given requirements, and

(4) to compare ex-post the captured decision making process with the observed outcome

of a decision.

Figure 3.4 presents the concepts and relationships of the solution space viewpoint. Below

we also provide their description.

3.2.4.1 Concepts

Alternative

By the notion of alternative, we designate what constitutes the object of the decision, or

what decision making is directed towards (Figueira et al. 2005). The concept of alternative

applies only when one distinct alternative can be put into operation and all the rest of

the alternatives are excluded. This mutual exclusion facilitates the object of the decision

or the goal of decision making.

Expressed mathematically, A denotes the set of alternatives under consideration at a

certain stage of a decision making process. The size of the set is not fixed and it can

evolve throughout the decision making process. The evolution may come from changes

in the environment during the decision process or the revelation of new aspects of the

decision problem, which may change what is feasible or not.

We denote by a an alternative. In the case of finite number of alternatives (|A| = m), we
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Figure 3.4: Solution space viewpoint

let:

A = {a1, ..., am} (3.1)

Example: The available alternatives for achieving the requirement ‘provide web applica-

tion’ are ‘acquisition of web application 1’, ‘acquisition of web application 2’, ‘acquisition

of web application 3’.
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Decision:

Based on the description of the ‘Alternative’ concept, a decision denotes which of the

available alternatives was chosen to put into operation. The rest of the alternatives are

excluded.

Example: ‘acquisition of web application 3’ is selected.

Decision Making Strategy:

The decision making strategy concept captures how the alternatives were evaluated during

the decision making process. A decision making problem can be addressed in various ways

depending on how exhaustively we want to analyze the problem and possible constraints

that we have to take into consideration.

Depending on the decision making context, the decision maker uses different strategies

to address the decision making problem. Based on MCDA, our conceptual framework

covers the two main categories of decision making strategies: compensatory and non-

compensatory (Einhorn 1970, Payne 1976, Svenson 1979, Rothrock and Yin 2008). Below

we provide the description of these two types of decision making strategies and the con-

cepts which are necessary for the evaluation of alternatives.

Compensatory: Compensatory decision making strategies evaluate the alternatives ex-

haustively, taking all non-functional requirements and their trade-offs into consider-

ation. Non-functional requirements with high values compensate for non-functional

requirements with lower values. Finally, the alternative with the highest score is

selected.

Compensatory strategies aim to provide the best possible decision outcomes given

the decision data at hand. However, compensatory strategies require full information

on how alternatives score on all non-functional requirements, and they are time

consuming (Einhorn 1970).

Below we provide the compensatory decision making strategies covered by our con-

ceptual framework:

Multi-Attribute Utility Theory: TheMulti-Attribute Utility (MAUT) (Figueira

et al. 2005), also called Weighted Additive (WADD) rule, is a theory primarily

based on the concepts of expected utility. The preference of the decision maker

is calculated by Equation 3.2. In this equation wi is the importance factor of

the ith non-functional requirement xi (captured by the concept ‘importance’)
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and ui is the value of the ith non-functional requirement (captured by the con-

cept ‘value’). There are two main assumptions when we use this method: 1) the

values for each non-functional requirement are independent, and 2) the impor-

tance factors for each non-functional requirement can be defined independently

by the importance factors of other non-functional requirements.

U(x1, ..., xn) =
n∑

i=1

wiui (3.2)

This technique gives the decision maker the ability to assign different weights

to non-functional requirements in line with their importance. The alternative

with the highest utility score is chosen by the decision maker (Rothrock and

Yin 2008).

Equal Weight: The Equal Weight or Simple Additive Rule is a simplified linear

compensatory model, where the non-functional requirements are not weighted

and therefore the importance factor does not play a role in the calculation of the

score. Equation 3.3 calculates the preference of the decision maker (Rothrock

and Yin 2008).

U(x1, ..., xn) =
n∑

i=1

ui (3.3)

Example (MAUT strategy): Based on a compensatory strategy three non-functional

requirements were considered: ‘uptime percentage’ is of high importance and ‘us-

ability’ and ‘scalability’ are of less. By doing a trade-off analysis among the non-

functional requirements the web application with the highest expected utility was

selected.

Non-compensatory: Non-compensatory strategies are consistent with the concept of

bounded rationality (Einhorn 1970). This means that the decision making process

is limited by factors such as hard constraints, time constraints and the cognitive load

of the decision maker. As such, non-compensatory strategies evaluate alternatives

heuristically by conducting a limited trade-off analysis among the non-functional

requirements. The main characteristics of non-compensatory strategies are twofold:

(1) they can reduce the decision making effort, (2) they are not demanding regarding

the information needed to make the decision (Payne et al. 1993).

Below we provide the non-compensatory decision making strategies covered by our

conceptual framework:
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Conjunctive: In conjunctive strategies the decision maker defines a minimum

threshold (cut-off value) for every non-functional requirement (captured by

the concept ‘threshold’). Alternatives that have one or more non-functional re-

quirements values (captured by the concept ‘value’) lower than the defined non-

functional requirement threshold are eliminated from the choice set (Hwang and

Yoon 2012, Rothrock and Yin 2008). An alternative is classified as acceptable

if:

∀1≤j≤n

[
xj ≥ x0

j

]
(3.4)

where x0
j is the threshold of the j-th non-functional requirement xj. The role of

the threshold values is very crucial and these values should be defined carefully

by the decision maker. When it is too high every alternative will be eliminated

and when it is too low the filtering of alternative is not adequate (Hwang and

Yoon 2012).

Conjunctive strategies can be used with maximum thresholds as well. In this

case, alternatives that have one or more non-functional requirements values

higher than the defined threshold are excluded from the choice set (Van Raaij

et al. 2013). In this case, an alternative is classified as acceptable if:

∀1≤j≤n

[
xj ≤ x0

j

]
(3.5)

Disjunctive: In disjunctive strategies the decision maker defines desired threshold

values for every non-functional requirement. Each alternative with at least

one non-functional requirement value (captured by the concept ‘value’) at or

above the minimum threshold level (captured by the concept ‘threshold’) is

classified as acceptable alternative (Hwang and Yoon 2012). In the case of dis-

junctive strategies the threshold values should be usually set at higher levels

than in conjunctive strategies in order to have adequate filtering of the alter-

natives (Kozielecki 1982). An alternative is classified as acceptable alternative

if:

∃1≤j≤n

[
xj ≥ x0

j

]
(3.6)

where x0
j is the desirable minimum threshold of the jth non-functional require-

ment xj.

Disjunctive strategies can be used with maximum thresholds as well (Van Raaij

et al. 2013). In this case an alternative is classified as acceptable if it has at

lease one NFR with a value lower than the maximum threshold value:

∃1≤j≤n

[
xj ≤ x0

j

]
(3.7)
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Lexicographic: In this strategy the decision maker defines a non-functional re-

quirement as the most important for his decision making and evaluates the

alternatives based on that. This means that the alternative with the best

value on this non-functional requirement is chosen among the available choice

set. If more than one alternative tie for that specific non-functional require-

ment, then the decision maker evaluates the subset of alternatives based on

the second most important non-functional requirement. This process is iter-

atively conducted until a single alternative is chosen or until every available

criterion has been considered. The ordering of importance of non-functional

requirements is captured by the concept ‘importance’.

Lexicographic method defines advanced trade-off analysis mechanisms for the

comparison of alternatives. Due to its simplicity, it is a method widely used

when we have limited resources for the processing of the decision making prob-

lem. However, it is not appropriate in the case where we want to exhaustively

evaluate, since it utilizes a small part of the available information of the deci-

sion problem.

Example (conjunctive strategy): A conjunctive strategy is used for the evaluation. In

this case the decision is based on a budget constraint of ¿15000 for the acquisition

of the Web application. Regardless of the non-functional requirements ‘uptime per-

centage’, ‘usability’ and ‘scalability’, web application 1 is excluded from the choice

set based on the non-functional requirement ‘cost’.

Evaluation concepts:

The evaluation concepts capture the role of non-functional requirements during the deci-

sion making process. This is mainly done by assigning numerical values to evaluate the

importance and performance of each non-functional requirements given a certain decision

making strategy. In case that a numerical evaluation is not feasible, we also propose

below a scheme which allows the decision maker to use natural or artificial language for

the evaluation of non-functional requirements.

� Value:

The ‘value’ concept captures the performance of each alternative of the choice set

based on a specific non-functional requirement.

Example: The value of the alternative ‘web application 3’ in regard with the non-

functional requirement ‘uptime percentage’ is 9 out of 10, whereas of ‘web application

2’ is 7 out of 10.
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� Importance:

The ‘importance’ concept captures the subjective judgment of the decision maker

about the relative importance of an evaluation non-functional requirement. As we

will see below, in the description of the decision making strategies, the notion of

importance of non-functional requirements is not used by every decision making

strategy. In our framework it is used for MAUT strategy and it also used to capture

the order of importance of non-functional requirements in Lexicographic strategy.

Example: The non-functional requirement ‘uptime percentage’ is of high importance

and it is rated with 9 out of 10, whereas ‘usability’ has a lower importance with a

rate 6 out of 10.

� Threshold:

The ‘threshold’ concept captures the threshold (cut-off) level of a non-functional

requirement. It is only used in the case of conjunctive, disjunctive non-compensatory

strategies.

Example: The non-functional requirement ‘cost’ has a threshold value of ¿15000.

� Score:

The ‘score’ concept captures the overall performance of the alternative after the

evaluation with a certain decision making strategy. Depending on the decision

making strategy that was used, scores are calculated with different ways.

Example: After the evaluation the score for ‘web application 1’ is ‘90 out of 100’,

for ‘web application 2’ is ‘91 out of 100’ and ‘web application 3’ is ‘95 out of 100’.

� Handling non-functional requirements with linguistic variables:

Using numerical values for the evaluation enables us to capture in a precise way

how the decision maker evaluated the alternatives given a set of non-functional re-

quirements. However, in certain cases this mechanistic way of dealing only with

numerical data leads to the principle of incompatibility (Zadeh 1975), where high

precision is incompatible with the great complexity of human thought. Given this

fact, it is suggested that sometimes it may be necessary to abandon the high stan-

dards of precision as it is defined in mathematics and be more tolerant close to a

humanistic perspective (Zadeh 1975). In such a context, linguistic variables can be

used to reduce the gap between mathematics precision and the complexity of human

thought. Linguistic variables are variables the values of which are not numbers but
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words or sentences in a natural of artificial language. For example, someone can

express their perception about the weather temperature by using the words ‘cool’,

‘moderate’ and ‘hot’.

As a first attempt to deal with this issue, we use a simple defuzzification scheme,

which is shown is Figure 3.5.

The scheme uses as an input linguistic variables for the evaluation of non-functional

requirements and produces through defuzzification numerical values that subse-

quently can be used by the various decision making strategies of our conceptual

framework. To do so, we use trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, one of the most used types

for the representation of the membership of linguistic variables (Banks 2008, Isabels

and Uthra 2012) and the mean-max membership (middle-of-maxima) method for

fuzzy to crisp conversion (Isabels and Uthra 2012).

As an example consider the linguistic variable ‘temperature’ for the perception of

temperature and more specifically a ‘moderate’ temperature. We first define the

membership of moderate temperature through the trapezoidal fuzzy number (15,

20, 25, 30) as shown in Figure 3.6. Thereafter, we calculate the crisp numerical

value for moderate temperature temp having as an input the trapezoidal fuzzy

18

Example: fuzzy fan control
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number (15, 20, 25, 30) as follows:

temp = (a+ b)/2 = (20 + 25)/2 = 22, 5

This relative simple scheme allows us to use MCDA decision strategies and in par-

allel to take advantage of linguistic variables for the evaluation of non-functional

requirements. For example, decision makers can use numerical values to evaluate

the majority of non-functional requirements and linguistic variables where the eval-

uation by numerical values of non-functional requirements is not feasible.

Decision making process:

The decision making process concept provides an overview of the decision making in terms

of the decision making strategies that were used for a specific decision. As it is also stated

in our conceptual framework, a decision making process can comprise one or more decision

making strategies. Sometimes it is not satisfactory to address a decision making problem

with a single decision making strategy (Rothrock and Yin 2008, Elrod et al. 2004, Jeffreys

2004).

As an example consider a case where the decision makers have to take into account

constraints such as budget or time during the evaluation process. In such a case they

may start the evaluation with a non-compensatory strategy where they exclude quickly

alternatives that do not comply with the given constraints. Thereafter, they can evaluate

exhaustively the rest with a compensatory strategy.

In the case of multiple decision making strategies, our conceptual framework captures per

used strategy the scores of alternatives as well as the rates threshold, importance and

value of the evaluation non-functional requirements.

Example: The decision maker uses a conjunctive strategy to exclude alternatives with a

price higher than ¿15000 and then evaluates the remaining ones with a MAUT strategy

based on the non-functional requirements ‘uptime percentage’, ‘usability’ and ‘scalability’.

Strategy rationale:

In the context of a decision making process, decision makers not only have to choose

amongst alternatives (actual decision making process), but also have to select the decision

strategy that satisfies their current evaluation needs. Typical reasons for the adoption

of different strategies are constraints such as budget or time. The capturing of this

information justifies the decision strategy that was selected for the evaluation process.

As stated in the conceptual framework, one strategy rationale can justify one or more

decision making strategies.
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Example: The decision maker uses a conjunctive decision making strategy because of the

budget threshold of ¿15000.

Unanticipated observed impact:

This concept captures an unanticipated consequence of an already made decision. The

outcome of a decision can be observed during the ex-post analysis of the design (Baron

and Hershey 1988). Some of the consequences of decisions are revealed during the imple-

mentation phase or during the maintenance of the existing design.

For us the main usefulness of capturing unanticipated observed impacts is that they can be

used in future design iterations in order to avoid decisions with negative consequences. In

the case of a negative/unwanted consequence the ‘unanticipated observed impact’ concept

is used as an intertwining concept, since it motivates the elicitation of new requirements

in the problem space, which should be addressed by new design decisions back in the

solution space, in order to resolve the problematic situation.

Example: ‘acquisition of web application 3’ led to difficulties in the integration with other

systems of the company.

3.2.4.2 Relationships

Potentially addresses:

The ‘potentially addresses’ relationship captures which alternatives were considered as

candidates for the satisfaction of a specific functional requirement.

Example: The alternative ‘acquisition of web application 1’ ‘potentially addresses’ the

functional requirement ‘provide web application’.

Addresses:

The ‘addresses’ relationship captures which decision addresses the given functional re-

quirement.

Example: The decision ‘acquisition of web application 3’ ‘addresses’ the functional re-

quirement ‘provide web application’.

Chosen among:

The ‘chosen among’ relationship captures which alternative was selected among the choice

set to be put into operation as a decision.
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Example: The decision ‘acquisition of web application 3’ was ‘chosen among’ the al-

ternatives set ‘acquisition of web application 1’, ‘acquisition of web application 2’ and

‘acquisition of web application 3’.

Evaluates:

The ‘evaluates’ relationship denotes which decision making strategy was used for the

evaluation of the alternatives.

Example: a ‘conjunctive’ decision making strategy ‘evaluates’ the alternatives ‘acquisition

of web application 1’, ‘acquisition of web application 2’ and ‘acquisition of web application

3’.

Derived by:

The relationship ‘derived by’ relates the score of an alternative with the decision making

strategy that was used its the evaluation.

Example: The score of the alternative ‘acquisition of web application 1’ ‘derived by’ a

‘conjunctive’ decision making strategy.

Is comprised by:

The relationship ‘is comprised by’ is used to capture the decision making strategy or

strategies that constitute the decision making process for a design decision.

Example: The decision making process for design decision ‘acquisition of web application

3’ ‘is comprised by’ a ‘conjunctive’ and a ‘MAUT’ decision making strategy.

Is considered in:

The relationship ‘is considered in’ connects the non-functional requirements and evalua-

tion concepts (threshold, importance, value) with the decision making strategy that was

used for this evaluation.

Example: The non-functional requirement ‘uptime percentage’ ‘is considered’ in a ‘MAUT’

decision making strategy.

3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced our generic conceptual framework for design rationalization.

More specifically, we answered RQ2 by providing a conceptualization of the reasoning
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behind design decisions using MCDA techniques. Furthermore, we have addressed RQ3

by taking into account the role of requirements for the formulation of the design problem

and for the rationalization of the design decisions.
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CHAPTER 4

A conceptual framework for EA design rationalization

In this chapter we present EA Anamnesis, a specialization of our generic conceptual frame-

work for design rationalization for the domain of EA. EA Anamnesis captures the role

of goals and principles, concepts which are widely used in EA practice, for the formu-

lation of the design problem. It structures design rationale according to the enterprise

perspective (Section 2.1.2) and makes explicit their cross-perspective interrelationships.

For example, EA Anamnesis reveals the relationship between a business design decision

and an IT requirement. Moreover, the conceptual framework provides traceability from

an EA design to its design decisions and vice versa.

65
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4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we presented Anamnesis, a conceptual framework for design rationalization.

We have seen how the framework captures rationalization information and how it provides

insight both on the problem and solution space of the design. We have also seen how the

framework bridges the two spaces by making explicit how the requirements affect the

decision making and how the design decisions and their possible unanticipated impacts

motivate the elicitation of new requirements.

However, as discussed in Chapter 2, rationalizing an EA imposes some additional chal-

lenges due to its cross-domain and socio-technical nature. The decision making in EA

involves the consideration and management of requirements originating from different do-

mains and being of different nature, ranging from high level goals, to business and IT

requirements. During the decision making process, enterprise architects should take into
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account those differing and in some cases contradictory requirements and provide solu-

tions that satisfy them. In addition to that, as discussed in Section 2.1.3, their design

decisions have to be compliant with the given EA principles.

In this chapter we address the identified objectives of the domain of EA (Section 2.4) and

we provide a specialization of our Anamnesis conceptual framework, which we will refer

to as ‘EA Anamnesis’. The framework captures the formulation of the design problem

by means of goals, principles and requirements and it categorizes and interrelates design

rationale depending on its perspective. Furthermore, it enables us to trace design rationale

behind the design and vice versa.

An important clarification for the positioning of our work in the domain of EA, is that EA

Anamnesis focuses on the rationalization (based on various decision making strategies) of

individual design decisions and have an immediate impact on the implementation of the

architecture. This differentiates our framework from approaches that aim to rationalize

the execution of the design process (design steps) across the enterprise.

Examples of such type of approaches are the TOGAF Architecture Development Method

(ADM) (The Open Group 2011) and the Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF) (van’t

Wout et al. 2010). These approaches provide roadmaps for the execution of the decision

making and specify flows of decision making which range from strategic level decisions to

EA design decisions. Furthermore, they provide decision support regarding the change

management of the architecture. Another example is the Design & Engineering Method-

ology for Organizations (DEMO) (Dietz 2006) which distinguishes between decisions that

are implementation independent and implementation dependent. By implementation in-

dependent, we mean decisions which define the network of transactions of the enterprise

and actor roles independent of any implementation. EA Anamnesis does not deal with

the rationalization of implementation independent design decisions. However, it can com-

plement DEMO in the sense that it can assist stakeholders with the rationalization of

their implementation dependent design decisions.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the EA Anamnesis conceptual

framework in detail, comprising both problem (Section 4.2.1) and solution space (Section

4.2.2). Section 4.3 illustrates how the concepts of our framework are used for capturing

design rationale in EA. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes this chapter.

4.2 The EA Anamnesis conceptual framework

Figure 4.1 presents the EA Amamnesis conceptual framework. In line with EA literature

and practice (Greefhorst and Proper 2011, Lankhorst 2013) we have taken into account the
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role of high level goals and principles for the elicitation of requirements and subsequently

for the steering of the decision making.

An important issue, while we consider goals and principles in our analysis, is the relativity

between the problem and solution space. By relativity we mean that something about

what constitutes a problem space and a solution space is not an absolute given, but rather

dependent to the situation at hand. In line with requirements engineering (Lapouchnian

2005) and the motivation extension of ArchiMate (The Open Group 2012), principles and

requirements are concepts which further refine the high level needs described by goals.

When the problem is refined enough through requirements then it is solved by specific

design decisions. As such, we consider design decisions which actually address those

refined needs as part of the solution space. Subsequently, goals and principles which are

used for the problem formulation, are part of the problem space.

In the next sections we present in detail the problem and solution space respectively of

the EA Anamnesis conceptual framework.

4.2.1 Problem space

The upper part of Figure 4.1 presents the problem space viewpoint. The viewpoint

enhances the provision of rationalization in the problem space for the EA domain by

taking into account the role of goals and principles, terms which are widely used in the

practice of EA (Greefhorst et al. 2013, The Open Group 2012). Moreover it uses the

notion of EA perspective for the categorization of requirements of various perspectives of

the enterprise. By doing so, we can also have an overview of the relationships of design

rationale of different perspectives. For example, a business requirement that triggers an

IT one.

The development of our problem space viewpoint was done by taking into account the EA

practice and by also considering the existing state of the art for the domain of EA. In the

case of problem space analysis, we took the motivational extension of ArchiMate which

was inspired by the ARMOR language (Quartel et al. 2009). Moreover, we investigated

the current practice of the motivational extension of ArchiMate. One of the findings was

that the motivation extension of ArchiMate (The Open Group 2012) is comprised by a

quite significant number of concepts.

According to (Engelsman and Wieringa 2014; 2012) the large amount of concepts com-

bined with their sometimes ambiguous definition, introduces difficulties in the usability of

the motivational extension by EA practitioners. The authors identified that only a limited

set of concepts was well understood. Interestingly, the large amount of the ambiguously
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Figure 4.1: The EA Anamnesis conceptual framework

defined concepts also hints that the motivational extension is at odds with one of the key

design principles behind the ArchiMate language: ‘the language should be as compact is

possible’ (Lankhorst et al. 2010).

Our viewpoint takes these findings into account, and therefore uses a limited set of con-

cepts. More specifically, we extend our generic Anamnesis problem space viewpoint and

we provide as far as necessary together with the concept ‘requirement’, the concepts ‘
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strategic goal’, ‘principle’ and ‘EA perspective’. We use the term ‘strategic goal’ to sig-

nify that we deal with high level design independent needs. By doing so, we aim to reduce

the ambiguity that was observed in the aforementioned study between the concepts of goal

and requirement. Unfortunately, the concept ‘principle’ is not investigated in this study,

but we use it since it is a widely used term in the domain of EA (Greefhorst and Proper

2011).

Below we provide the description of the concepts which were newly added to the EA

Anamnesis conceptual framework. These concepts are highlighted on the problem space

part of Figure 4.1. The rest of the concepts (shaded with gray color) have been already

described in Section 3.2.3 and presented in the Figure 3.4. We use again the application

acquisition example of Section 3.2.3 for the illustration of the concepts.

Strategic goal:

According to EA practice and literature, a goal is defined as an end state that a stakeholder

intends to achieve (Lankhorst 2013, The Open Group 2012). Based on the identification

of the goals of stakeholders, the requirements on the artifact can be derived. In that sense,

goals provide the motivation, i.e. the why of the requirements (Greefhorst and Proper

2011). As stated above, to be clear with the distinction between goals and requirements,

we use the concept of ‘ strategic goal’ to capture high level concerns which are EA design

independent.

Example: The strategic goal of the company is to ‘improve online marketing presence’.

Principle:

A principle is a normative property which guides the way that the system will be realized

(Greefhorst and Proper 2011). Principles are closely related to goals and requirements.

Similarly to requirements, they define the intended properties of a system. However, a

principle is positioned at a higher level of abstraction than requirements (The Open Group

2012).

Example: The online service should be provided without interruption. Stakeholders defined

the principle ‘Service availability’.

EA perspective:

As we have seen in Section 2.1.2, EA provides a structured way to view and define the

enterprise through various perspectives. Our framework, follows the notion of perspec-

tives in order to categorize design rationales. More specifically, in the problem space

we use the concept of ‘EA perspective’ for the categorization of requirements. As such,
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we can have an overview of how the design problem was formulated across the various

EA perspectives. Moreover, the categorization of requirements in perspectives combined

with their relationships (captured by the ‘motivates’ relationship) enables us to have an

overview of the cross-perspective relationships of requirements in the EA. By doing so, we

have insight into how the enterprise architect translates the requirements of a perspective

into requirements of another.

Example: The functional requirement ‘provide web application’ is part of the ArchiMate

perspective ‘application layer’.

4.2.2 Solution space

The lower part of Figure 4.1 presents the solution space viewpoint of EA Anamnesis

conceptual framework. The viewpoint enhances the generic viewpoint of Section 3.2.4.

Similarly with the problem space it incorporates the notion of ‘EA perspective’ to facilitate

the categorization of design decisions. This enables enterprise architects to have a holistic

overview of the decision making in the enterprise, since they can see which design decisions

were executed, in which perspective. The same categorization applies for the anticipated

observed impacts of design decisions. By doing so, the framework not only categorizes the

observed impacts, but also captures the cross-perspective consequences of design decisions

in the EA. For example, a problematic IT decision for an application user interface can

cause usability issues in the execution of a specific business process.

Furthermore, the viewpoint provides traceability between the EA design and its design

rationalization and vice versa. This enables practitioners to start their analysis either

by inspecting specific EA elements and then zooming into the design rationales that are

related with them, or by inspecting design rationales and then identify how the design

was impacted by them.

Below we provide the description of the newly added concepts and relationships of the

EA solution space viewpoint (highlighted in Figure 4.1). For the existing concepts please

refer to Section 3.2.4.

4.2.2.1 Concepts

EA Element:

An EA element (similar to concept of an architecture element from Tang et al. (2007))

is either the direct result produced from a set of executed EA design decisions, or a rep-

resentation of this result. We use this concept to refer to architectural representations.
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Specifically, we use it as a bridging concept towards EA modeling languages, like Archi-

Mate, whereby an EA element allows us to link design decisions with the concepts of

those languages.

Example: The EA Element ‘web application’ is the direct result produced by the design

decision ‘acquisition of web application 3’.

EA perspective: As explained in Section 4.2.1 the concept of ‘EA perspective’ is used

for the categorization of requirements. In the solution space, we use the ‘EA perspective’

concept to categorize design decisions, their possible unanticipated observed impacts and

EA elements. As such, we have an overview of the distribution of the decision making and

its results across the EA by means of design decisions and elements. Moreover, we use

the ‘EA perspective concept’ to categorize unanticipated observed impacts, separately

from the design decisions from which they originate, in order to reveal possible cross-

perspective consequences of design decisions in the EA. For example, a problematic IT

decision can have an unanticipated observed impact on the business and vice versa.

Example: The design decision ‘acquisition of web application 3’ is part of the ArchiMate

perspective ‘application layer’.

4.2.2.2 Relationships

Results in:

The ‘results in’ relationship facilitates the linkage between design decisions with EA ele-

ments.

Example: The design decision ‘acquisition of web application 3’ ‘results in’ the EA Ele-

ment ‘web application’.

Grouped in:

The ‘grouped in’ relationship associates design decisions with their corresponding EA

perspectives.

Example: The design decision ‘acquisition of web application 3’ is ‘grouped in’ the EA

perspective ‘Business Layer’.
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Influences:

The ‘influences’ relationship allows us to capture the influences of unanticipated observed

impacts on various EA elements across the EA design.

Example: The unanticipated observed impact ‘degraded user experience-problematic user

interface’ ‘influences’ the EA Element ‘customer profile registration-business process’.

4.3 Illustration

In this section we introduce an insurance case study, and subsequently use it to illustrate

EA Anamnesis conceptual framework. Note that the insurance case study is fictitious,

yet realistic. This is because it is based on the running case study used to illustrate

the ArchiMate specification, which in turn is based on a real insurance company (The

Open Group 2012). In order to illustrate the categorization of design rationales into EA

perspectives, we use the ‘Business’, and ‘Application’ layers of ArchiMate.

4.3.1 Case study: ArchiSurance

ArchiSurance is an insurance company that sells car insurance products using a direct-

to-customer sales model. It does so in order to reduce both its operational as well as its

production costs.

Figure 4.2 presents the ArchiSurance direct-to-customer sales model, modeled with Archi-

Mate. Two business services support the sales model of ArchiSurance: ‘car insurance

registration service’ and ‘car insurance service’. ArchiMate helps us to understand the

dependencies amongst different perspectives of an enterprise. For example, in Figure 4.2

we see that the business service ‘car insurance registration service’ is realized by a busi-

ness process ‘register customer profile’. In turn, we also see that this business process is

supported by the application service ‘customer administration service’.

Although disintermediation reduces operational costs, it also increases the risk of adverse

risk profiles (Cummins and Doherty 2006), namely incomplete or faulty risk profiles of cus-

tomers. These adverse profiles lead insurance companies to calculate unsuitable premiums

or, even worse, to wrongfully issue insurances to customers. As a response, ArchiSurance

decided to use intermediaries to sell its insurance products. After all, compiling accurate

risk profiles is part of the core business of an intermediary (Cummins and Doherty 2006).

In our scenario, an external enterprise architect called John, was hired by ArchiSurance

to guide the change to an intermediary sales model.
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Figure 4.2: ArchiSurance direct-to-customer EA model

John uses ArchiMate to capture the impacts that selling insurance via an intermediary

has, in terms of business processes, IT infrastructure and more. For illustration purposes

we will focus on the realization of the new business process ‘customer profile registra-

tion’ through EA elements in the application layer. The resulting ArchiMate model is

depicted in Figure 4.3. The business collaboration is realized by the collaboration of two

IT applications ‘customer administration ArchiSurance’ and ‘customer administration in-

termediary’.

4.3.2 Capturing design rationales with EA Anamnesis

As we can see in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, John captured the EA change from direct-to-customer

model to intermediary via ArchiMate. However, these models do not capture the design

decisions and the rationale behind the design. To capture design rationale, John relies on
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Figure 4.3: ArchiSurance intermediary EA model

the EA Anamnesis approach.

Design rationalization graph

Figure 4.4 provides the design rationalization graph of the ArchiSurance enterprise trans-

formation. As we mentioned in Section 1.4.2, we use this graph as a concrete syntax

which enables us to illustrate and evaluate EA Anamnesis. Here, we can see how the

design problem is formulated by means of goals and requirements and how it is addressed

by specific design decisions. The strategic goal ‘reduce the risk of adverse risk profiles’ is

refined through the ‘motivates’ relationship to the functional requirement FR01 ‘establish

customer registration’ in the business layer of the enterprise. FR01 was addressed by

design decision D01 ‘create customer profile registration business process’. D01 led to the
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Figure 4.4: ArchiSurance design rationalization graph

creation of the EA element ‘customer profile registration business process’. Subsequently,

the business layer decision D01 motivated the elicitation of FR02 ‘find appropriate appli-

cation to support new business process’ in the application layer of the enterprise. This

is an example of a cross-perspective relationship between a decision and a requirement

in the EA. FR02 was addressed by design decision D02 ‘acquisition of COTS applica-

tion B’, and led to the creation of EA element ‘COTS application B’. Despite the fact

that the operational and technical characteristics of COTS application B were adequate,

John identified and captured the unanticipated observed impact OI01 ‘degraded user
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experience-problematic user interface’. The responsible users for the execution of the

business process were not familiar with the newly introduced user interface. This re-

sulted in problematic data entries and limited productivity. This is an example of how

EA Anamnesis captures cross-perspective observed unanticipated impacts. In order to

deal with the problematic situation, John elicited the functional requirement FR03 ‘find

proper user interface (UI) for COTS application B’. Subsequently, FR03 was addressed

by design decision D03 ‘user interface similar with the old one’. Users were now able to

run the customer profile registration business process smoothly.

Analysis per design decision:

Now we illustrate how EA Anamnesis reveals the rationalization details behind specific

design decisions. We zoom into the design decision D02 ‘Acquisition of COTS application

B’, which is summarized in Table 4.1. Similarly to graphs, we use tables as another mean

of concrete syntax of EA Anamnesis which summarize design rationale.

As we discussed, the decision was to address F02 to provide an appropriate application

system for the support of the newly introduced intermediary business process. As we can

see from Table 4.1, John evaluated a total of four alternatives: the selected one ‘acquisition

of COTS application B’, which is the actual executed decision, and ‘acquisition of COTS

application A’, ‘acquisition of COTS application C’ and ‘upgrade existing application

(inhouse)’, which are the three rejected alternatives. Four non-functional requirements

were considered during the evaluation process: ‘usability’, ‘interoperability’, ‘scalability’

and ‘cost’.

Figure 4.5 provides a design decision graph of the decision making process for D02. Here

we can see the non-functional requirements that were considered during the evaluation

and the role of EA principles for the elicitation of non-functional requirements. John had

to steer his decision making by taking into account the EA principle ‘IT systems adhere

to open standards’. John selected two non-functional requirements that were motivated

by the given principle, NFR01 ‘scalability’ and NFR02 ‘interoperability’. This is signi-

fied by the relationship ‘motivates’ between the NFRs and the principle. By doing so,

EA Anamnesis provides insight into the reasons behind the elicitation of non-functional

requirements.

Replaying decision making processes

We continue our analysis by further zooming into the decision making process for D02

‘acquisition of COTS application B’ (Figure 4.5). Based on the notion of decision making

strategies, we now replay the decision process leading up to the creation of D02.

John relied on EA Anamnesis for the structuring of his decision making problem. To start
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Table 4.1: EA design decision 02 details

Decision: D02: acquisition of COTS application B

Functional requirement: F02: find appropriate application to support

new business process

EA perspective: application layer

Alternatives: AL01: acquisition of COTS application A

AL02: acquisition of COTS application B

AL03: acquisition of COTS application C

AL04: upgrade application

Non-functional requirements: NFR01: scalability, NFR02: interoperability,

NFR03: usability, NFR04: cost

Unanticipated observed Impact: degraded user experience in the application

use
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the decision making process, John was given the functional requirement FR02 ‘appropriate

application to support new business process’, elicited the non-functional requirements

that the new application had to satisfy. The non-functional requirements for application

selection are grounded in (Jadhav and Sonar 2009).

For our illustrative example, John considered four non-functional requirements. He started

with the NFRs‘usability’, ‘interoperability’ and ‘scalability’ and afterwards he took into

account NFR ‘cost’. Thereafter, he identified four alternatives to choose from: three al-

ternative COTS applications and the fourth one to upgrade the existing application in

house.

John, through an investigation of various specification documents for application systems

in the enterprise, identified the numerical weights of importance for each non-functional

requirement. He selected the MAUT decision making strategy in order to make an trade-

off analysis among the alternatives.

In the meanwhile, John received a constraining budget limit of ¿10000 for the acquisition

of the new IT system. On the one hand, he wanted to carefully evaluate the four alterna-

tives w.r.t. the non-functional requirements ‘usability’, ‘interoperability’ and ‘scalability’

(via a compensatory strategy), but on the other hand he had to account for the hard

constraint of ‘cost’. John decided to use for the latter case a non-compensatory strat-

egy. In order to discard alternatives that failed to meet the budget constraint, he used a

disjunctive decision making strategy.

Table 4.2 summarizes the results of his non-compensatory evaluation. ‘Acquisition of

COTS application C’ is eliminated from the choice set because it failed to meet the

threshold value for the non-functional requirement ‘cost’.

For the compensatory part, John conducted an extensive trade-off analysis among the

alternatives by taking into account the performance of alternatives w.r.t non-functional

requirements under evaluation.

As we saw above, the non-functional requirement NFR01 ‘scalability’ and NFR02 ‘inter-

Table 4.2: EA decision 02 disjunctive strategy

alternatives threshold value score

acquisition of COTS app A ¿ 10000 ¿ 9000 pass

acquisition of COTS app B ¿ 10000 ¿ 8000 pass

acquisition of COTS app C ¿ 10000 ¿12000 fail

upgrade application ¿ 10000 ¿ 5000 pass
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operability’ were motivated by the EA principle ‘IT systems adhere to open standards’.

John’s decision making was steered by the given principle and he assigned high relative

importance weights to these non-functional requirements. NFR03 ‘usability’ was a con-

cern raised by the domain stakeholders, but John did not considered it as a concern of

high importance.

John, relied on EA Anamnesis to structure and capture his trade-off analysis based on a

MAUT compensatory decision making strategy. The scores for each alternative, as well

the performance values and weights of importance of non-functional requirements are

shown in Table 4.3. According to the Formula 3.2, the alternative ‘acquisition of COTS

application B’ has the highest score and it was therefore selected.

The combination of a MAUT and a disjunctive strategy is a typical example of a decision

making process with multiple strategies. Figure 4.6 shows the summarization of decision

making process for D02.

Reflecting upon the captured decision making process:

So far, we have illustrated the decision process as captured by John. We now move two

years forward to further illustrate how EA Anamnesis supports future decision making.

The customer profiles of the car insurance of ArchiSurance are better calculated by using

insurance intermediaries. As a result, the management of ArchiSurance decides to also

rely on intermediaries for the remainder of its insurance products. Mary, a new enterprise

architect, is responsible for establishing the use of intermediaries in the EA. To do so

she inspects the already established EA that support the intermediaries scenario. She

identifies through EA models the intermediary business process and she realizes that she

can implement the EA with a similar way.

At this stage Mary, wants to know how her predecessor has supported the introduction

of an intermediary with IT applications. To this end, she can rely on the rationale infor-

mation of a similar issue captured by her predecessor in EA Anamnesis. Mary identifies

that her predecessor, John, had to address the functional requirement ‘Appropriate ap-

Table 4.3: EA decision 02 MAUT strategy

alternatives
usability interoperability scalability

score
value weight value weight value weight

acquisition of COTS app A 7 2 7 5 7 10 119

acquisition of COTS app B 8 2 3 5 9 10 121

upgrade application 9 2 5 5 4 10 83
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plication to support new business process’. By inspecting the graph of Figure 4.4 she can

identify how the specific functional requirement FR02 was addressed by design decision

D02. Mary can see that D02 belongs to the Application layer of the enterprise and more

specifically results in the EA element ‘COTS application B’.

Mary can now analyze the rationale behind D02 and identify (1) the used decision making

strategy, (2) why this strategy was selected, (3) the importance of non-functional require-

ments for the evaluation process and (4) the unanticipated observed impact of the design

decision across the EA.

Mary inspects the captured decision making strategies, as they are shown in Figure 4.6,

and understands that a hybrid decision strategy scheme was used. She realizes that the

non-functional requirement ‘cost’ was used in a disjunctive non-compensatory strategy to

discard the alternative ‘acquisition of COTS application C’. Furthermore, Mary observes

that a MAUT compensatory strategy was used to evaluate the remaining alternatives. She

realizes that her predecessor used this strategy, because the non-functional requirements

‘usability’, ‘interoperability’ and ‘scalability’ did not have the same importance for the

selection of an appropriate IT application for supporting the new business process of

ArchiSurance.

Mary realizes that D02 ‘Acquisition of COTS application B’ created an unanticipated

observed impact on the business layer of the architecture. More specifically, on the newly
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introduced business process ‘customer profile registration’. More specifically, observed

impact OI01 ‘degraded user experience in the application use’ imposed difficulties on the

users executing the business process and resulted in limited productivity. She can also see

that OI01 motivated a new functional requirement FR03 ‘find proper user interface (UI)’

and that was addressed by D04 ‘user interface similar to the old one’. In other words,

John solved the problem imposed by the problematic user interface by selecting a user

interface that users are already familiar with.

Based on the analysis of past design decisions and their implications on the EA, Mary can

consider for her current decision making problem the decision making strategies, alterna-

tives and non-functional requirements, as well as their relative importance. She can avoid

decisions or problems that may come along. For example, by inspecting Table 4.3, Mary

can realize that her predecessor assigned a low importance value to the non-functional

requirement ‘usability’. Mary will now consider more carefully the non-functional re-

quirement ‘usability’ during the decision making process and she can inform the relevant

stakeholders for possible upcoming problems in the execution of the new business pro-

cesses. She can either propose that the new IT application should have a user interface

that users are familiar with or that an organized training session should be offered to

make users familiar with new user interface.

In summary, we have illustrated that the reconstruction of the decision making process

makes transparent how a design decision has been made. Amongst others, this trans-

parency allows an architect to compare the outcome of a design decision with the non-

functional requirements that led to this decision. As a result, architects can learn which

factors in the decision making process had a positive/negative impact on the EA design

and follow/avoid these decision making practices for future decisions.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced our specialized conceptual framework for EA design ratio-

nalization. We introduced new concepts for the formulation of the design problem based

on the current EA practice and relevant EA approaches. By doing so we provided an

EA specific answer to RQ3 (Section 1.2). Moreover, we answered RQ4 (Section 1.2) by

using the notion of EA perspective, which helped us categorize design rationales and make

explicit their possible cross-domain relationships.



Part III

Evaluation and Reflection on EA

Anamnesis
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CHAPTER 5

Implementation of a software demonstrator

In this chapter we present a software demonstrator that was implemented during the

iterative process of the development of our design rationale conceptual framework. We

used this software tool for the assessment of an intermediary version of the EA Anamnesis

conceptual framework, which subsequently helped us improve and extend the metamodel.
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The content of this chapter is based on work published as:

Georgios Plataniotis and Sybren de Kinderen and Henderik A. Proper: A computa-

tional approach for design rationalization in Enterprise Architecture. In: Pro-

ceedings of 8th International Conference on Research Challenges in Information

Science (RCIS), pp. 1-2, IEEE, 2014

Georgios Plataniotis and Sybren de Kinderen and Henderik A. Proper: Implementing a

Software Prototype for Enterprise Architecture Rationalization: Lessons Learned.

In Proceedings of the 18th International Enterprise Distributed Object Computing

Conference Workshops and Demonstrations (EDOCW), pp. 41-46, IEEE, 2014

5.1 Objectives and development environment

As we have discussed in Section 1.4, the development of a design artifact involves inter-

mediate iteration steps, which are used for the further improvement and extension of the

artifact. In the context of this iterative process, we developed a software tool. To do so,

we used the conceptual framework as a language with a basic concrete syntax. The main

goal of this implementation was to demonstrate our conceptual framework to practitioners

and provide evidence that the conceptual framework can indeed be implemented with a

software tool. Furthermore, we made a first step towards the evaluation of our conceptual

framework through computational assessment.

We have three key aims for developing tool support:

(1) to showcase a (rudimentary) software tool support to practitioners as a means to

demonstrate implementability of our conceptual framework. We consider this relevant as

tool support fosters the practical uptake of modeling languages and frameworks (Mala-

volta et al. 2013),

(2) to process practitioner feedback for further improvement of our design artifact. Here,

we aim at showing the tool as a proof-of-concept during case studies, so that practitioners

can react to the presented tooling support in terms of, for example, usefulness of the

framework concepts, and missing concepts and/or functionality. Subsequently, practi-

tioner feedback can be processed concurrently in the conceptual framework and software

tool,

(3) to provide for a computational assessment of our conceptual framework. Here, we aim

at testing to what extent the conceptual framework and corresponding concrete syntax

(see Section 5.2) can indeed be implemented with a software tool. Furthermore, the
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computational assessment forces one to be specific about the conceptual framework, thus

possibly leading to conceptual framework changes.

Following objectives (1) and (2), a key requirement is the ability to develop our soft-

ware tool by rapid prototyping, so that practitioner feedback and conceptual framework

amendments can be processed without the need for extensive coding. The Microsoft Visual

Studio 2013 DSL environment, which we used for tool development, allows for such rapid

prototyping. It provides an graphical editor that allows us to implement our conceptual

framework and its corresponding concrete syntax. No further coding is required.

Figure 5.1 presents a sample of the development environment during tool implementation.

In this figure, we can see the concept of ‘EADecision’, and the relation of this concept

with other concepts of our conceptual framework, including relevant cardinalities.

The source files of our prototype implementation, as well as the instantiation presented

in the next section, can de downloaded from:

https://github.com/georgeplat/EA-Anamnesis-prototype/1.

1Requires a (trial) version of visual studio

Figure 5.1: Prototype development
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Software tool functionality:

As described above, the prototype implementation is a based on an intermediate version

of EA Anamnesis conceptual framework. Therefore, we have to state here that some of

the elements of this tool do not exactly conform to the latest version of the conceptual

framework. For example, the tool does not address aspects related with problem space

analysis. Nonetheless, that was exactly one of the goals of this prototype implementation,

to be able to illustrate our framework to practitioners and gain insights that would help

us to identify what is additionally needed or what has to be improved.

Our software tool allows architects to rationalize architectures through a Graphical User

Interface that instantiates our conceptual framework. Furthermore, the software tool

can export instantiations of the conceptual framework to a machine-interpretable, XML-

based, output. By doing so, our software tool allows architects to rationalize architectures

through an accessible interface and export it for further processing, hiding at the same

time the technicalities of the conceptual framework.

5.2 Tool illustration

Here we illustrate how the prototype gives us visual representation. For the illustration

we use the Archisurance scenario of Section 4.3.1.

Figure 5.2 presents a snapshot of the design rationale model that was created based on

our conceptual framework. On this figure, we can see the Toolbox that is provided by the

prototype development environment which contains the elements of our metamodel. As

we previously mentioned, the tool implementation does not conform exactly to the latest

version of the metamodel. For example, at the time of the prototype implementation, EA

Anamnesis did not support a problem space analysis. Subsequently for some tool elements

we used different terminology. For better comprehension of the tool visualization, we

provide in Table 5.1 the mapping between the concepts and relationships of the latest EA

Anamnesis metamodel and the tool elements.

The prototype environment allowed us to create instantiations of our conceptual frame-

work by dragging and dropping the appropriate elements from the toolbox to the area

of the DSL definition diagram (right part of Figure 5.2). For our purposes we created

an instantiation based on the Archisurance example of Section 4.3. As an example we

present the instantiation of the conceptual framework based on the design rationale graph

presented in Figure 4.4.

We started by using the elements ‘EAIssue’ and ‘Decision’ in order to capture the moti-

vational reason (IS01 - ‘establish business process intermediary’) behind the execution of
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Figure 5.2: Prototype tool - Metamodel instantiation

design decision D01 ‘customer profile registration’. We also used the relationship ‘EAIs-

sueToDecision’ in order to connect the two elements. Furthermore, we associated the

elements of our instantiations with their corresponding EA artifacts and EA layers. For

example D01 is associated with ‘Business Layer’ and with EA artifact ‘customer profile

registration business process’. D01 triggered a new EA Issue IS02 ‘appropriate application

Table 5.1: Mapping between EA Anamnesis metamodel and tool elements

EA Anamnesis Prototype tool

Concept Functional requirement EA issue

Relationship Addresses EAIssueToDecision

Relationship Motivates DecisionToEAIssue

Relationship Causes DecisionToImpact
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to support new business process’. We used the relationship ‘DecisionToEAIssue’ to con-

nect D01 and IS02. Following the same process we interrelated IS02 with D02 ‘acquisition

of COTS application B’. As we saw in Section 4.3, D02 has an anticipated observed impact

on the business layer of the architecture. We used the tool element observed impact OI01 -

‘degraded user experience in the application use’ and the relationship ‘ImpactToEAIssue’

to connect OI01 with IS03 ‘find proper user interface (UI)’. IS03 was addressed by D03’.

XML output:

Through the DSL instantiation environment we were able to create a visualization of

the design rationale information from the Archisurance example. Furthermore, the DSL

development environment enabled us to extract the instantiation of our example to its

corresponding XML format. A sample of the extracted instantiations in to XML, is shown

in Figure 5.3. The implementation of the software prototype and the extraction of design

rationale instantiations showcases that our conceptual framework can be used as a basis

for additional computational support. As such our conceptual framework can be used as

a basis for the satisfaction of the ‘Technical actor interpretation appropriateness’ quality

as discussed in Section 1.4.3.

For example, data mining techniques can be based on our prototype to further process

design rationale information, that will allows us to identify architecture patterns, good or

bad practices of decision making etcetera.

Figure 5.3: XML output sample of the illustrative example
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5.3 Lessons

The prototype software tool helped us, amongst others, to identify some of the limi-

tations of the intermediate version of EA Anamnesis. More specifically, while we were

experimenting with the DSL instantiation environment, we identified some information

redundancy problems. We illustrate through two lessons how our prototype tool helped

us to further improve EA Anamnesis. These findings have been embedded in the latest

version of our metamodel.

Lesson 1: Redundancy of information regarding decision making strategies

The intermediate version of EA Anamnesis did not support the assignment of a decision

making strategy to multiple alternatives. More specifically, while we were capturing the

design making strategies of the Archisurance scenario, we were faced with the situation

where we had to relate the element ‘decision making strategy’ to each of the alternatives

of the evaluation set. As such, we had to create multiple copies of the same decision

making strategy and connect it to each of the alternatives. This resulted in unjustifiable

redundancy of information. We could instead use a single decision making strategy for

the particular evaluation scenario and be able to connect this element with the alterna-

tives that were considered during the evaluation process. We improved our metamodel

by changing the multiplicity between the concept ‘decision making strategy’ and ‘alter-

native’. Figure 5.4 depicts the modification in the metamodel, and Figure 5.5 depicts the

modified instantiation of the metamodel with regard to this aspect.

Lesson 2: Redundancy of information regarding the status of alternatives

The prototype implementation was based in a metamodel version that contained the

concept ‘state’, which was used for the determination of the status of design decisions

BEFORE

1..*1..* Decision 

making strategyevaluates
Alternative

1..*1 Decision 

making strategyevaluates
Alternative

AFTER

Figure 5.4: Modification in the metamodel for Lesson 1 (decision making strategies)
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‘executed’ or ‘rejected’. The experimentation with the DSL instantiation made us realize

that this concept was also resulting to unjustifiable information redundancy. Instead of

capturing the state of decisions and alternatives, we simply capture the selected (exe-

cuted) alternative, by using the concept ‘decision’ and the rejected alternatives, by using

the concept ‘alternative’. Figure 5.6 depicts the modification in the metamodel and Fig-

ure 5.7 depicts the modified instantiation of the metamodel with regard to this aspect.
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5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced a prototype and conducted a computational assessment

of EA Anamnesis. The computational assessment and the corresponding visualization

showed the implementability of our conceptual framework and in parallel provided us

with some important lessons. Based on these lessons, some modifications were proposed.

Furthermore, the selection of a rapid prototype implementation strategy gave us the

capability to be flexible to adapt our design based on the feedback that we received on

the next steps of our research.
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CHAPTER 6

Applying EA Anamnesis in a Luxembourgish RTO

In this chapter we evaluate the EA Anamnesis in terms of its ability to capture design

rationale in the context of a real life case study. Together with stakeholders from the

business and IT domains of a Luxembourgish Research and Technology Organization

(LuxRTO), we captured the design rationale behind the introduction of a new budget

forecast business process in EA Anamnesis. Our case study shows that EA Anamnesis

can reflect the design rationale and link business and IT concerns. Furthermore, our study

shows that, for this particular case, the stakeholders often used heuristics (commonsensical

‘short cuts’) to make their decision, or even made decisions without considering alternative

choices.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 presents the objectives and case setup and

Sections 6.2, 6.3 introduce the LuxRTO case and details of the enterprise transformation.

Thereafter, Section 6.4 presents the design rationale captured by EA Anamnesis and

Section 6.5 the outcomes of the evaluation. Finally, Section 6.6 presents the lessons

learned and Section 6.7 concludes.
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The content of this chapter is based on work published as:

Georgios Plataniotis, Sybren de Kinderen and Henderik A. Proper: Capturing Design

Rationales in Enterprise Architecture: A Case Study. In: Proceedings of 7th IFIP

WG 8.1 working conference on the Practice of Enterprise Modelling (PoEM).

Springer, 2014

Georgios Plataniotis, Sybren de Kinderen, Qin Ma and Henderik A. Proper: A Con-

ceptual Model for Compliance Checking Support of Enterprise Architecture De-

cisions. In: Proceedings of 17th Conference on Business Informatics (CBI), vol.

1, no. 3, pp. 191-198, IEEE, 2015

6.1 Objectives and case setup

The main goal of this case study is to review to what extent EA Anamnesis satisfies, in

the context of a real life enterprise transformation, the quality characteristics as discussed

in Section 1.4.3.

To this end, we study one particular transformation: the introduction of a new bud-

get management business process at LuxRTO. We organized interviews with two key

stakeholders that were involved in the transformation: The financial officer, and the IT

architect. Both stakeholders provided a good starting point for the domain knowledge

that we had to capture. On the one hand, the financial officer possessed significant busi-

ness expertise on this enterprise transformation project. Being involved from the start of

the transformation project, she had knowledge about the drivers that initiated this trans-

formation and how the business process design evolved over time. On the other hand,

the IT architect had significant IT expertise on the transformation project. Furthermore,

the stakeholders provided us with the documentation of this transformation project (text

documents, presentations, emails). We used the ArchiMate modeling language and more

specifically the EA perspectives ‘business layer’, ‘application layer’ to capture the various

states of the EA.

We started our case study by presenting EA Anamnesis to the financial officer and the IT

architect. We explained the goals and challenges of our case study, and we illustrated our

conceptual framework using the example case of Section 4.3.1. This example case helped

the stakeholders to understand EA Anamnesis.

After the presentation of EA Anamnesis, we conducted a collaborative modeling exercise

with the two stakeholders. The goal of this exercise was to evaluate EA Anamnesis based
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on the qualities, as discussed in Sections 1.4.2, 1.4.3. More specifically, we evaluate EA

Anamnesis in terms of its:

� Domain appropriatenes

� Participant language knowledge appropriateness

� Knowledge externalizability appropriateness

For example, our goal was to identify if EA Anamnesis was able to capture design rationale

of this transformation and identify the perception of stakeholders regarding the concepts

of EA Anamnesis.

Note that the setup above is inspired by the main steps for conducting case study research

set out in Runeson and Host (2009). For example: prior to the collaborative modeling we

demonstrated EA Anamnesis to practitioners through the software tool.

Limitations:

In this part, we discuss limitations that have potentially played a role in the application

of EA Anamnesis in LuxRTO and in the interpretation of the results of this study.

The first limitation is that the actual enterprise transformation was held around two years

before the case study. This implies that stakeholders may had a bias in what information

they captured during the case study (colored memory) or they may have forgotten certain

things. Another limitation is the number of stakeholders that participated in the case

study. Normally, multiple stakeholders participate in an EA transformation. In our case,

we interviewed two stakeholders (one from the business domain and one from IT). In that

sence, our LuxRTO case study was conducted in a more ‘controlled’ way.

6.2 Budget forecasting at LuxRTO

Here we present the introduction of a new budget management business process, and how

this process was supported by information systems in the context of an EA transformation.

During the last years, the Luxembourgish government introduced stricter rules on the

budget spending of research institutions. This policy had to be incorporated by the

research institutions, meaning that the institutions should be able to establish long term

financial projection plans. This would give institutions a better awareness regarding the

availability of resources and in turn the planning of future projects and personnel hiring.
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LuxRTO did not have an established business process for the budget estimation. Stake-

holders, from the management side of LuxRTO, had to design this new business process

from scratch. Their initial objectives were that this business process should provide (1)

a clear view on human resources and projects coverage, (2) an input for the future hiring

plan, (3) a comparison between the forecasted and valuable budget, and (4) in general

robustness of the financial data of the organization. Last but not least, a training for the

users of this new business process should be organized.

6.3 Enterprise Transformation

In this Section we describe how the enterprise design was changed in order to support

the new budget estimation business process. Note that LuxRTO had already established

IT systems that supported other types of financial, project and human resources business

processes. Before we present the transformation, we briefly describe the new business

process and the already established IT systems. In order to express the EA design of the

budget forecast project, we used the ArchiMate modeling language.

Budget forecast business process:

The main objectives of this business process are the estimation and the planning of re-

sources to ensure the planning activities, the assessment of the need for additional re-

sources, the estimation of the associated budgets and the checking of the forecast in

relation to the available budget in LuxRTO. The role of the business process is to provide

annual budget estimates, which should be validated and approved by the finance depart-

ment.

6.3.1 Baseline architecture

Figure 6.1 presents the EA model of the baseline architecture before the incorporation of

the budget forecast business process. Below we provide a description of the existing IT

systems.

Application A is the main financial application of the organization. The main functional-

ities of this application are management of procurements, traveling costs, personal costs,

overhead costs calculation, salaries payment and project dashboard. The access to this

application is controlled and only financial officers are allowed to use it.
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Figure 6.1: LuxRTO enterprise transformation - Baseline architecture

Application B is the human resources management application. Tasks like resource al-

location, start/end dates of work contracts, weekly calendar, different types of leaves

(sickness, vacation etcetera) are executed by this application.

Application C is the project management application of the organization. The actual

hours assigned per project in the organization are maintained in this application.

6.3.2 First iteration of the transformation

Figure 6.2 depicts the EA model after the incorporation of the budget forecast business

process. From this model, we can observe that the business process was supported by the

interaction and collaboration among Applications A, B, C and an additional spreadsheet

application. However, due to some problems, which can not been described by ArchiMate,

stakeholders had to do additional changes in the EA design.
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Figure 6.2: LuxRTO enterprise transformation - First iteration

6.3.3 Second iteration of the transformation

Figure 6.3 depicts the final iteration of the enterprise transformation. With this iteration

stakeholders managed to address the aforementioned problems. Instead of using spread-

sheets for entering the budget data, a new application interface was added in the financial

Application A.

6.4 The rationale behind the budget forecast design

In the previous subsections we described the changes happened in the EA design, in order

to support the new budget forecast business process. However, the rationale behind this

design is not captured by the EA models. Based on the case study, we could potentially
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Figure 6.3: LuxRTO enterprise transformation - Second iteration

ask these questions:

� Why were these IT systems selected for the realization of the business process?

� Were there any other alternatives?

� How do the EA design decisions comply with the given goal, principles and require-

ments?

� What was the role of goals, principles and requirements during the decision making

process for the selection of the best alternatives?

� What were the unanticipated consequences of these decisions in the EA?
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By answering these questions we provide traceability within the solution space and the

problem space of the architecture, but also a bridging between the two spaces. The

answers to these questions provide a useful insight in the understanding of the EA design,

which can not be achieved just by examining EA models.

Below, we use EA Anamnesis to capture design rationale. We follow the concrete syntax

of Section 4.3.2 and we provide the captured design rationale by means of a design ra-

tionalization graph, which represents design rationale across the architecture design and

their various interrelationships. Subsequently, we present an analysis of a specific design

decision in order to graphically present which requirements were considered for the se-

lection of a specific design decision, their compliance with the given principles and what

were the rejected alternatives. Finally, we further zoom into the decision making problem

and we present the reasoning of the involved stakeholders.

6.4.1 Design rationalization graph

Figure 6.4 provides the design rationalization graph of the LuxRTO enterprise transfor-

mation. Here, we can see how the design problem is formulated by means of goals and

requirements and how it is addressed by specific design decisions in the EA design. We

can also see unanticipated observed impacts of these design decision in the architecture.

The graph is accompanied by Table 6.1, which provides a summary of the design rationale

information.

Our analysis starts with the strategic goal SG01 ‘having long term financial projection

plans’. G01 motivated the elicitation of a functional requirement in the business layer of

the architecture FR01 ‘having budget forecast in the long term’. FR01 was addressed by

design decision D01 ‘create budget forecast business process’. D01 leads to the creation

of the EA element ‘budget forecast business process’. The creation of the budget forecast

business process triggered the elicitation of two new functional requirements. Stakeholders

had to define the frequency for the execution of this business process. This is captured

by FR02 ‘find storing budget estimation frequency’ in the business layer of the enterprise.

At the same time, the new business process had to be supported by IT applications.

This implies FR03 ‘find IT solution for storing and processing budget’ in the application

layer of the enterprise. This is an example of a cross-perspective relationship of design

rationale.

In the application layer, FR03 was addressed by D03 ‘use application A’ which concerns

the EA element ‘application A’. The financial application A was already able to support

the storage of the financial data, but this information should somehow be entered in the
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Figure 6.4: Budget forecast design rationalization graph

system. This is captured by FR04 ‘how to upload budget data’. Stakeholders, having in

mind again the budget restriction, decided to use a standardized spreadsheet template

captured by D04 ‘create budget spreadsheet’ which results in EA element ‘spreadsheet

application’. This template was distributed by the financial department to different de-

partments of LuxRTO. The users of the other departments had to fill the spreadsheet

template and send it back to the financial department for further processing. This flow

of requirements and design decisions comprises the underlying rationale of the EA model

of Fig. 6.2.

However, several unanticipated consequences occurred after the execution of these de-

cisions. The use of spreadsheet based templates for the insertion of budget data was

problematic. More specifically, the users of each department started modifying the tem-

plate and the order of the data fields. The financial officer who was receiving the input
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Table 6.1: Budget forecast design rationale summarization table

G01 establish long term financial projection plans

F01 having budget forecast in the long term

D01 create budget forecast business process

F02 find storing budget estimation frequency

D02 storing budget estimation once per year

FR03 find IT solution for storing and processing budget

D03 use application A

FR04 how to upload budget data

D04 create budget spreadsheet

OI01 each department created its own excel form, resulting in incompatible infor-

mation

FR05 find alternative way to upload budget data

D05 create budget input interface

OI02 errors in the calculation of the budget forecast, the application does not detect

mistakes

FR06 extend app A with business logic rules

budget data had serious problems with the processing of this information and in turn

with the calculation of the budget forecast. The usability of the budget forecast business

process was deteriorated. The observed impact (OI01) ‘each department created its own

excel form, resulting in incompatible information’ represents this problem. Here, we see

how a cross-domain implication of a design decision, an application layer design decision

impacts the the performance of the business process.

Another solution to upload budget data should be identified. That was captured by

FR05 ‘find alternative way to upload budget data’. Stakeholders decided to upgrade the

existing financial application A with a budget input application interface (D05). Decision

D05 ‘create budget input interface’ solves the unanticipated consequences of D05. The

resulting EA model after these modifications is depicted in Figure 6.3. Despite the fact

that this EA model represents the final outcome of this enterprise transformation, there

were still some unanticipated problems that were not addressed.

After the incorporation of the budget input application interface, it was found that this

module lacks business logic error checking functionality during the data entry of the budget

input. The problem is depicted in OI02 ‘errors in the calculation of the budget forecast’.

The application does not detect mistakes’. As a result, users of this application who are
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not familiar with financial parameters can create serious mistakes during the calculation of

budget forecast. FR06 ‘extend the application with business logic rules’ was also captured

by EA Anamnesis. Despite the fact that stakeholders were aware of the problem, they

were not able to take additional decisions. This is because of the upcoming merge of

LuxRTO with another organization (see Section 6.4.3). FR06 remained unaddressed.

6.4.2 Analysis per design decision

In this subsection, we elaborate on a specific EA design decision from our case study which

shows how EA Anamnesis makes explicit the considered requirements. Moreover, we show

the role of requirements for the selection of a specific design decision, their compliance

with the given principles and what were the rejected alternatives.

We examine design decision D03 ‘upgrade Application A’ in the application layer of the

enterprise, which is summarized in Table 6.2. The decision concerns the selection of

an appropriate application system for the support of the newly introduced intermediary

business process. The IT architect was between two solutions, ‘upgrade Application A’

and ‘COTS application’. For his decision making problem, he took into account the

‘scalability’ of the application as well as its ‘cost’.

Figure 6.5 provides a graphical overview of the decision making process for D03. Here we

can also see the role of EA principle ‘EA is built on scalable components’ for the elicita-

tion of non-functional requirements. NFR01 ‘scalability’ was selected in order to comply

with the given principle. This is signified by the relationship ‘complies with’ between

the NFR01 and the principle. As such, we captured the motivational reason behind the

selection of NFR01.

Table 6.2: EA design decision 03 details

Decision: use application A

Functional requirement: find IT solution for storing and processing budget

EA perspective: application layer

Alternatives: AL01: COTS application

AL02: use application A

Non-functional requirements: scalability, minimize cost
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6.4.3 Replaying decision making processes

Our analysis continues by zooming into the decision making process for design decision

D03 ‘upgrade Application A’. We applied the notion of decision making processes and

strategies in order to capture the reasoning of the IT architect for D03. We now replay

that process.

Figure 6.6 provides the visualization of the decision making process for EA decision ‘Up-

grade Application A’ (D03). As we discussed above, D03 addressed FR03 ‘find IT solution

for storing and processing budget’. An alternative that potentially could address FR03

was AL01 ‘COTS Application’.

So, what was the reason that stakeholders chose the upgrade of the existing financial ap-

plication (D03) instead of AL01 ‘COTS Application’? By interviewing the stakeholders

we understood and captured the context which influenced their decision making: dur-

ing the execution of the enterprise transformation another high level decision from the
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Luxembourgish government had to be applied in the organization. The government de-

cided that LuxRTO had to be merged with another national Research and Technology

Organization. This imposed the need for serious changes in the organizational structure,

since some departments of LuxRTO had overlapping roles with departments of the other

organization. Moreover, new business models should be defined based on the exchange of

research expertise of research groups.

The upcoming merge of the organization posed some serious design challenges on the

involved stakeholders of the budget estimation business process. Their initial plan was

to acquire ‘COTS application A’ that would be possible to also support the future needs

of the organization. This plan was in accordance with the architecture principle 01 of

LuxRTO ‘EA is built on scalable components’. At the same time, it was not clear how

the financial departments and business processes would be merged. Therefore, the risk of

wasting budget for significant business and IT development was high.

Consequently, despite the fact that the initial plan of the stakeholders was the acquisition

of the ‘COTS Application’, the upcoming merge led to a minimization of budget spending.

This led in turn stakeholders to the decision of upgrading the in-house applications.

By using EA Anamnesis we captured the aforementioned situation: Two non-functional

requirements were considered in the decision making process for the application selection,

NFR01 ‘scalability’ which complied with Principle 01 and NFR02 ‘minimize cost’. On the

one hand, ‘COTS application A’ was satisfying NFR01, but not NFR02. On the other

hand, ‘Upgrade application A’ was not satisfying NFR01, but was satisfying NFR02. In

the specific decision making context stakeholders decided that they should prioritize and

decide based on NFR02 ‘minimize cost’, Therefore they rejected AL01 ‘COTS Applica-
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tion’. The decision making strategy for this kind of prioritization is a ‘lexicographic’

strategy.

Without rationalization, the above reasons behind the architecture designs of Figures 6.2

and 6.3 would have remained implicit. Stakeholders or even newcomers to the enterprise

who want to analyze or provide justification for past decisions to management or other

stakeholders, can use EA Anamnesis in order to understand the role of principles and

requirements to the decision making process.

For example, if a newcomer is asked about the alignment of the ‘Upgrade application

A’ with the principle ‘EA is built on scalable components’, he will be able to justify

that this application is not aligned with the given principle since his predecessors had to

compromise with a low budget solution. Another example would be the explication of

the negative observed impact of diverging spreadsheets as a result of the introduction of

spreadsheet template. As a result, this negative observed impact can be anticipated for

future similar decisions.

6.5 Evaluation

As stated in Section 6.1, the design rationale was captured together with the involved

stakeholders. This Section presents our reflections on the quality characteristics that were

discussed in Section 1.4.3. Furthermore, in Section 6.6, we enlist some lessons learned by

the application of EA Anamnesis to LuxRTO.

We enlist our findings with regard to the quality characteristics:

� Domain appropriateness:

This quality characteristic deals with the ability of EA Anamnesis to express design

rationale in an EA context. Practitioners were able to capture design rationale,

such as the cross-domain implications of their decision making, the design problem

that initiated the design process and the reasoning behind their design decisions.

Moreover, stakeholders were able to have insight on the decision making of other

stakeholders on the enterprise, as well as to the consequences of their design deci-

sions.

� Participant language knowledge appropriateness:

This quality characteristic deals with practitioner’s level of understanding of EA

Anamnesis terminology. We started by demonstrating EA Anamnesis and its con-

cepts to practitioners. This was done by giving concrete descriptions per concepts
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and by illustrating the approach using the ArchiSurance example of Section 4.3.

Practitioners understood the idea of EA Anamnesis and they could reflect on its

usefulness for design rationalization. By doing so, we ensured that practitioners had

a proper understanding of the terminology before the actual capturing of design ra-

tionale. Afterwards, the capturing process we also observed how EA Anamnesis

could support the transfer of knowledge between practitioners of various architec-

ture domains. Practitioners were able to understand, based on the terminology of

EA Anamnesis, the design rationale of another domain.

� Knowledge externalizability appropriateness:

This quality characteristic deals with the level that the knowledge of practitioners

was reflected by EA Anamnesis. By demonstrating EA Anamnesis to practitioners,

we educated and made them understand the notion of decision making strategies.

Implicitly, they were using decision making processes. However, the stakeholders did

so without being aware of that. The awareness of different types of decision making

strategies enabled them to better structure and analyze the decision problem. This

means that they were able to explicitly describe how they decided (e.g. in terms of

applied decision making strategy) for a certain decision problem and what evaluation

parameters they used.

6.6 Lessons learned

� Lesson 1: Stakeholders use simple selection processes, or decide without examining

alternatives.

EA Anamnesis is designed to cover a variety of decision making strategies, compen-

satory or non compensatory. Our findings from this case study is that stakeholders

use simple techniques to eliminate alternatives from their choice set. For exam-

ple, in Section 6.1, we have seen that the the decision ‘upgrade Application A’ was

selected based on its cost without further trade-off analysis w.r.t. other qualities.

Even more, sometimes stakeholders addressed a functional requirement without ex-

amining alternative choices. The main reason for not considering alternatives is that

experienced stakeholders make decisions based on previous experiences from similar

cases.

Compensatory strategies like MAUT were not used for any of the captured design

decisions in the LuxRTO case study. We argue that this finding actually promotes

the applicability of EA Anamnesis in practice, since it is easier in terms of capturing
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effort for the designer, to capture the underlying decision making strategies.

� Lesson 2: Decision making can be ongoing, with unaddressed functional require-

ments

As can be observed from FR06 ‘extend the application with business logic rules’

(Figure 6.4) some functional requirements were not resolved. Reasons such as lack

of resources (budget, time), sometimes prevent designers from addressing the re-

quirements.

This is an important finding for design rationalization, since it shows that decision

making is an ongoing activity. The awareness of unaddressed functional require-

ments gives the ability of better justification of EA designs. For example, by cap-

turing unaddressed functional requirements a stakeholder of the RTO organization

can justify a lacking usability of the budget forecast business process due to a lack of

business logic control mechanisms in the application layer. This information could

not be provided by the EA design.

6.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented the application of EA Anamnesis to a real world EA transfor-

mation. By conducting case study research, we evaluated the capability of EA Anamnesis

to capture and represent adequately design rationale. EA Anamnesis captures sufficiently

design rationales for EA. Furthermore, during the application of EA Anamnesis, some

important lessons were learned from this case.



CHAPTER 7

Applying EA Anamnesis in a Greek e-Government Organization

In this chapter we apply EA Anamnesis to a Greek e-government organization and we

evaluate the ability of EA Anamnesis to capture and represent design rationale. We used

EA Anamnesis in order to capture the design rationale behind the incorporation of a

centralized monitoring system for pension salaries in Greece. Our case study shows that

design rationale was sufficiently captured by EA Anamnesis. Moreover, we found that it

raises awareness of problematic situations.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.1 presents the objectives and the case study

protocol that we followed. Section 7.2 introduces the case study context and Section 7.3

describes the enterprise transformation. Section 7.4 presents the captured design rationale

information based on EA Anamnesis and Section 7.6 discusses the lessons learned. Finally,

Section 7.7 concludes.
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7.1 Objectives and case setup

We followed the same methodology as presented in Chapter 6. Our main objective is to

review to what extent EA Anamnesis is able to capture design rationale in the context

of a real life enterprise transformation. In this case, we study one particular transforma-

tion: the incorporation of a centralized monitoring system for pension salaries in Greece.

We organized interviews with key stakeholders that participated in the decision making

during the transformation. More specifically, we interviewed the project manager of the

system, the software developer and an IT architect. Moreover, the stakeholders provided

us with sample data files, documentation, architecture diagrams and presentations. We

used ArchiMate to model the various states of the enterprise and we ensured after hav-

ing demonstrated the EA models to the relevant stakeholders that the EA models were

representative.

We started our case study by presenting the EA Anamnesis to the stakeholders. We

explained the goals and challenges of our case study, and we illustrated our conceptual

framework using the example case of Section 4.3.1. This example case helped the stake-

holders to understand EA Anamnesis.

After the presentation of EA Anamnesis, we conducted a collaborative modeling exercise

with three stakeholders. The goal of this exercise was to see to what extent EA Anamnesis

was able to capture the design rationale of this transformation. Furthermore we also

identified the perception of stakeholders regarding the concepts of EA Anamnesis.

Similarly, with the previous case study (Chapter 6), our goal was to evaluate EA Anamne-

sis in terms of its domain appropriateness, participant language knowledge appropriateness

and knowledge externalizability appropriateness.

7.2 A fragmented social security landscape

The financial crisis that started in the late 2000 forced the Greek government to imple-

ment, in a very short period of time, major structural reforms. One of the most important

reforms was the establishment of the national register of pensioners and pension salaries.

In the past few years social insurance policies were developed in a fragmented way (OECD

2002) through the establishment of social insurance institutions per different profession

category. For example, doctors have their own social security institution, engineers a

different one etcetera. Greece had by the end of 2002 170 different social security in-

stitutions (OECD 2002). In the following years, Greek governments initiated a series of

mergers. As a result, the number of the institutions was significantly reduced. However,
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the number of these institutions is still high compared to the average number of institu-

tions in other EU member states. Furthermore, the merging was not executed deep in the

organizational structure of the institutions. As a result there are cases where these merged

social security institutions have departments with overlapping activities and information

systems.

Due to the high number of social security institutions and the lack of a standardized pro-

cess for the pension salary calculation and payment in each of these institutions, there was

a lack of central monitoring of the aggregate amount of budget that was spent nationally

on pensions. On the one hand, the government was not able to make projections regarding

the spending on pensions. On the other hand, there were rare cases where citizens were

cheating the system with a variety of ways (receiving double allowances etcetera).

The situation was getting even more problematic when someone had worked in two or

more different types of professions during their career. For example, someone that had

worked 10 years as a professional driver and the rest of their career as an employee in a

company had to wait for more than 2 years to have an accurate estimation and award of

their pension salary. This was due to the fact that different social security institutions

had to exchange, in paper, the social security information for this person and then make

a common decision regarding the amount of pension that each institution had to pay.

Moreover, the pension payment was fragmented among the institutions. Each institution

was sending separate payment notices per pensioner to the bank.

To address these issues, the Greek government established a pension payment and report

centralized system. The planning, design and operation of this project was assigned to the

Social Security e-government center of the ministry of Labor (e-gov center). The agency

had to deliver in a short period of time a system that would provide a unified report of

the pension salaries spent by the Greek government.

7.3 Enterprise Transformation

We now provide the description of the enterprise transformation by means of EA models.

In our analysis, we used the ArchiMate modeling language. For economy of space we

do not provide the EA models for every social security institution. We use instead the

abbreviation ’SII01’ to refer to the first social security institution of our study and ‘SSI...n’

to signify that we have more than one institutions in our analysis. By doing so, we reduce

the complexity of the EA models. Moreover, for simplicity reasons, we do not include

in our models architecture elements that have a supportive role in the current setup like

network infrastructure, etcetera.
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7.3.1 Baseline architecture

Figure 7.1 presents the EA model of the baseline architecture before the incorporation

of the pension report system. Each of the institutions has, independent from the others,

the business role ‘Pension administrator’. This role is supported by the business process

‘Pension calculation SSI’ in every institution.

The institution calculates the amount of pension salary based on (1) the years that each

citizen was insured in the specific institution and (2) the special legal regulations that

are applied for each profession. During the lifetime of a citizen’s pension, several salary

calculations are performed. This is because the amount of salary has to be adapted to

several factors like inflation, new regulations, etcetera.

After the calculation of the pension salary, a salary invoice is issued and forwarded to the

pensioner. Moreover, the pension salary information is forwarded through the business

object ‘Pensioner’s payment data’ to the business process ‘Pension payment SSI’ in order

to execute the payment order of a pension salary through a banking system. It is worth-

while to mention again that due to the high number of social security institutions, there

are cases that a pensioner receives pension salaries from more than one institution. This

situation is depicted in the EA model by the multiple links between the citizen’s role ‘Re-

ceives pension salary’ and the business services ‘Pension salary invoice SSI 01’, ‘Pension

payment SSI 01’, ‘Pension salary invoice SSI...n’ and ‘Pension payment SSI...n’. In other

words, a pensioner, instead of receiving an aggregate pension salary, was still receiving

separately parts of pension salaries from the different social security institutions.

On the application layer, each of these social security institutions has its own application

services and systems that support the aforementioned business processes. The ‘Pension

calculation application SSI 01’ incorporates the business logic and the legal regulations

for the calculation of pension salaries. The pension salary applications are realized by the

technology layer elements ‘Application server SSI 01’ and ‘Database server SSI 01’.

As we can see from the EA model, the EAs of the social security institutions were frag-

mented. The Greek government did not have any centralized way to monitor and control

the spending of pensions.

7.3.2 Target architecture

As discussed in Section 7.2, the Greek government assigned the responsibility of the

national pension payment and report system to the e-government center. The main goal

of this project was the calculation and report of the spending in pensions on a monthly

basis, the enforcements of cut on the aggregate amount of salary per pensioner, and
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Figure 7.1: Baseline architecture

the apportionment and reporting of the pension salary to the pensioner’s social security

institution(s). As the first step, various social security institutions defined a common

reference point for pensioners by using the national security number (i.e., a unique number

per citizen) of each pensioner. Before the development of this project, each social security

institution was using its own social numbers. As a result, there were cases where a person

had several social numbers. After a period of six months the social security institutions

adopted and migrated their records to the national social security number. By doing so,

the e-gov center was able to collect data from the different institutions and make mappings

across the different pensioners’ records.
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In the next part, we provide two alternative EA scenarios that were considered as solu-

tions for the national pension payment and report registry. The first scenario was the

‘Fully consolidated architecture’ and the second was the ‘Aggregation of social security

institutions pension reports’. The two scenarios have commonalities only in the provision

of the requested business services. Below, we provide description of the two alternative

architectures.

7.3.3 Scenario 1 - Fully consolidated architecture

Figure 7.2 presents a candidate architecture scenario where the national payment report

business service is provided by the unification of the individual business processes and

information systems. The business process ‘Unified pension calculation’ which realizes

the business service ‘Unified pension salary invoice’ would be created by establishing a

common business process for the calculation of the pension salaries. Moreover, the ‘Unified

pension payments’ business process would be created by the integration of the individual

Pension payments’ business processes of the social security institutions. Through this

integration, the e-gov center would be able to provide as well the ‘National payment

report’ business service to the government. In other words, the national pension payment

and report project would be used as an opportunity for the unification of the individual

business processes among the various social security institutions and this implies that

the e-gov center would be the responsible authority not only for the reporting of pension

salaries, but also for the calculation and payment of salaries.

On the information systems side, the aforementioned business processes would be sup-

ported by the corresponding IT elements. One of the biggest challenges in this trans-

formation scenario was the migration of the individual pension calculation applications

into a new ‘Migrated Pension Application’ that would incorporate a core business logic

for the calculation of the pension salaries. In addition, it would take into account the

different pension calculation specificities among the various social security institutions.

The application architecture team should coordinate a migration procedure where the

characteristics of the individual pension calculation application per institution would be

taken into account. In parallel, the application architecture team should coordinate a data

migration procedure in order to integrate the pensioners’ data into a common database

based on the national social security number. The e-gov center should also provide ‘Appli-

cation servers’ that would host the ‘Migrated pension application’ and ‘Database servers’

for the migrated pensioners’ data.
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Figure 7.2: Fully consolidated architecture

7.3.4 Scenario 2 - Aggregation of pension payments files

Figure 7.3 presents the alternative EA scenario which was actually selected by the archi-

tecture team. At first glance, we can see that the business services ‘Unified pension salary

invoice’, ‘Unified pension payment’ and ‘national payment report’ are provided in a com-

pletely different way. The main difference is that the pension salary calculations are still

kept under the authority of the individual social security institutions, while only the pen-

sion payments and national payment reports below the responsibility of the e-gov center.
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Figure 7.3: National pension report by aggregation of pension payments files
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More specifically, we can observe that the business process ‘Pension calculation’ is still

maintained in every social security institution. Moreover, that each social institution has

to provide a business object ‘Pension payment data’ to the e-gov center. Therefore, the

social security institutions not only have to maintain their existing information systems

(‘Pension calculation application’, ‘Application servers’ and ‘Database servers’), but they

have also to send ‘Pensions payment data’ business objects to the e-gov center. In other

words, this indicates that each institution has established next to the ‘Pension calculation’

business process a new task that sends on a monthly basis the pensioners’ payment data

to the e-gov center. The business object ‘Pensioners’ payment data’ is realized by the use

of the standardized data object ‘Payment file’. This means that the information between

the social security institutions and the e-gov center is exchanged through standardized

data files.

Furthermore, the e-gov center has established the business interaction ‘Unified pension

report’ which acts as an aggegator of the ‘Pensioners’ payment data’ business objects.

This business interaction consists of four different business processes. The first, ‘Import

SSI...n pensioners’ file’ is the business process with the responsibility of collecting, on a

monthly basis, the payments data files from the various social security institutions. As

we mentioned before, there are cases where citizens have pension rights from more than

one institution. Therefore, one of the most crucial tasks of this business process is the

provision of a unified data file which has as reference key the pensioners’ social security

number and which contains the information from the various social security institutions

that correspond to this social security number. As we can see from the EA model, this

exchange of information is done by using the ‘File transfer’ service of a specialized ‘File

upload/download application’.

The corresponding business process is the ‘Unified pension salary calculation’. This busi-

ness process is responsible for the calculation of the salary per pensioner by taking into

account the new government measures regarding the maximum amount of pension salaries

in the country. The business logic regarding the calculation of the pension salaries is real-

ized by the ‘Pension calculation’ application. The aggregated pension salaries information

is stored in the ‘e-gov center database servers’.

As a final step, the e-gov center runs the ‘Export SSI...n pensioners’ file’ business process

where the social institutions are still in charge of their ‘Pension administration’ business

role and they provide to e-gov center (via the ‘Import SSI...n pensioners’ file’ business

process) information regarding the amount of their pension salaries spending. Moreover,

the e-gov center applies some government measures which actually influence the total

amount of pension salary per pensioner. Due to the fact that the pension calculation

is scattered among the various social security institutions, the e-gov center through the
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business process ‘Export SSI...n pensioners’ file’ informs each social security institution

about its actual spending on pension salaries. This is done by using another type of

payment file. For simplicity reasons we leave out the architectural description of this type

of data exchange.

Finally, the business process ‘Unified pensioners’ payment’ is responsible for executing

the payment orders of the aggregated pension salaries to the pensioners’ bank.

7.4 Rationalizing the EA design

In the previous section we discussed two different EA scenarios for the national pension

payment and report project. We also mentioned that the ‘National pension report by

aggregation of pension payments files’ scenario was finally selected by the stakeholders

team. By just observing the EA scenarios ‘Scenario 1: Fully consolidated architecture’

seems preferred in terms of simplicity and the number of EA elements. Contrariwise,

in scenario 2, we can see that each social institution maintains individually the ‘Pension

calculation business process’ which means that institutions spend a significant amount of

budget on employees that are actually executing a quite similar task. Moreover, each of

these institutions is maintaining their own information systems which implies additional

cost for IT systems and their maintenance.

The examination of the EA models triggers questions regarding their rationalization. For

example, what made the stakeholders team decide for a more complicated architecture,

which factors played a role in the decision making process etcetera. We applied the EA

Anamnesis to capture design rationale behind the EA models. In the context of this case

study, we provide the rationalization for three critical design decisions which impacted the

EA design. Similar to Section 6.4 we provide the rationalization information by means of

a design rationalization graph and then we further zoom into the specific design decisions.

7.4.1 Design rationalization graph

The design rationalization graph of Figure 7.4 provides a holistic overview of the cap-

tured design rationales and their relationship. We start our evaluation by capturing the

strategic goal SG01 ‘provide national pension report to government’. The strategic goal

SG01 motivated’ the functional requirement FR01 ‘establish national report’. FR01 was

addressed by design decision D01 ‘establish business interaction unified pension report’.

To do so stakeholders executed a decision making process in which they rejected the alter-

native solution ‘unified pension payments’. The rationale behind this selection is provided
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Figure 7.4: National pension payment design rationalization graph

in the decision making process analysis for D01 (Section 7.4.3) and visualized in Figure

7.5.

Our analysis continues with the elicitation of two functional requirements FR02 ‘coordi-

nate existing business processes’ and FR03 ‘collect pensioners’ data’. Since stakeholders

decided to start collecting pensioners’ data from the various social security institutions,

they had to find a way of doing that. They first had to decide on a business level for the

frequency of the execution of the business interaction between the egov center and the

various social security institutions. D01 motivated FR02 ‘coordinate existing business

processes’ which was addressed by decision D02 ‘send data to e-gov center at 10th of
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every month’. In other words social security institutions had to send to the e-gov center

detailed pension reports at the 10th of every month.

Moreover, stakeholders had to support the exchange of the information by electronic

means. FR03 ‘collect pensioners data ’ was also motivated by D01. This is a cross

perspective relationship between a decision on the business layer of the enterprise and

a requirement on the application layer. Three alternative solutions were considered by

stakeholders. The decision making process is visualized in Figure 7.7. FR03 was addressed

by D03 ‘file transfer’. The exchange of information would be based on files.

Finally, D03 motivated FR04 ‘find platform for file transfer’. At this point, stakeholders

had to find the appropriate means for the exchange of files. After another decision making

process (depicted in Figure 7.9), they decided to develop a web application that would

facilitate users to download and upload the data files. D04 ‘develop upload/download

application’ addressed FR04.

7.4.2 Unanticipated observed impacts of design decisions

Next, we analyze the unanticipated observed impacts of design decisions across the EA.

For the national pension payment and report case we captured four observed impacts.

Figure 7.4 presents these observed impacts.

Unanticipated observed impact OI01:

The first one OI01 ‘increased operating cost in terms of human resources’ originates from

design decision D01 ‘establish business interaction unified pension report’. The observed

impact concerns the same EA perspective (architecture layer) as the design decision. The

establishment of the business interaction among the various social security institutions

induced an increased cost for the operation of this interaction from every institution. Each

institution had to assign to its employees the task of processing, exporting and sending

the pensioners’ data files to the e-gov center. Due to the fragmented social security land-

scape of the EA the number of people doing for the same kind of work was higher than

the number of the participating social security institutions.

Unanticipated observed impact OI02:

The second observed impact OI02 ‘problems with the coordination of the interaction’

concerns the coordination of the individual business processes. Because of the large num-

ber of the institutions there are cases where the stakeholders forget to send the data files

within the specified time limits. This affects the effectiveness of the business interaction
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because the e-gov center requires the input from all social security institutions within the

specified time limit. If one of the input is missing, then the unified pension calculation

can not be executed. It is a quite common case that certain employees of the e-gov center

has to call the relevant employees of the institutions that are delayed to send as soon as

possible the data files.

Unanticipated observed impact OI03:

The third observed impact OI03 ‘increased operating cost because of the manual file

transfers’ concerns again the productivity of the business interaction. As we can see from

Figure 7.4, we have a cross-domain relationship between the design decision D03 ‘file

transfer’ (application layer) and the observed impact (business layer). Capturing this

cross-domain consequence makes explicit that an IT decision can still introduce problems

on the business side. The problem here is that the files are uploaded and downloaded

manually on both sides, the social security institutions and the e-gov center. That means

additional cost for the operation of the business interaction.

Unanticipated observed impact OI04:

Finally, OI04 ‘problems after changing the data file structure’ concerns a problematic

situation regarding the consistency of the structure of the data file that institutions are

using to send information towards the e-gov center. More specifically, since the start of

the national pension payment and report project there are cases that the e-gov center

has to incorporate new directives regarding the unified calculation of the pension salaries.

This sometimes implies that the national pension repository of the e-gov center has to

be supplied with additional information from the institutions side and consequently the

structure of the data file has to be changed. Due to the large number of social security

institutions, there were problems with the adoption of the new data file structure. Some

of them were sending the information with the new version and some with outdated

versions. This produced again additional administrative cost for operation of the business

interaction.

7.4.3 Analysis per design decision

In this Section we further analyze design decisions. We capture the alternatives and

requirements that were considered during the decision making process and the decision

making strategies that were used for the evaluation.
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D01: establish business interaction unified pension report

We examine design decision D01 ‘establish business interaction unified pension report’ on

the business layer of the enterprise. The decision details are summarized in Table 7.1 and

visualized in Figure 7.5.

Stakeholders had to satisfy the functional requirement FR01 ‘establish national report

business function’. Two alternatives were considered, the ‘establish business interaction

unified pension report’, which is the executed decision D01 and the AL01 ‘unified pension

payments’.

Stakeholders started their decision making process by eliciting the non-functional re-

quirements. The organization was operating under high pressure from the government for

immediate delivery of social security IT projects. The first non-functional requirement

had to comply with the Principle P01 ‘fast implementation’. Non-functional requirement

NFR01 ‘implementation time’ was elicited. Moreover, NFR02 ‘running cost’ and NFR03

‘running efficiency’ were considered for the decision making process. Due to the fact that

they had to deliver the project in a short time frame, NFR01 ‘implementation time’ was

the non-functional requirement with the highest importance. The stakeholders captured

the order of non-functional requirements by using a ‘Lexicographic’ non compensatory de-

cision making strategy. Despite the fact that the quality characteristics of the alternative

AL01 ‘unified pension payments’ were considered by stakeholders as better, D01 ‘establish

business interaction unified pension report’ was selected. Figure 7.6 zooms further in the

decision making process and presents the decision making strategy that was used.

Table 7.1: EA design decision 01 details

Decision: D01: establish business interaction unified

pension report

Functional requirement: FR01: establish national report business

function

EA perspective: business layer

Alternatives: AL01: unified pension payments

AL02: establish business interaction unified

pension report

Non-functional requirements: NFR01: implementation time

NFR02: running cost

NFR03: running efficiency
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D03: file transfer

Table 7.2 summarizes and Figure 7.7 visualizes the decision making process of D03. The

stakeholders had to select the IT service that would support the business collaboration
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Table 7.2: EA design decision 03 details

Decision: D03: file transfer

Functional requirement: FR03: collect pensioners’ data

EA perspective: Application layer

Alternatives: AL03: file transfer

AL04: shared database

AL05: remote procedure invocation

Non-functional requirements: NFR01: implementation time

NFR04: automated data integration

NFR05: interoperability
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‘collect pensioners’ data’. Three alternative solutions were considered and captured by

EA Anamnesis: AL03 ‘file transfer’ where the information from the institutions would be

provided in the form of standardized data files, AL04 ‘shared database’ where the appli-

cation systems of the various institutions should be modified in order to have an common

interface towards a centralized database, and AL05 ‘remote procedure invocation’ where

the application systems should be modified to exchange information directly without the

intervention of a database. From a technical perspective two important qualities were

captured: NFR04 ‘automated data integration’ and NFR05 ‘interoperability’. However,

the satisfaction of these non-functional requirements required a significant amount of de-

velopment time, since the various application systems of social security institutions were

developed with different technologies. Due to the fact that stakeholders had to deliver the

solution in a short period of time they considered the non-functional requirement ‘imple-

mentation time’ (NFR01) as the most important for this decision making process. They

used a lexicographic strategy to capture the prioritization of requirements. Figure 7.8

zooms further in the decision making process and presents the decision making strategies

that was used.

D04: develop upload/download application

Table 7.3 summarizes and Figure 7.9 visualizes the decision making process of D04. This

decision concerns the selection of the appropriate means for the data file transfer between

the social security institutions and the e-gov center. This is captured through FR04 ‘find

platform for file transfer’. Two alternatives were considered : AL06 ‘file upload/download

application’, which means that the e-gov center should develop a web application that

would facilitate users to download and upload the data files and AL07 ‘ftp server’ where

users would upload/download files through an FTP service. The architecture team elicited
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Table 7.3: EA design decision 04 details

Decision: D04: develop upload/download application

Functional requirement: FR04: find platform for file transfer

EA perspective: Application layer

Alternatives: AL06: develop upload/download application

AL07: ftp server

Non-functional requirements: NFR06: users administration capability

NFR07: user auditing

NFR08: file size capability

three different non-functional requirements. These requirements were potentially address-

ing technical interests of the IT stakeholders. As such, there were not motivated by any

strategic goal or principle.

These non-functional requirements were of different importance. In collaboration with the
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stakeholders we captured this variation of importance with the use of a MAUT decision

making strategy. We used a 0 to 10 scale to capture the importance and the value of the

non-functional requirements.

NFR06 ‘users administration capability’ determines how capable each alternative solution

is to manage the various user accounts of the different institutions and their access rights.

In terms of its importance, stakeholders assigned 7/10. The value for NFR06 of the

alternative ‘develop upload/download application’ was 8/10 whereas of ‘ftp server’ was

5/10. This is because the ‘ftp server’ had an autonomous account management system

and it was not possible for users to manage their accounts.

NFR07 ‘user auditing’ indicates the capability of a solution to keep track of the activity

of users. For example, an overview of what was uploaded, when and from which user.

Due to the criticality of the information this non-functional requirement was consider of

higher importance. Stakeholders assigned 9/10. The value of NFR07 for the alternative

‘develop upload/download application’ was 9/10 whereas for ‘ftp server’ was 5/10. The

alternative ‘ftp server’ had a lack of such a mechanism’.

Finally, NFR08 ‘file size capability’ had to do with the capability of each solution to handle

large file sizes. In terms of importance stakeholders assigned 6 out of 10. The value of

NFR08 for the alternative ‘develop upload/download application’ was 5/10 whereas for

‘ftp server’ was 10/10. Due to some restrictions in the development environment, it was

not possible for the application to support uploads/downloads of large file sizes.

Based on Equation 3.2 we calculated the score of alternatives. The alternative ‘develop

upload/download application’ had the higher score and it was selected by the IT stake-

holders. Table 7.4 summarizes the importance and values of non-functional requirements

and scores of the considered alternatives.

Figure 7.10 zooms further in the decision making process and presents the decision making

strategies that were used.

Table 7.4: D04 compensatory MAUT strategy

Alternatives NFR06 NFR07 NFR08 score

develop upload/download application 7x8 9x9 6x5 167

ftp server 7x5 9x5 6x10 140
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7.5 Evaluation

Similarly with Section 6.5, this Section presents our reflections based on the the key quality

characteristics of Section 1.4.3. Moreover, we present some additional lesson learned from

the application of EA Anamnesis to the e-gov organization.

We enlist our findings with regard to the quality characteristics:

� Domain appropriateness:

This quality characteristic deals with the ability of EA Anamnesis to express design

rationale in an EA context. During the modeling exercise, practitioners were able

to express the various design rationale, namely the design problem that initiated

the design process, the justification by means of decision making strategies for spe-

cific design decisions and the cross-domain implications of their decision making.

Moreover, practitioners understood the decision making of their colleagues from

other domains of the organization. Moreover, they realized the relationship of their

decision making with other decisions and unanticipated observed impacts in the

organization.

� Participant language knowledge appropriateness:

This quality characteristic deals with practitioner’s level of understanding of EA

Anamnesis terminology. Before the initiation of the design rationale modeling exer-

cise, we demonstrated and explained to practitioners the concepts of EA Anamnesis.

As such, we ensured that practitioners had a proper understanding of them. There-

after, they confirmed that they were able to understand and use the concepts for

expressing the design rationale of the case study. Finally, we exposed the captured

design rationale information of one domain to stakeholders of other domains and
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confirmed that the captured information was understood by other stakeholders.

� Knowledge externalizability appropriateness:

This quality characteristic deals with the level that the knowledge of practitioners

was reflected by EA Anamnesis. Practitioners were using implicitly different ways of

decision making. EA Anamnesis helped them to externalize the various evaluation

criteria of their decision making and the various decision making strategies that they

used. Furthermore, as we will see below in Section 7.6, EA Anamnesis made explicit

and raised awareness regarding some problematic situations in the enterprise.

7.6 Lessons learned

� Lesson 1: The capturing effort of EA Anamnesis can be reduced by selectively cap-

turing design decisions based on their impact

An important critique against rationale management systems, like EA Anamnesis,

is that they require an effort for the capturing and maintenance of the design ratio-

nale information (Lee 1997). During our case study, we observed that some design

decisions had a high impact on the EA, in terms of changes or observed unantici-

pated consequences from the architectural design. We came up with design decisions

which did not play a significant role in our analysis.

Based on this observation, we argue that the capturing effort of EA Anamnesis

can be significantly reduced by doing a selective capture of the most critical design

decisions. However, the definition of criticality is subjective and it depends on the

viewpoint of stakeholders of the EA. For EA Anamnesis, a criticality parameter can

be the number of functional requirements and observed impacts that originate from

a design decision. Of course, the ideal situation would be to capture every design

decision and its relationships. At the same time, we believe that capturing high

impact decisions would potentially be useful in an organization for the adoption of

such an approach.

� Lesson 2: EA Anamnesis raises awareness of problematic situations in the enter-

prise

The national pension salary payment and report system is considered as a quite suc-

cessful project especially if we take into account how quickly it was implemented. It

provides the government with the requested results and the operation of the business
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collaboration between the e-gov center and the social security institutions has been

normalized. However, our analysis showed that there are many of malfunctions in

the EA of this project. During our study we observed that some malfunctions that

actually increased the operation costs of the business collaboration were not consid-

ered as open issues for further improvement. Most of the problems were disregarded,

since the project was providing the requested results and the key stakeholders were

preoccupied with the operational support in the current architecture context. In

other words, there was no time to think for an improvement in the EA. EA Anam-

nesis helped stakeholders to realize and rethink about these problematic situations.

7.7 Conclusion

This chapter presented the application of EA Anamnesis to an EA transformation in

an e-government organization in Greece. Through this case study we confirmed that

EA Anamnesis can indeed capture and express design rationale in an EA context and

that practitioners can understand and express their decision making based on the EA

Anamnesis concepts. Finally, we learned that EA Anamnesis raises awareness regarding

problematic situations in the enterprise and that there is the possibility to reduce the

capturing effort by selectively capturing design rationale.
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Closing
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and Further Research

In this chapter we present the summary and the general conclusions that arise from our

research. We first start by providing an overview of EA Anamnesis where we describe the

main contributions and their implications for research and practice. Thereafter, we will

revisit the research questions and we will explain how they were addressed. Finally, we

provide some closing remarks.
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8.1 Recapitulation of EA Anamnesis

In this thesis we presented EA Anamnesis, a conceptual framework for EA design ratio-

nalization. While design rationalization was already investigated in other domains, the

domain of EA was still unexplored. To the best of our knowledge EA Anamnesis is the

first design rationale conceptual framework for the domain of EA.

EA Anamnesis complements EA modeling languages by capturing the underlying ratio-

nalization information of EA designs. For the development of EA Anamnesis, we fol-

lowed a research design which comprises three methodologies: the design science research

paradigm by Peffers et al. (2007), which indicated the necessary steps for the identifi-

cation of the objectives, motivation, development and evaluation of EA Anamnesis, the

work by Gregor and Jones (2007), which provides guidelines regarding the structural

characteristics of EA Anamnesis and the work by Krogstie (2002) which provided quality

characteristics that guided us during the identification of objectives and evaluation of EA

Anamnesis.

As such, our design artifact was developed by taking into account the specificities of EA.

We used the notion of EA perspectives in order to categorize design rationales and reveal

their cross-domain relationships. Moreover, we borrowed concepts such as goal, principle

and requirement from goal modeling techniques in order to capture the design problem

formulation. Furthermore, based on multicriteria decision analysis theories, we captured

how the given requirements were balanced during the decision making process for the

evaluation of alternatives.

Our survey study (Section 2.3) showed that the concepts of EA Anamnesis are considered

as useful by practitioners for the maintenance and justification of EAs. Moreover, through

our case studies (Chapters 6 and 7), we evaluated EA Anamnesis based on the key quality

characteristics and we showed that EA Anamnesis helps practitioners on the analysis and

understanding of EA designs. Throughout the evaluations, EA Anamnesis was able to

capture and represent adequately the decision making of practitioners. Despite the fact

that practitioners did not have any previous experience in the use of decision making

techniques, after a certain level of familiarization with our conceptual framework, they

were able to recognize which decision making strategy they used for their evaluations.

Moreover, we gained insights regarding the current status of architecture decision making.

In many cases, practitioners did not actually evaluate alternatives, but rather decided

based on previous experiences from similar cases. Another interesting finding was that the

capturing of design rationale through EA Anamnesis raised the awareness of stakeholders

with regard to problematic situations in the enterprise.
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8.2 Answering the individual research questions

� RQ1: Which design rationale concepts can be used for the rationalization of EA

designs?

As we stated in Section 1.2, this question can be broken down into the following

two subquestions:

– RQ2: How to make explicit the underlying reasoning behind design decisions?

To answer this question we used concepts from multi-criteria decision making

literature, such as ‘decision making strategy’ in order to capture in a structured

way the reasoning behind the selection of specific design decisions. By doing

so, we were able to capture which requirements were considered during the

evaluation process and how the decision maker balanced amongst them. Our

evaluation case studies showed that the decision making processes of practi-

tioners were captured and reflected adequately through this conceptualization.

– RQ3: How to capture and represent the design problem and its role in the

decision making process?

This research question was answered in two parts. The first part of the answer

was provided in our generic metamodel. The generic metamodel is comprised

by the problem and the solution space. In the problem space we used the no-

tion of requirement as a key concept for the formulation of the design problem.

Moreover, we used requirement as a bridging concept between the problem and

solution space. By doing so, we were able to capture how the given require-

ments triggered the execution of new design decisions, how design decisions

motivate new requirements and how requirements were evaluated during the

decision making process. The second part of the answer is provided in the EA

Anamnesis metamodel where we account concepts which are widely used in

the domain of EA (Goal, principle) for the formulation of the design problem.

� RQ4: How to make explicit the cross-domain relationships of design rationales?

In order to answer this question, the structured way that EA follows to define and

view enterprises in EA perspectives was used. EA perspectives allowed us to cate-

gorize design rationales according to their architectural domain and to reveal their

cross-domain interrelationships by connecting a rationale element in one domain

to another rationale element in another domain. Practitioners, during case study

evaluations, were able to identify how the design problem was formulated across the

enterprise and cross-domain implications of their design decisions.
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8.3 Implications for research and practice

Our research has implications both on research as well as practice. With reference to

research we contribute to the domain of EA by introducing a conceptual framework for

the rationalization of EA designs. EA Anamnesis, is the first design rationale approach

developed for the domain of EA. By doing so, we also manifest the need for additional

research work towards the direction of EA design rationalization. EA Anamnesis has

already inspired EA research scholars to further work on the development of relevant

approaches which are based on EA Anamnesis (Zimmermann et al. 2016, Martakis 2015).

Moreover, as stated in Section 1.5, parts of our design artifact contribute as well to

the domain of design rationale in general. More specifically, EA Anamnesis makes use

of multi-criteria decision analysis techniques for the formalization of decision making

processes and subsequently for the provision of justification behind design decisions. Such

a contribution can be useful for other design rationale approaches, where the decision

making process involves multiple evaluation criteria. Our formalization provides insight

in how the decision maker balanced among given criteria and as such it provides a better

insight in the evaluation process.

Another important implication for research is the bridging between the domains of goal

modeling and design rationale. Despite the fact that the two domains have overlapping

research areas, we sometimes had the feeling that both communities work independently

without taking into account the findings of each other. For example, while there are

approaches for the prioritization of requirements in the domain of goal modeling, we rarely

see such techniques to be applied in the domain of design rationale. In EA Anamnesis, we

tried to bring together the two domains by capturing how the requirements were balanced

during the decision making process.

For practice, EA Anamnesis serves as a conceptual framework which complements existing

EA modeling languages. Organizations can use EA Anamnesis for the creation of design

rationale knowledge repositories where the justifications, motivations and possible prob-

lematic situations of decision making are stored. By doing so, EA practitioners, especially

newcomers, can quickly catch up and understand the as-is EA design and they can better

maintain and extend the EA by taking into account possible problematic situations and

vulnerabilities of the architecture.

8.4 Proposal for future research

EA Anamnesis is a design artifact which ex-post captures EA design rationale. During the

development of EA Anamnesis we identified some research topics that would potentially
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improve and extend our research work. Below we present the additional research directions

that we consider important to explore further.

� Concrete syntax of EA Anamnesis

As we have seen in Section 1.3, EA Anamnesis is a conceptual framework which

comprises an abstract syntax that rationalizes EA designs. Furthermore, we pro-

vided an concrete syntax which was used for the demonstrator of EA Anamnesis.

The abstract syntax was used during the demonstration of EA Anamnesis with the

software tool and during the evaluation of EA Anamnesis in our case studies. This

concrete syntax is considered a ‘byproduct’ of our research.

However, towards the development of a full-fledged modeling language we should

focus further on the definition of a concrete syntax and its corresponding visualiza-

tion which should take into account important issues, such as the understandability

of notations to end users, incorporating as much as possible design elements proven

to be effective already etcetera (Moody 2009, van der Linden et al. 2016a;b).

� A-priori decision making support

The main goal of EA Anamnesis is to ex-post (after the design decisions have been

made) rationalize EA designs. In that way it plays the role of a descriptive rationale

management system (RMS) (Burge and Brown 1998). Descriptive approaches are

designed to capture the thinking process of designers without intervening in this

process. Their main focus is on organizing the design rationale after the design de-

cisions have been made. They are mostly used for design teaching and maintenance

activities.

During the evaluation of our design artifact, we observed that practitioners became

aware and got familiarized with various decision making strategies for the capturing

of the reasoning of their decisions. We argue that our conceptualization of decision

making processes can act as a basis for the a-priori (before the execution of the

decision making) provision of procedural decisional guidance. By doing so, EA

Anamnesis, in addition to its descriptive role, can play the prescriptive role of an

RMS (Burge and Brown 1998). Prescriptive approaches focus on intervening in the

activities of designers. Though this intervention, they aim to improve the decision

making process and reasoning of designers and in turn make the design more concrete

and persistent.

� Collaborative decision making support

During the EA design process, various stakeholders with different individual stakes,

from business as well as IT, have to collaborate to come to the final EA design. As
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mentioned above, EA Anamnesis captures ex-post the outcomes of this collabora-

tive decision making process. EA Anamnesis could be extended in order to support

collaborative decision making processes by taking into account the individual con-

cerns of stakeholders. A first step towards this direction has been already done

in the work of (Jugel et al. 2015). The authors used EA Anamnesis metamodel

as a basis and extended it in order to support multi-perspective and collaborative

decision-making processes.

� Exploration of different decision models

As we mentioned in Section 3.1, during the exploration of decision analysis literature,

we identified relevant models such as AHP and OWA that could potentially provide

a better insight on the reasoning of decision makers. However, we decided to use

relative simple decision schemers which would facilitate the uptake of EA Anamnesis

in practice. We believe, that it would be beneficial as a research direction to explore

different decision models and investigate through case study research if these models

can better reflect the complexity of decision making in EA.

� Investigate the semantic closeness between the concepts of goal, principle, require-

ment

The development of our problem space viewpoint was done by taking into account

the EA practice and by also considering the existing state of the art for the domain

of EA. In the case of problem space analysis we took into account the motivational

extension of ArchiMate and more specifically the ARMOR language (Quartel et al.

2009). ARMOR comprises a quite significant number of concepts.

However, according to (Engelsman and Wieringa 2014; 2012) the large amount

of concepts combined with their sometimes ambiguous definition, introduces dif-

ficulties in the usability of the motivational extension by EA practitioners. The

authors identified that three concepts were well understood: ‘stakeholder’, ‘require-

ment’ and ‘goal’. Interestingly, the large amount of ambiguously defined concepts

also hints that the motivational extension is at odds with one of the key design

principles behind the ArchiMate language: ‘the language should be as compact is

possible’ (Lankhorst et al. 2010).

Another interesting finding was that practitioners had difficulties to distinguish

among the concepts of requirement and goal due to their semantic closeness (En-

gelsman and Wieringa 2014). We argue that the same ambiguity may exist as well

for the distinction between the concepts ‘requirement’ and ‘principle’. Unfortunately

the concept ‘principle’ was not included in the aforementioned study, but we suspect

that the semantic closeness between principle and requirement, which are defined
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as high level normative properties, leads as well to ambiguities. As an example of

such an ambiguity the readers can have a look at the principle ‘interoperability’,

found in an EA specification document (Deighton 2014). Interoperability can be

also considered as a non-functional requirement for the selection of an IT system.

We believe that these findings should be taken into account in the next iterations of

development of EA Anamnesis. An idea for the manifestation of this semantic close-

ness is to use for the concepts goal, principle, requirements of our metamodel UML

stereotyping techniques. Stereotyping is used to provide a lightweight distinction

amongst concepts (Rumbaugh et al. 2004). For example, we can use ‘requirement’

as a unique concept and then stereotype it into the concepts ‘principle’ and ‘goal’.

To understand the different semantic interpretations of these concepts we can use

existing data showing category structures (van der Linden and Proper 2014), and

semantic features (van der Linden and van Zee 2014). Furthermore, we can elicit

the conceptual understanding they have of these concepts, (van der Linden et al.

2012) to show which people think alike (van der Linden and Hoppenbrouwers 2012).

� Return of capturing effort

Another important challenge is to investigate the return of capturing effort of EA

Anamnesis. EA Anamnesis assists architects to better understand existing EA de-

signs, but the effort of capturing this information might be a discouraging factor.

The return of capturing effort should be more than satisfactory as a prerequisite for

using EA Anamnesis. To do this, effective ways of capturing design decisions during

the design process should be investigated and integrated into EA Anamnesis. Such

a way was identified during our case study evaluations. The capturing effort could

be significantly reduced by capturing design decisions in a selective manner based

on the impact and unanticipated consequences of decisions in the EA.

8.5 Closing remarks

In this thesis we introduced EA Anamnesis, a conceptual framework for the rationalization

of EA designs. EA Anamnesis is the first design rationale approach that was developed by

taking into account key characteristics of EA. We believe that one of the key contributions

of our work is that it manifests and justifies the need for additional research work in the

area of EA design rationalization.

Moreover, some parts of EA Anamnesis contribute to the research domain of design

rationale in general. Our decision making processes conceptualization (based on MCDA)

can be generically used in environments where the decision making involves consideration
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and trade-off analysis among multiple evaluation criteria. Last but not least, in this

work we tried to bring together the domains of goal modeling and design rationale by

considering requirements as entities that can be used for the design problem formulation

and as evaluation criteria during the decision making process.

EA practitioners can benefit from EA Anamnesis, since the provision of design rationaliza-

tion information can help them to realize how the design problem was formulated across

the enterprise, how the design problem was addressed by means of design decisions and

their rationalization, and what were the unanticipated consequences of these decisions

across the architecture.
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Summary

Enterprise transformations impose socio-technical changes to organizations. Enterprise

architecture (EA) is acknowledged as a steering instrument that assists stakeholders in the

process of an enterprise transformation. Amongst others, the practice of EA is supported

by modeling languages which describe an enterprise holistically. By doing so, they show an

enterprise’s business products and services, and how these are realized by IT infrastructure

and applications.

However, EA modeling languages lack the capability to capture the design rationale that

led to specific architectural designs in the context of an enterprise transformation. This

lack of transparency regarding design decisions can cause design integrity issues when

architects have to maintain or change the current EA design. Due to this lack of insight

into the rationale, new designs are constructed in an ad-hoc manner, without taking into

account considerations and constraints implied by past design decisions.

This thesis addresses this lack of design rationale support for the domain of EA, by in-

troducing EA Anamnesis, a conceptual framework for EA design rationalization. EA

Anamnesis complements existing EA modeling languages with design rationalization in-

formation. This is realized by capturing rationale such as the formulation of the design

problem across the EA, how the problem was addressed by specific design decisions, the

reasoning behind the selection of those decisions and their possible unanticipated conse-

quences, and by linking that rationale with elements of the EA design.

EA Anamnesis is developed in an iterative process, following the design science research

paradigm. We first start with the problem identification and motivation. We explore the

domains of EA and design rationale and then we identify their main characteristics. Based

on that, we identify a set of key design rationale concepts which can be used as a basis
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for the development of our conceptual framework. Through a survey study, we present

this set of concepts to a group of EA practitioners. Practitioners consider the proposed

concepts as useful and they confirm the need and usefulness of a design rationale approach

for EA.

Thereafter, we proceed with our design artifact. EA Anamnesis provides analysis both on

the problem and solution spaces of the EA design. For the problem space analysis, we use

techniques from the domain of goal modeling in order to capture how the design problem

is formulated with given goals, EA principles and requirements, terms which are widely

used in the domain of EA. In the solution space, we use operation research theories, more

specifically Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), in order to conceptualize the rea-

soning of the architects during the decision making process. MCDA allows us to approach

the decision making process of architects as a decision making problem that involves mul-

tiple evaluation criteria amongst which decision makers have to balance. Furthermore, we

use the structural approach of EA in order to categorize the various design rationale of the

EA design and to make explicit their possible cross-domain relationships. For example,

how a business decision triggers an IT requirement or vice versa.

The practical validity of EA Anamnesis is assessed through its application in two real-

world case studies, one in a research and technology organization in Luxembourg and the

other in a Greek e-government organization. The evaluation indicates that EA Anamnesis

captures adequately the design rationale of the two cases and that practitioners are able

to recognize how the design problem was formulated and solved by the appropriate design

decisions. In addition to to the real world case study evaluation, we also illustrate EA

Anamnesis through a fictitious case study from the insurance sector. This case study

was used during the intermediary steps of our conceptual framework development for the

illustration of the individual design artifact chunks. The feedback received through these

illustrations enabled us to extend and improve EA Anamnesis. Last but not least, we

use a prototype tool implementation to evaluate the implementability of our conceptual

framework and for further extensions and improvements.

EA Anamnesis has implications both in practice and research. In practice, organiza-

tions can use EA Anamnesis for the creation of design rationale knowledge repositories

where the justifications, motivational reasons and possible problematic situations of de-

cision making can be stored. By doing so, EA practitioners, especially newcomers, can

quickly catch up and understand the as-is EA design and can better maintain and extend

the EA by taking into account possible problematic situations and vulnerabilities of the

architecture.

Regarding the research implications, EA Anamnesis makes a contribution to the field of

EA by manifesting the need for design rationale support in EA and by presenting an
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approach especially designed for this purpose. Moreover, we make contribution to the

domain of design rationale by presenting a conceptualization of decision making processes

based on MCDA for the provision of the reasoning behind design decisions. Last but not

least, we make explicit the intertwining between problem and solution space by capturing

how requirements trigger the execution of new design decisions, how the requirements are

evaluated during the decision making process and how design decisions or their possible

unanticipated observed impacts motivate the elicitation of new requirements.

Through our research we made a first attempt to support the domain of EA with design

rationalization information. At the time of writing, EA Anamnesis has inspired other

researchers to work towards this direction and has been used as basis for the development

of relevant extensions. However, more work has to be done. Possible directions include

extensions for a-priori and collaborative decision making support, reconsideration of the

problem space part of the conceptual framework due to the semantic closeness of its

concepts and the investigation of the return of capturing effort of EA Anamnesis.
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Samenvatting

Ondernemingstransformaties leggen socio-technologische veranderingen aan organisaties

op. Ondernemingsarchitectuur, meer bekend als Enterprise Architecture (EA), wordt

erkend als een sturingsinstrument dat belanghebbenden ondersteunt in het proces van

een ondernemingstransformatie. De praktijk van EA wordt onder andere ondersteund

door modelleertalen die een organisatie holistisch beschrijven. Dergelijke modellen maken

de producten en diensten van een organisatie expliciet, en laten zien hoe deze gerealiseerd

worden door IT infrastructuur en applicaties.

Modelleertalen voor EA hebben niet de capaciteit om ontwerpmotivaties die in de context

van een ondernemingstransformatie tot een specifiek architectuurontwerp hebben geleid

vast te leggen. Dit gebrek aan transparantie van de ontwerpbesluiten kan problemen

met de integriteit van het ontwerp als gevolg hebben. Door dit gebrek aan inzicht in de

motivaties worden nieuwe ontwerpen op een ad-hoc manier gebouwd, zonder overwegingen

en beperkingen die impliciet in oudere ontwerpmotivaties liggen in overweging te nemen.

Deze dissertatie richt zich op dit gebrek aan steun voor ontwerpmotivering in het EA-

domain door EA Anamnesis te introduceren. EA Anamnesis is een conceptueel raamwerk

voor ontwerpmotivering van EA-besluiten. Het complementeert bestaande EA-modelleertalen

met informatie over ontwerpmotivering. Dit wordt gedaan door motivaties zoals formuler-

ing van het ontwerpprobleem over het EA, hoe het probleem aangekaart is door specifieke

ontwerpbesluiten, de motivatie achter de keuze voor die besluiten, en hun mogelijke on-

verwachte consequenties vast te leggen, en deze informatie te verbinden met elementen

van het EA-ontwerp.

EA Anamnesis is ontwikkeld in een iteratief proces, volgens het ”design science” paradigma.

We beginnen met de identificatie van het probleem en onze motivering. We verkennen
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de domeinen van EA en ontwerpmotivatie om hun voornaamste karakteristieken vast te

identificeren. Op basis hiervan identificeren we een verzameling van belangrijkste on-

twerpmotivatieconcepten die gebruikt kunnen worden als een basis voor de ontwikkeling

van ons conceptueel raamwerk. Door middel van een questionnaire leggen we deze con-

cepten voor aan een groep EA-beoefenaars. Beoefenaars vinden de voorgestelde concepten

nuttig, en bevestigen de behoefte aan, en nut van een ontwerpmotivatiemethode voor EA.

Hierna gaan we verder met ons ontwerpartefact. EA Anamnesis levert analysemogelijkhe-

den voor zowel de probleem- als oplossingskanten van het EA-ontwerp. Voor de analyse

aan de probleemkant gebruiken we technieken uit het domein van doelmodellering om

vast te leggen hoe het ontwerpprobleem geformuleerd is met doelen, EA-principes en

benodigdheden, termen die een brede acceptatie binnen het domein van EA genieten.

De analyse aan de oplossingskant wordt ondersteund door theorie uit ”operations re-

search,” namelijk Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), om de redenering van de

architecten tijdens het besluitvormingsproces vast te leggen. Met MCDA kunnen we het

besluitvormingsproces van architecten als een besluitvormingprobleem behandelen waarin

er meerdere evaluatiecriteria zijn waar besluitnemers een balans tussen moeten vinden.

We gebruiken ook de structurele aanpak van EA om de diverse ontwerpmotivaties van

een EA-ontwerp vast te leggen, en mogelijke verbindingen door meerdere domeinen heen

vast te leggen. Bijvoorbeeld, hoe een besluit aan zakelijke kant een behoefte aan de

informatie-technologiekant oplegt.

We stellen de praktische bruikbaarheid en validiteit van EA Anamnesis vast door het toe

te passen in twee case studies uit de echte wereld: één in een organisatie voor onder-

zoek en technologie in Luxemburg, en één in een Griekse e-overheid organisatie. Uit deze

evaluatie blijkt dat EA Anamnesis adequaat de ontwerpmotivaties van beide case studies

vastlegt, en dat beoefenaars kunnen herkennen hoe het ontwerpprobleem was geformuleerd

en opgelost door de relevante ontwerpbesluiten. We illustreren EA Anamnesis verder door

een fictieve case study uit het verzekeringsdomein. Deze case study is ook gebruikt tijdens

het ontwikkelingsproces van ons conceptueel raamwerk om individuele delen van ontwer-

partefacten te illustreren. Met de FEEDBACK die we over deze illustraties ontvangen

hebben is EA Anamnesis verder uitgebreid en verbeterd. Ten laatste, gebruiken de im-

plementatie van een softwareprototype om de implementeerbaarheid van ons conceptueel

raamwerk te evalueren, en als input te dienen voor verdere uitbreidingen en verbeteringen.

EA Anamnesis heeft zowel voor de praktijk als onderzoek nut. In de praktijk kunnen

beoefenaars van EA Anamnesis gebruik maken om databases van ontwerpmotivatieken-

nis te maken. Hierin kunnen rechtvaardigingen, motivaties en mogelijk problematische

situaties van besluitvorming vastgelegd worden. Hierdoor kunnen EA-beoefenaars, in het

bijzonder nieuwkomers snel hun kennis van het EA-ontwerp bijhalen en makkelijker de
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EA onderhouden en uitbreiden door mogelijke problematische situaties en zwakheden van

de architectuur in acht te nemen.

Wat onderzoek betreft, levert EA Anamnesis een toevoeging aan het gebied van EA door

de benodigdheid van ontwerpmotivatie in EA expliciet te maken, en hier een methode voor

te geven. Bovendien leveren we een bijdrage aan het domein van ontwerpmotivatie door

een conceptualisatie te leveren van besluitvormingsprocessen gebaseerd op MCDA voor

het vastleggen van redenering achter ontwerpbesluiten. Ten laatste maken we duidelijk

hoe probleem- en oplossingskanten verwoven zijn door vast te leggen hoe behoeftes de

uitvoering van nieuwe ontwerpbesluiten tot gevolg hebben, hoe deze behoeftes worden

geëvalueerd tijdens het besluitmakingsproces, en hoe ontwerpbesluiten of hun mogelijk

onverwachte geobserveerde impact de ontlokking van nieuwe behoeftes motiveert.

Middels ons onderzoek hebben we een eerste stap gezet om het domein van EA te onder-

steunen met informatie over ontwerpmotivatie. Op het moment van schrijven heeft EA

Anamnesis al andere onderzoekers gëınspireerd om in deze richting te werken, en is ons

werk als een basis voor de ontwikkeling van relevante uitbreidingen. Er blijft echter nog

werk te doen. Mogelijke richtingen voor toekomstig onderzoek zijn uitbreidingen voor

de ondersteuning van a-priori en collaboratieve besluitvorming, en een verdere analyse

van de semantieke aspecten van de probleemkant van ons conceptueel raamwerk, en een

onderzoek naar het rendement van de inspanning benodigd om EA Anamnesis toe te

passen.
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Περίληψη

Οι επιχειρησιακοί μετασχηματισμοί επιφέρουν κοινωνικο-τεχνικές αλλαγές στους οργανισ-

μούς. Η επιχειρησιακή αρχιτεκτονική (enterprise architecture, EA) αναγνωρίζεται ως το

μέσο το οποίο βοηθά τα ενδιαφερόμενα μέρη κατά τη διάρκεια της διαδικασίας του επιχειρησι-

ακού μετασχηματισμού. Μεταξύ άλλων, η πρακτική της επιχειρησιακής αρχιτεκτονικής υπ-

οστηρίζεται από γλώσσες μοντελοποίησης οι οποίες περιγράφουν τον οργανισμό με ολιστικό

τρόπο. Με αυτόν τον τρόπο, περιγράφουν τα επιχειρησιακά προϊόντα και προσφερόμενες

υπηρεσίες ενός οργανισμού, και το πώς αυτά πραγματοποιούνται μέσω της υποδομής πληρο-

φοριακών συστημάτων και εφαρμογών.

Ωστόσο, οι γλώσσες μοντελοποίησης επιχειρησιακής αρχιτεκτονικής δεν έχουν τη δυνατότητα

σύλληψης της αιτιολόγησης (design rationale) των αποφάσεων σχεδίασης που οδήγησαν σε

συγκριμένες αρχιτεκτονικές σχεδιάσεις στα πλαίσια ενός επιχειρησιακού μετασχηματισμού.

Η έλλειψη διαφάνειας στην αιτιολόγηση των αποφάσεων σχεδίασης μπορεί να προκαλέσει

θέματα ακεραιότητας σχεδιασμού όταν οι σχεδιαστές αρχιτεκτονικής πρέπει να συντηρή-

σουν ή να μεταβάλουν την ισχύουσα σχεδίαση της υπηρεσιακής αρχιτεκτονικής. Εξαιτίας

της έλλειψης επίγνωσης της αιτιολόγησης σχεδίασης, οι νέες σχεδιάσεις γίνονται με ad-hoc

τρόπο, χωρίς να λαμβάνονται υπόψη οι παραδοχές και περιορισμοί παλαιότερων αποφάσεων

σχεδίασης.

Αυτή η διατριβή αντιμετωπίζει την έλλειψη της αιτιολόγησης σχεδίασης σε περιβάλλοντα

επιχειρησιακής αρχιτεκτονικής, παρουσιάζοντας το EA Anamnesis, ένα εννοιολογικό πλαίσιο

(conceptual framework) για τον εξορθολογισμό σχεδίασης της υπηρεσιακής αρχιτεκτονικής.

Το EA Anamnesis συμπληρώνει τις υπάρχουσες γλώσσες μοντελοποίησης υπηρεσιακής αρ-

χιτεκτονικής με πληροφορία αιτιολόγησης της σχεδίασης. Αυτό πραγματοποιείται μέσω της

σύλληψης αιτιολογήσεων σχεδιασμού, όπως η διατύπωση του σχεδιαστικού προβλήματος της
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επιχειρησιακής αρχιτεκτονικής, πως το πρόβλημα επιλύθηκε μέσω συγκεκριμένων αποφάσεων

σχεδίασης, την αιτιολόγηση πίσω από την επιλογή αυτών των αποφάσεων και τις πιθανές

απροσδόκητες επιπτώσεις τους, και με τη σύνδεση των αιτιολογήσεων σχεδίασης με στοιχεία

της σχεδίασης της υπηρεσιακής αρχιτεκτονικής.

Το EA Anamnesis, έχει αναπτυχθεί μέσω μια επαναληπτικής διαδικασίας, η οποία ακολου-

θεί το παράδειγμα της έρευνας της επιστήμης σχεδιασμού (design science research). Αρχικά

ξεκινάμε με την αναγνώριση του ερευνητικού προβλήματος και με τα κίνητρα της ερευνάς

μας. Διερευνούμε τους τομείς της επιχειρησιακής αρχιτεκτονικής και αιτιολόγησης σχεδι-

ασμού και εντοπίζουμε τα κύρια χαρακτηριστικά τους. Βάσει αυτού, εντοπίζουμε μια ομάδα

βασικών εννοιών (concepts) που μπορούν να χρησιμοποιηθούν σαν τη βάση για την ανάπτυξη

του εννοιολογικού μας πλαισίου. Μέσω μιας ερευνητικής επισκόπησης (survey), παρουσιά-

ζουμε αυτή την ομάδα βασικών εννοιών σε μια ομάδα επαγγελματιών επιχειρησιακής αρ-

χιτεκτονικής. Οι επαγγελματίες θεωρούν ότι οι προτεινόμενες έννοιες είναι χρήσιμες και

επιβεβαιώνουν τη αναγκαιότητα και τη χρησιμότητα μιας προσέγγισης αιτιολογήσης σχεδι-

ασμού για επιχειρησιακές αρχιτεκτονικές.

΄Επειτα, προχωρούμε με το σχεδιαστικό μας δημιούργημα (design artifact). Το EA Anamne-

sis είναι βασισμένο σε τεχνικές επιχειρησιακής έρευνας και πιο συγκεκριμένα σε πολυκριτηρι-

ακή ανάλυση αποφάσεων (MCDA) για την εννοιοποίηση (conceptualization) της αιτιολόγησης

των σχεδιαστών αρχιτεκτονικής κατά τη διάρκεια της διαδικασίας λήψεων αποφάσεων. Η

πολυκριτηριακή ανάλυση αποφάσεων μας επιτρέπει να προσεγγίσουμε τη διαδικασία λήψης

απόφασης των σχεδιαστών αρχιτεκτονικής σαν ένα πρόβλημα λήψης απόφασης που περιλ-

αμβάνει πολλαπλά κριτήρια αξιολόγησης μεταξύ των οποίων τα όργανα λήψης αποφάσεων

θα πρέπει να βρουν τη κατάλληλη ισορροπία. Για την ανάλυση στο χώρο προβλήματος

χρησιμοποιούμε τεχνικές από το πεδίο μοντελοποίησης στόχων (goal modeling) ώστε να

συλλάβουμε τον τρόπο με τον οποίο το σχεδιαστικό πρόβλημα διατυπώνεται βάση συγ-

κεκριμένων στόχων, αρχών σχεδίασης επιχειρησιακής αρχιτεκτονικής (EA principles) και

των απαιτήσεων (requirements), ορολογίας η οποία ευρέως χρησιμοποιείται στο πεδίο της

υπηρεσιακής αρχιτεκτονικής. Επιπροσθέτως, χρησιμοποιούμε τη διαρθρωτική προσέγγιση

που παρέχει η επιχειρησιακή αρχιτεκτονική ώστε να κατηγοριοποιήσουμε τις διάφορες αιτι-

ολογήσεις αποφάσεων του σχεδιασμού επιχειρησιακής αρχιτεκτονικής και να κάνουμε ρητές

τις πιθανές διατομεακές (cross-domain) σχέσεις τους.

Η πρακτική εγκυρότητα του EA Anamnesis αξιολογείται μέσω της εφαρμογής του υπό πραγ-

ματικές συνθήκες σε δυο μελέτες περίπτωσης (case studies), μία σε ένα ερευνητικό και

τεχνολογικό οργανισμό στο Λουξεμβούργο και μία σε ένα Ελληνικό οργανισμό ηλεκτρον-

ικής διακυβέρνησης. Η αξιολόγηση υποδεικνύει ότι το EA Anamnesis συλλαμβάνει επαρκώς

τις αιτιολογήσεις σχεδίασης των δύο μελετών περίπτωσης και ότι οι επαγγελματίες επιχειρησι-

ακής αρχιτεκτονικής μπορούν να αναγνωρίσουν πως το πρόβλημα σχεδίασης διατυπώνεται
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και επιλύεται μέσω κατάλληλων αποφάσεων σχεδίασης. Επιπροσθέτως των πραγματικών

μελετών περίπτωσης, επιδεικνύουμε το EA Anamnesis μέσω μίας πλασματικής μελέτης

περίπτωσης από τον ασφαλιστικό τομέα. Αυτή η μελέτη περίπτωσης χρησιμοποιήθηκε κατά

τη διάρκεια ανάπτυξης του εννοιολογικού μας πλαισίου για την επίδειξη των μεμονωμένων

μερών του σχεδιαστικού δημιουργήματος. Η συγκριμένη επίδειξη μας επέτρεψε να λάβουμε

αναπληροφόρηση (feedback) ώστε να επεκτείνουμε και να βελτιώσουμε το EA Anamnesis.

Τέλος, χρησιμοποιούμε μία πρωτότυπη υλοποίηση (prototype) ώστε να αξιολογήσουμε τη

δυνατότητα υλοποίησης του εννοιολογικού μας πλαισίου και για περαιτέρω επεκτάσεις και

βελτιώσεις.

Το EA Anamnesis έχει συνέπειες αμφότερα στην πρακτική και στην έρευνα επιχειρησιακής

αρχιτεκτονικής. Στην πρακτική, οι οργανισμοί μπορούν να χρησιμοποιήσουν το EA Anam-

nesis για την δημιουργία δεξαμενών γνώσης αιτιολόγησης σχεδιασμού, στις οποίες μπορούν

να αποθηκεύονται οι αιτιολογήσεις, κίνητρα και ενδεχόμενες επιπτώσεις των αποφάσεων

σχεδίασης. Με αυτόν τον τρόπο, οι επαγγελματίες επιχειρησιακής αρχιτεκτονικής, και ιδι-

αιτέρως οι νεοφερμένοι στον οργανισμό, μπορούν γρήγορα να προσεγγίσουν και να καταλάβουν

την υπάρχουσα επιχειρησιακή αρχιτεκτονική και μπορούν καλύτερα να συντηρήσουν και να

επεκτείνουν την αρχιτεκτονική λαμβάνοντας υπόψη πιθανές προβληματικές καταστάσεις και

ευπάθειες της υπάρχουσας αρχιτεκτονικής.

Σε ότι αφορά τις ερευνητικές συνέπειες, το EA Anamnesis συνεισφέρει στο πεδίο της

επιχειρησιακής αρχιτεκτονικής φανερώνοντας την ανάγκη για την υποστήριξη της επιχειρησι-

ακής αρχιτεκτονικής με προσεγγίσεις αιτιολόγησης σχεδίασης και με την παρουσίαση μια

προσέγγισης ειδικά σχεδιασμένης για αυτό τον σκοπό. Επιπλέον, συνεισφέρουμε στο ερε-

υνητικό πεδίο αιτιολόγησης σχεδίασης, παρουσιάζοντας μία εννοιοποίηση διαδικασίας λήψης

αποφάσεων η οποία είναι βασισμένη σε MCDA για την παροχή της αιτιολόγησης πίσω από

αποφάσεις σχεδίασης. Τέλος, κάνουμε ρητή τη συνύφανση (intertwining) μεταξύ των χώρων

προβλήματος και λύσης, συλλαμβάνοντας τον τρόπο με τον οποίο οι απαιτήσεις ενεργοποιούν

την εκτέλεση νέων αποφάσεων σχεδίασης, τον τρόπο με τον οποίο οι απαιτήσεις αξιολογούν-

ται κατά τη διάρκεια της διαδικασίας απόφασης και τον τρόπο με τον οποίο οι αποφάσεις

σχεδίασης ή οι πιθανές τους απρόβλεπτες επιπτώσεις προκαλούν την εκμαίευση (elicitation)

νέων απαιτήσεων.

Με την έρευνα μας κάναμε μία πρώτη απόπειρα να υποστηρίξουμε τον τομέα της υπηρεσιακής

αρχιτεκτονικής με πληροφορία αιτιολόγησης σχεδιασμού. Κατά τη σύνταξη της παρούσας δι-

ατριβής, το EA Anamnesis έχει ήδη εμπνεύσει άλλους ερευνητές να εργαστούν προς αυτή

την κατεύθυνση και έχει ήδη χρησιμοποιηθεί σαν βάση για την ανάπτυξη σχετικών επεκ-

τάσεων. Παρόλα αυτά απαιτείται περισσότερη εργασία. Πιθανές κατευθύνσεις συμπεριλαμ-

βάνουν επεκτάσεις για a-priori και συνεργατική υποστήριξη αποφάσεων, αναθεώρηση του

εννοιολογικού πλαισίου σε ότι αφορά την ανάλυση προβλήματος εξαιτίας της σημασιολογικής
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εγγύτητας των εννοιών του και την έρευνα που αφόρα την απόδοση του EA Anamnesis σε

σχέση με τις προσπάθεια που απαιτείται για τη σύλληψη αιτιολογήσεων σχεδιασμού.
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The Enterprise Engineering Network

Background

The Enterprise Engineering Network (EE Network, www.ee-network.eu) is a research and

training network targeting PhD candidates and research fellows. Next to the supervision

of PhD candidates and research fellows, the main activities of the network involve:

� Research seminars;

� Events targeting interaction with practitioners;

� Events targeting interaction with M.Sc. students;

� Development of a joint curriculum for EE Network researchers and associated courses;

� Co-organisation of scientific events.

The hosts of the network are also concerned with formulating and conducting joint re-

search projects. Yet, the EE Network itself focuses on the actual training activities.

The history of the EE Network, and its direct predecessors, can be traced back to 2001.

It is currently hosted at five locations:

1. Headquarters: IT for Innovation Services department of the Luxembourg Institute

of Science and Technology, Belval, Luxembourg;

2. Model Based System Development department of the Institute for Computing and

Information Sciences of Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands;
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3. HAN University of Applied Science, Arnhem, the Netherlands;

4. Information Systems Architecture group of Utrecht University of Applied Science,

Utrecht, the Netherlands;

5. Individual and Collective Reasoning and Model Driven Engineering groups of Uni-

versity of Luxembourg, Luxembourg, Luxembourg.

To enable a practical operation of the training activities, in particular in for the research

seminars, the EE Network has a traditional geographical focus on the Rhine-Scheldt-
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embourg), the Rhineland in Germany, as well as Lorraine in France.
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Part V

Appendices
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Survey Study

Title:

Questionnaire on the usefulness and current practice of design rationale concepts in EA.

Investigator:

This research is carried out by Georgios Plataniotis (e-mail: georgios@plataniotis.eu),

CRP Henri Tudor, Luxembourg

This questionnaire is part of a larger research project that aims to provide insight into

building better rationale for architectural decisions in EA. In our view, design rationale

should be captured systematically by means of alternatives, design decisions, the archi-

tecture domain/layer to which the decision applies, evaluation criteria etcetera. In the

following questionnaire, we present a set of basic concepts that could potentially be used

for design rationale in EA and we aim to identify whether these concepts are considered

to 1) help with the maintenance of an EA, 2) help to justify an EA, and 3) be currently

actively documented in the participant’s organization.

Concepts:

Rationale:

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing rationale (reasoning behind design

decisions) helps with the maintenance of the EA.
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~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing rationale (reasoning behind design

decisions) helps with the justification of the EA.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether the current practice in your organization is to document

rationale (reasoning behind design decisions).

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

Rejected alternatives:

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing rejected alternatives helps with the

maintenance of the EA.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing rejected alternatives helps with the

justification of the EA.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether the current practice in your organization is to document

rejected alternatives.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree
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EA layer:

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing the EA layer of design decisions

helps with the maintenance of the EA.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing the EA layer of design decisions

helps with the justification of the EA.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether the current practice in your organization is to document

the EA layer of design decisions.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

Unanticipated observed impact:

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing the unanticipated observed impact

of design decisions helps with the maintenance of the EA.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing the unanticipated observed impact

of design decisions helps with the justification of the EA.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether the current practice in your organization is to document

the unanticipated observed impact of design decisions.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree
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Design decision traceability:

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing the traceability of design decisions

helps with the maintenance of the EA.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether you feel that capturing the traceability of design decisions

helps with the justification of the EA.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

� Please indicate whether the current practice in your organization is to document

the traceability of design decisions.

~ Disagree

~ Agree

~ Strongly agree

Documentation practice of design decisions:

� Does your organization use a standardized template for documenting design deci-

sions?

~ Not aware

~ Yes

~ No

� If your organization does not use a standardized template, why not?

~ Not useful

~ No time / budget

~ No suitable tool

~ Other





Enterprise transformations impose socio-technical changes to orga-
nizations. Enterprise architecture (EA) is acknowledged as a steering 
instrument that assists stakeholders in the process of an enterprise 
transformation. Amongst others, the practice of EA is supported by 
modeling languages which describe an enterprise holistically. By 
doing so, they show an enterprise’s business products and services, 
and how these are realized by IT infrastructure and applications. 

However, EA modeling languages lack the capability to capture 
the design rationale that led to specifi c architectural designs in the 
context of an enterprise transformation. This lack of transparency 
regarding design decisions can cause design integrity issues when 
architects have to maintain or change the current EA design. Due to 
this lack of insight into the rationale, new designs are constructed in 
an ad-hoc manner, without taking into account considerations and 
constraints implied by past design decisions. 

This thesis addresses this lack of design rationale support for the do-
main of EA, by introducing EA Anamnesis, a conceptual framework 
for EA design rationalization. EA Anamnesis complements existing 
EA modeling languages with design rationalization information. 
This is realized by capturing rationale such as the formulation of the 
design problem across the EA, how the problem was addressed by 
specifi c design decisions, the reasoning behind the selection of tho-
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